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Drug Name	DIN(s)Abstral	02364174, 02364182, 02364190, 02364204, 02364212, 02364220ABEVMY 02522179, 02522160	Accolate	2236606Aclasta	02401606, 02408082, 02407639, 02415100, 02415186, 02403056, 02413701, 02408325, 02408449, 02421550, 02422425, 02422433, 02424894, 02426412, 02420961, 02421720, 02304007, 02434458, 02269198Actemra	02424770, 02350106, 02350114, 02350092ADALIMUMAB 02511088, 02511061, 02511053, 02511045, 02511096	Adcirca	2338327Adempas	02412764, 02412799, 02412772, 02412810, 02412802ADTRALZA 02521288	Afinitor/Afinitor Disperz	02339528, 02369257, 02339501, 2450267, 02425645, 02425653, 02425661Aimovig 02487306	AJOVY 02497859	AKEEGA 02538555, 02538563	ALBRIOZA 02527707 	Alecensaro	2458136Alpha 1-Proteinase Inhibitor (Prolastin)	02223643, 02223651Alunbrig 02479206, 02479214, 02479222, 02479230	AMGEVITA	02459299, 02459310, 02459302Amitiza	2447363Andriol	782327Androderm	02239653, 02245972Androgel	02245345, 02249499, 02245346ApoTeriparatide 02498804	Apo-Teriparatide 02498804	Aredia	02059762,  02059789Arzerra	02381559, 02381567Aubagio	2416328Avastin	2270994Avonex	02269201, 09857395, 99100763, 02267594, 02237770AVSOLA 02496933 	Axiron	2382369AYBINTIO 02522829, 02522837	BALVERSA 02493217, 02493225, 02493233, 02493241	BAMBEVI 02520729, 02520737	Banzel	02369613, 02369621, 02369648, 02388685Bavencio 02469723	Benlysta	02370050, 02370069BENVYON 02524309	BEOVU 02496976, 02496985 	Besponsa 02473909	Betaseron	02169649, 99100555BIMZELX 02525275, 02525267	Bosulif	02419149, 02419157Botox	09857387, 99100741, 09857386, 01981501, 99100646, 00999505, 09991146, 02243721, 00999443BRAFTOVI 02513099	Brenzys	02455331, 02455323BRUKINSA 02512963	Bupropion (Wellbutrin)	02385694, 02383187, 02331810, 02383195, 02275082, 02391562, 02285665, 02334038, 02275074, 02334046, 02313421, 02331616, 02285657, 02391570, 02325373, 02325357, 02299461, 02317761, 02331829, 02317788, 02331799, 02331802, 02382075, 02382083Byetta	02361817, 02361809BYOOVIZ 02525852 	CABLIVI 02496194	Cabometyx 02480824, 02480832, 02480840 	CALQUENCE 02491788	CAMZYOS 02532565, 02532573, 02532549, 02532557	Caprelsa	02378582, 02378590Carbaglu	2439360Caripul	02397447, 02397455, 00951210, 00951511Cayston	2329840Cerdelga   02463261 	CIBINQO 02528371, 02528398, 02528363	Cimzia	2331675Cinqair	2456419Cladribine 02319918	Constella	02417162, 02417170Copaxone	02245619, 02233014Cosentyx	02438062, 02438070, 99101215Cotellic	2452340Cresemba 02483971	Crysvita 02483629, 02483637, 02483645	Cuvposa 02469332	Cyramza	2443805Cystadrops 02485605	Daklinza	02444747, 02444755DAURISMO 02498472, 02498480	Delatestryl	29246Depo-Testosterone	00030783, 00903221Diacomit	02398958, 02398974, 02398966, 02398982DOJOLVI 02512556 	Duodopa	2292165Dupixent 02470365	Durela 	02373017, 02373025, 02373033Dysport	02460203, 02456117Egrifta	02423677, 02438712Elidel	2247238EMGALITY 02491087, 02491060	EMPAVELI 02533294	Enbrel	02242903, 02274728, 09857394, 99100373Enspryng 02499681	Entyvio	2436841Epclusa	2456370Epoprostenol  (Flolan)	02345706, 02345714Erelzi 02462869, 02462850, 02462877	Erivedge	2409267Erleada  02478374 02540185	Esbriet	2393751EVENITY 02489597	EVRYSDI 02514931	Exjade	02287420, 02287439, 02287447Extavia	2337819Eylea	2415992Fabrazyme	02248966, 02248965Fampyra	2379910Fasenra  02473232	Faslodex 02248624	Fentora	02408007, 02408015, 02408023, 02408031, 02408058Ferriprox	02436523, 02436558, 02436531Finasteride (Proscar)	02391937, 02348888, 09991085, 02354462, 02320169, 02310112, 02371820, 02350270, 02405814, 02356058, 02349361, 02375303, 02339471, 02348500, 02322579, 02365383, 02355043, 02357224, 02306905, 02374404, 02428741, 02376113, 02376709, 02378515, 02389878, 02392631, 02401142, 02428148Firazyr	2425696FIRDAPSE  02502984 	Flolan	02230845, 02230848Forteo	2254689Galafold 02468042	Galexos	2416441GAVRETO 02517590	Gazyva	2434806Genotropin	02401711, 02401703, 02401827, 02401762, 02237192, 02401746, 02401835, 02401797, 02237191, 02401681, 02401789, 02401770, 02237195, 02401754, 02237193, 02401800, 02237194, 02401819Gilenya	2365480Giotrif	02415666, 02415674, 02415682GIVLAARI	2506343Glatect   02460661	Gleevec	02253275, 02253283, 92099987, 99100982, 09857447, 02244724, 99100983, 09857448, 92099988HADLIMA	02473097, 02473100, 02533472, 02533480HANZEMA 02477440, 02477432	Harvoni	2432226Holkira Pak	2436027HULIO	02502402, 02502380, 02502399Humatrope	02243078, 00745626, 02243077, 02243079, 02229693, 02229694, 02229692Humira 	93899927, 99100385, 97799757, 09857294, 97799756, 02258595, 09857327, 09857326, 02458357, 02458349HYRIMOZ	02492156, 02492164, 02505258 Ibavyr	02425890, 02425904, 02439212Ibrance 02453169, 02453177, 02453150	Iclusig	02437333, 02438341Iclusiz	02437333, 02437341IDACIO	02502674, 02502682, 02502666Idhifa 02485427, 02485435	Ilaris	02344939, 02460351ILUMYA 02516098	Imatinib (Gleevec)	02428326, 02397285, 02355337, 02424495, 02399814, 02428318, 02399806, 02397293, 02355345, 02424509Imbruvica	2434407IMCIVREE 02537745	Imfinzi 02468816	INCRELEX 02509733	Inflectra	2419475Inlyta	02389630, 02389649, 02422883, 02422891Inqovi 02501600	INREBIC 02502445	Inspra	02323052, 02323060Iressa	2248676IXIFI 02523191	Jadenu	2452227Jakavi	02388014, 02388022, 02388006, 02434814Janumet	02333872, 02416808, 02333856, 02416794, 02333864, 02416786Januvia	02303922, 02388839, 02388847JEMPERLI 02523434	Jetrea	02410818, 02452154Jinarc	02437503, 02437511, 02437538Juxtapid	02420376, 02420384, 02420341Kalydeco	02397412, 02442612, 02442620, 02397412KESIMPTA 02511355, 02511363	Kevzara   02460521, 02460548	Keytruda	02456869, 02441152Kineret	2245913Kisqali  02473569	KOSELUGO 02530139, 02530147	Kuvan	2350580Kynmobi 02500264, 02500272, 02500280, 02500299, 02500302	LEDAGA 02516764 	Lemtrada	2418320Lenvima 02450313 02450291 02450321 02450305 02468239 02468220	LEQVIO 02518376	Levemir	02271850, 02271869, 02412829, 02271842LEVULAN KERASTICK 02243933	Libtayo  02487144, 02487152	LIVTENCITY 02530740	Lonsurf 02472104, 02472112	LORBRENA 02485966, 02485974	Lucentis	02296810, 02425629LUMAKRAS 02520095	Lynparza	2454408Macugen	2267225Malogen	00177652, 02027062, 02027046, 00177628Malogex	00177636, 02027054Mar-Trientine 02504855	Mavenclad   02470179	Maviret 02467550	MAYZENT 02496429, 02496437, 02543370	MDK-Nitisinone    02457733, 02470055, 02457717, 02457725	Mekinist	02409623, 02409631, 02409658MEKTOVI 02513080	Metoject	02304767, 09991119, 02320045, 02320053, 02320037, 09991120, 02320029Montelukast (Singulair)	02328593, 02336669, 02373947, 02368226, 02330393, 02336685, 02354985, 02355515, 02330385, 02336677, 02354977, 02355507, 02358611, 02374609, 02377608, 02355523, 02377616, 02376822, 02376830, 02376849, 02376679, 02376687, 02376695, 02380749, 02380757, 02379317, 02379325, 02379333, 02379236, 02379856, 02379848, 02379821, 02379341, 02379368, 02379376, 02382458, 02382466, 02382474, 02391104, 02391112, 02391120, 02391139, 02391422, 02389517, 02398796, 02398818, 02398826, 02399865, 02399873, 02399997, 02401274, 02401150, 02396815, 02396807, 02396793, 02402793, 02402807, 02408627, 02408635, 02408643, 02410516, 02410265, 02410273, 02422867, 02422875, 02427605, 02427613, 02427621, 02427494, 02427508, 02427516MOUNJARO 02541106, 02541041, 02541092, 02541084, 02541068, 02541076, 02532891, 02532956, 02532905, 02532913, 02532948, 02532921	Movantik	02442167, 02442175Movapo  02459132, 02459140	Mvasi 02470756, 02470748	NERLYNX 02490536	Nexavar	2284227NGENLA 02521679, 02521687	Ninlaro	02456796, 02456818, 02456826NITISINONE 02458632, 02458616, 02458624	Norditropin Nordiflex/Simplexx	02334860, 02334941, 02334879, 02334968, 02334852, 02334925Nplate	02322854, 02322862NUBEQA 02496438 	Nucala	2449781Nucynta 	02360381, 02415593, 02360438, 02415577, 02360403, 02415607, 02360373, 02378299, 02360411, 02415615, 02415585, 02378272, 02378280Nutropin	02216183, 02399091, 02229722, 02376393, 02399083, 02249002Ocaliva    02463148, 02463121	Ocphyl   02413191, 02413205, 02413213	Ocrevus   02467224	ODOMZO 02500337 	Ofev	02443066, 02443074Omnitrope	02325071, 02325055, 02325063, 02459647OMVYENCE 02510308	Onglyza	02375842, 02333554ONPATTRO 02489252	Onsolis	02350726, 02350661, 02350696, 02350688, 02350718ONUREG 02521083	Opdivo 02446634, 02446626	Opsumit	2415690OPSYNVI 02521083	Orencia	02402475, 02282097Orfadin   02459728, 02459736, 02459698, 02469693, 02459701	Orkambi	ORLADEYO 02527693	OSNUVO 02495589	Otezla	02434318, 02434334OXERVATE 02485613	OXLUMO 02525755	OZEMPIC 02471477, 02471469, 02523930	PALYNZIQ 02526255, 02526247, 02526263	Pamidronate (Aredia)	02264951, 02249677, 02266784, 02266792, 02382032, 02246597, 02246599, 02264986, 02264978, 02244551, 02248418, 02249669, 02249685, 02245998, 02245999, 02246598, 02248194, 02244550, 02244552Pegasys	02248077, 02248078, 99101086, 09991140, 99100171, 099100172, 99100173, 99100174, 02253429, 02253410, 99101087, 99101088, 99101089Pegetron	02246028, 02246029, 02246030, 02246026, 02246027, 02254603, 02254638, 02254646, 02254573, 02254581PEMAZYRE 02519968, 02519933, 02519941	Pennsaid	2247265Perjeta	2405016Pheburane	2436663PIQRAY 02497069, 02497077, 02497085, 02497042	Plegridy	02444399, 02444402, 02444372, 02444380Pomalyst	02419580, 02419602, 02419599, 02419610PONVORY 02515482, 02515474	Praluent 02453835, 02453819, 02453762, 02453754	Prevymis 02469375, 02469383	Procysbi 02464707 02464713	Prolastin	02204606, 02204592, 00803529Prolia	02343541, 02343568Proscar	2010909Protopic	02244148, 02244149Pulmozyme	2046733QINLOCK 02500833	Quinsair	2442302QULIPTA 02533979, 02533987, 02533995 	Radicava  02475472	Ralivia	02299194, 02299208, 02299216Rebif	02237319, 02237318, 02318253, 02318288, 02237320, 02277492, 02318261, 02281708REBLOZYL 02505541, 02505568	Relistor	02356503, 02308215, 02356481Remicade	02244016, 99101167, 00950899, 09852956Remodulin	02246555, 02246552, 02246553, 02246554REMSIMA 02511576, 02511584	Renflexis   02470373	Repatha	02459779, 02446057Replagal	02249057, 96599976Resotran	02377012, 02377020Restasis	2355655RETEVMO 02516918, 02516926	Revatio	02279401, 02341611Revestive	2445727Revlimid	02304902, 02317710, 02317699, 02304899, 02459418, 02440601Revolade	02461382, 02361825, 02361833, 02423049REZUROCK 02526115	RIABNI 02513447	RINVOQ 02495155	Rituxan	02241927, 02457350RIXIMYO 02498316	ROZLYTREK 02495007, 02495015	RUKOBIA 02520869	Ruxience 02495724	Ruzurgi 02503034	RYBELSUS 02497611, 02497581, 02497603	RYBREVANT 02526182 	Rydapt 02466236	RYMTI 02530287, 02530309, 02530295	Saizen	02237970, 02350122, 02215136, 02248168, 02350149, 02283875, 02350130, 02272083, 02283867, 02237971Samsca	02370468, 02370476, 02370484Sandostatin   00839191, 00839205, 00839213, 02049392	SandostatinLAR  02239325, 02239324, 02239323	SAPHNELO 02522845	Sativex 	2266121SCEMBLIX 02528320, 02528339	Sensipar	02257130, 02257157, 02257149Serostim	02244373, 02248169, 02239046, 02272075, 02239047, 02271532Signifor	02413299, 02413302, 02413310Signifor LAR 02437252, 02480433, 02480425, 02437260, 02437279	Sildenafil R (Revatio)	02418118, 02392682, 02412179, 02319500Siliq  02473569	SIMLANDI 02523949, 02523957, 02523965	Simponi 	02324776, 02324784, 02413183, 02413175, 02417472Singulair	02238217, 02247997, 02243602, 02238216Skyrizi	SOGROYA 02539942, 02539950, 02539934SOHONOS 02524635, 02524678, 02524627, 02524643, 02524651	Somatuline  02283409, 02283417, 02283395 	Somavert	02272199, 02272202, 02272210, 02448831, 02448858SOTYKTU 02533030	Sovaldi	2418355SPEVIGO 02536455	SPRAVATO 02499290	Sprycel	02293129, 02320193, 02293137, 02360810, 02293145, 02360829Stelara	02320673, 02320681, 00245961, 02459671Stivarga	2403390SUNLENCA 02532468, 02532476	Sunvepra	2452294Sutent	02280795, 02280817, 02280809, 02328607Symdeko 02478080	TABRECTA 02527391, 02527405	Tafinlar	02409607, 02409615TAKHZYRO 02480948	Taltz	02455102, 02455110Tarceva	02269007, 02269015, 02269023Tasigna	02315874, 02368250TAVALISSE 02508052, 02508600	TAVNEOS 02526662	Tecentriq 02462990	Tecfidera	02404508, 02420201Technivie	2447711Tegsedi 02481383	Temodal	02241093, 02241096, 02241094, 02312794, 02241095, 02321262Temozolomide 02389819, 02395274, 02389827, 02395282, 02389843, 02395304, 02389835, 02395290, 02389851, 02395312, 02413094, 02413116, 02413124, 02413043, 02413132, 02413035TEPMETKO 02516322	Testim	2280248Teva-Erlotinib 02377691, 02377705, 02377713Teva-Teriparatide  02486423	TEZSPIRE 02529556, 02529548  	Thalomid	02355205, 02355221, 02355213, 02355191Thyrogen	2246016Tobi	02239630, 02365154Toctino	02337630, 02337649Tracleer	02244982, 02244981Trajenta	2370921Tramacet	2264846Treanda	02392569, 02392550Tremfya   02469758	Tridural	02296381, 02296403, 02296411TRIKAFTA 02517140, 02542277, 02542285, 02517140, 02526670	Truxima 02478382, 02478390	TUKYSA 02499835, 02499827	Tykerb	2326442Tysabri	2286386Uloric	2357380Uptravi	2451190, 2451204, 2451212, 2451220, 2451158, 2451166, 2451174, 2451182VABYSMO 02527618	VASCEPA 02495244	Vectibix	02308487, 02308495, 02308509VEGZELMA 02534177, 02534185	Vemlidy    02464241	Venclexta	02458039,02458063, 02458055, 02458047Verzenio 02487101, 02487128, 02487136, 02487098	Victoza	02351064, 02351056Vidaza	2336707Vimizim	2427184Vimpat	02357666, 02357623, 02357631, 02357658, 02357615VITRAKVI 02490315, 02490323, 02490331	Vizimpro 02486024, 02486032, 02486040	Volibris	02307073, 02307065Vosevi      02467542	Votrient	02352303, 02352311VYALEV 02532468, 02532476	VYALEV 02537702	VYEPTI 02510839	VYNDAMAX 02517841	VYNDAQEL 02495732	WELIREG 02528908	Wellbutrin 	02237825, 02275090, 02237823, 02275104, 02237824Xalkori	02384256, 02384264Xeljanz	2423898Xeomin	02324032, 02371081Xermelo  02481553	Xgeva	2368153Xiaflex	2388316Xolair	02260565, 02459795, 02459787XOSPATA 02495058	XPOVIO 02527677	Xtandi	2407329Xyrem	2268272XYWAV 02538237	Yervoy   02379384	YUFLYMA 02523760, 02523779	Zavesca	2250519Zaxine	2410702ZEJULA 02489783	Zelboraf	2380242Zemaira	2457911Zepatier	2451131Zeposia 02505991, 02506009	Zinbryta	02459639, 02459620ZIRABEV 02489430, 02489449	Zolinza	2327619Zometa	02248296, 02242725Zydelig	02438798, 02438801Zykadia	2436779Zytiga	02371065, 02457113Zytram	02360349, 02286440, 02286424, 02286459, 02286432, 02360322
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Group Benefits
Drug Prior Authorization 
Applicable to ALL Provinces EXCEPT Ontario (coverage available under provincial Specialty drug program for Ontario residents.)
  If requesting coverage for a generic drug, please fill out the form under the brand name.
The purpose of this form is to obtain the medical information required to assess your request for a drug on the Prior Authorization list under your drug plan benefit coverage. To avoid delays in processing your request, please ensure that all information, including contact information is complete. Completion of this form is not a guarantee of approval. If you have already purchased the drug, please attach all original receipts along with an Extended Health Care Claim form. All costs incurred to complete this form are the plan member’s responsibility. If you are registered for the Plan Member Secure Site and have provided an email address, you will receive an email notification when the prior authorization decision is available on your claims statement. If you are not registered on the Plan Member Secure Site, you will be notified of the prior authorization decision by mail.
Important: Please ensure the most current unaltered version of the form is completed and signed. To download the most recent version of the Drug Prior Authorization form go to www.manulife.ca
Important: Please ensure the most current unaltered version of the form is completed and signed.
1  Plan member and patient 
    information
    To be completed by plan member
Sex assigned at birth
Please provide your preferred contact method for notification of the results:
Email me at:
Call me (and leave a message if I’m not there) at:
Extension:
Fax me at:
Write me at the address indicated above.
Does the patient have drug coverage under any other group plan?
If Yes,
Is this drug covered under the other group plan?
If no, why was the drug declined by the other group plan?  Please attach the other group plan decline notice (typically a letter or statement). We need this decline notice to see if this drug can be approved. If this is a renewal a current decline notice is required.
Did your plan sponsor recently transfer your drug benefits to Manulife?
Before joining Manulife, were you receiving coverage for this drug through your previous insurance company?
If Yes,
Attach proof of payment (a copy of a pharmacy receipt showing payment from prior insurance company or an Explanation of Benefits from the prior insurance company). Proceed to section 7.
If no applies to any of the above two questions,
Proceed to section 2.
2  Provincial Plans
    To be completed by prescribing
    physician
    To be completed by plan member
Most provinces offer some form of drug coverage to their residents. Your Manulife drug plan supplements the coverage provided by provincial plans. It is important that you or your doctor (if required) apply to the applicable provincial program to ensure there are no delays in your drug reimbursement.
Check with your doctor or login to the Manulife Provincial Drug Plans Resource Centre on our Plan Member Secure Site at www.manulife.ca/planmember to confirm if the drug you have been prescribed may be eligible for coverage under a provincial plan. If the drug you have been prescribed is listed under a provincial program, you will need to apply to the program before consideration can be given under your Manulife drug plan.  
Has application been made to the provincial program for coverage?
Has the patient been approved for coverage by the provincial program for this drug?
In Ontario, for patients that qualify for coverage under the Exceptional Access Program (EAP), if the drug is an EAP drug, a copy of the approval or denial from EAP must be submitted with this form so Manulife can complete the assessment of this request.
3  Patient Assistance Programs
     To be completed by plan member
Have you enrolled in the Patient Assistance Program?
    To be completed by prescribing
    physician
    To be completed by plan member
Where will the treatment be administered?
Is there a medical reason why this drug needs to be administered in a hospital setting?
Are there any adjunctive services performed at the time of administration of this injection?
Is the MD office located in a hospital?
If the treatment is not being administered at home, please provide:
    To be completed by prescribing
    physician
    To be completed by plan member
Please select the diagnosis for which the drug has been prescribed and respond to the corresponding questions.
Is the drug being used in combination with fluoropyrimidine-based chemotherapy including 5-fluorouracil, capecitabine OR tegafur?
Is the drug being used in combination with carboplatin/paclitaxel chemotherapy regimen?
Has patient’s disease progressed or relapsed following prior therapy?
Will drug be used in monotherapy or in combination with lomustine?
Has drug been prescribed in combination with paclitaxel, topotecan and or pegylated liposomal doxorubicin?
Is this the first recurrence of cancer?
Has the patient received prior VEGF-targeted therapy including bevacizumab?
Has the patient received more than two prior chemotherapy regimens?
Is drug being prescribed in combination with carboplatin and gemcitabine?
Is this the patient's first recurrence of cancer?
Has the patient received prior VEGF-targeted therapy including bevacizumab?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Prior to treatment initiation, does the patient have elevations in serum alkaline phosphatase (SAP) two times the upper limit for their age-specific normal reference range?
Has the patient had images indicative of Paget’s Disease?
Is the patient displaying symptoms associated with Paget’s Disease?
Is the patient at risk of complications?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Will the drug be used in combination with a tapering course of glucocorticoids or used alone following discontinuation of glucocorticoids?
Will the drug be prescribed by a rheumatologist or a prescriber with expertise in the diagnosis and management of GCA?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Note: Actemra SC is the medication of choice for this diagnosis.
Renewal Criteria
Will the drug be used in combination with a tapering course of glucocorticoids or used alone following discontinuation of glucocorticoids?
Will the drug be prescribed by a rheumatologist or a prescriber with expertise in the diagnosis and management of GCA?
Does the patient demonstrate recurrent symptoms of GCA or laboratory findings (elevated ESR or CRP)?
If answer is No, please describe the need for ongoing treatment and attempts to taper/discontinue corticosteroid and/or tocilizumab and rationale if taper/discontinuation was not successful.
Provide current score of at least one of the following:
Choose one of the following:
Has the patient tried Methotrexate and one other Disease-Modifying 
Antirheumatic Drug (DMARD)?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for the patient:
Reduction in swollen joint count from baseline.
OR 
Reduction in PAS or PAS II.
OR 
CDAI , or DAS28 or SDAI scores.
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment?
Has the patient had an inadequate/suboptimal response of methotrexate with treatment for at least 12 weeks OR is allergic/intolerant to methotrexate AND has had an inadequate/suboptimal response to at least one other Disease modifying anti-rheumatic drugs (DMARD)?
Will the treatment be initiated by a rheumatologist familiar with the use of DMARDs and/or biologic DMARDs in children?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Does the patient have WHO functional Class II or III Pulmonary Hypertension?
Does the patient have WHO functional Class II or III Pulmonary Hypertension?
Does the patient have WHO functional Class II or III Pulmonary Hypertension?
Is the patient intolerant to or unable to achieve disease control with Adcirca (tadalafil) or Revatio (sildenafil)?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Is the Atopic Dermatitis adequately controlled with systemic treatment?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Is the tumour resectable?
Is the tumour locally advanced or metastatic?
Has the patient’s disease progressed within the last 12 months?
Tumours locally advanced or metastatic.
Tumours are unresectable.
Tumours are of gastrointestinal or lung origin.
The patient has experienced disease progression in the last 6 months.
Is Afinitor to be prescribed in combination with a somatostatin analogue?
Is the disease associated with Tuberous Sclerosis Complex? 
Is the tumour resectable?
Is immediate surgical resection required?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient 
(i.e., absence of disease progression, e.g., reduction in frequency of seizures)?
Will the drug be taken in combination with exemestane?
Has the patient previously tried an aromatase inhibitor such as letrozole 
or anastozole?
Does the patient require immediate surgery?
Does the patient have a definite diagnosis of Tuberous Sclerous Complex?
Is patient satisfactorily controlled with current therapies?
Is drug being used as adjunctive therapy?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient 
(i.e., absence of disease progression, e.g., reduction in frequency of seizures)?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Initial Criteria
Ajovy/Emgality are the preferred treatment options eligible for coverage under the plan.
Has the patient tried and failed treatment with either Ajovy or Emgality?
Is the patient intolerant/allergic to Ajovy or Emgality?
If the answer to the above questions are both NO please fill out either the Ajovy or Emgality PA form.
Does the patient meet ICHD-3 criteria for the diagnosis of migraine with or without aura?
Does the patient have an inability to tolerate (due to side effects) or an inadequate response to a 6-week trial of at least two of the following categories: 
• Topiramate
• Divalproex sodium/valproate sodium
• Beta-blocker: metoprolol, propranolol, timolol, atenolol, nadolol
• Tricyclic antidepressant: amitriptyline, nortriptyline
• Serotonin-norepinephrine reuptake inhibitor: venlafaxine, duloxetine
• Angiotensin receptor blocker: candesartan
If the number of headache days per month is >=15, does the patient have an inability to tolerate or inadequate response to a minimum of 2 quarterly injection (6 months) of onabotulinumtoxin A?
If the number of headache days per month is ≤7, provide at least one of the following scores:
Is the drug being prescribed by or in consultation with a physician experienced in the diagnosis and treatment of migraine?
Has patient enrolled in the Aimovig Patient Support Program?
If no, please contact the Aimovig Patient Support Program at 1-855-745-5467 and 
complete section 3. Not completing section 3 may delay the processing of your request.
Note* Initial approval is limited to 6 months, additional information (number of mean monthly headache days and at least one of the following scores: MIDAS, MPFID, HIT-6) will be required after this time in order to assess for further coverage
Renewal Criteria and requirements
Provide scores for at least one of the following:
Has there been a clinically meaningful improvement for the patient of a 30% or greater reduction from baseline in the MIDAS score?
Is the drug being prescribed by or in consultation with a physician experienced in the diagnosis and treatment of migraine?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Initial Criteria
Does the patient meet ICHD-3 criteria for the diagnosis of migraine with or without aura?
Does the patient have an inability to tolerate (due to side effects) or an inadequate response to a 6-week trial of at least two of the following categories: 
• Topiramate 
• Divalproex sodium/valproate sodium　 
• Beta-blocker: metoprolol, propranolol, timolol, atenolol, nadolol　 
• Tricyclic antidepressant: amitriptyline, nortriptyline　 
• Serotonin-norepinephrine reuptake inhibitor: venlafaxine, duloxetine　 
• Angiotensin receptor blocker: candesartan　
If the number of headache days per month is >=15, does the patient have an inability to tolerate or inadequate response to a minimum of 2 quarterly injection (6 months) of onabotulinumtoxin A?
If the number of headache days per month is ≤7, provide at least one of the following scores:
Is the drug being prescribed by or in consultation with a physician experienced in the diagnosis and treatment of migraine?
Has the patient enrolled in the Ajovy Teva Support Solutions Program?
If no, please contact the Ajovy Teva Support Solutions Program at 1-833-302-0121 and complete section 3. Not completing section 3 may delay the processing of your request.
Has the patient started treatment with Ajovy?
Note* Initial approval is limited to 6 months, additional information (number of mean monthly headache days and at least one of the following scores: MIDAS, MPFID, HIT-6) will be required after this time in order to assess for further coverage
Renewal Criteria and requirements
Provide scores for at least one of the following:
Has there been a clinically meaningful improvement for the patient of a 30% or greater reduction from baseline in the MIDAS score?
Is the drug being prescribed by or in consultation with a physician experienced in the diagnosis and treatment of migraine?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Does patient have deleterious or suspected deleterious BRCA mutated (germline and/or somatic mCRPC?
Will drug be used in combination with prednisone or prednisolone?
Is patient asymptomatic/mildly indicated?
Is patient receiving concurrent gonadotropin releasing hormone (GnRH) agonists?
Has patient had an orchiectomy?
Note: Approval is limited to 12 months. Additional information is required after 12 months in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient 
(i.e., patient does not show evidence of progressive disease while on therapy)?
Will drug be used in combination with prednisone or prednisolone?
Is patient receiving concurrent gonadotropin releasing hormone (GnRH) agonists?
Has patient had an orchiectomy?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Does the patient require permanent invasive or non-invasive ventilation?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is treatment with Albrioza showing effective for the patient?
Has the condition progressed to requiring permanent invasive or non-invasive ventilation?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Is the drug being used as first-line treatment?
Has patient has progressed on or are they intolerant to crizotinib (Xalkori)?
If yes, is drug being used as monotherapy?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient 
(i.e., absence of disease progression)?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Was patient unable to tolerate OR did they experience disease progression on an ALK inhibitor?
Is the drug being used as monotherapy?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient 
(i.e. absence of disease progression)?
Is the drug being used as monotherapy?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient 
(i.e. absence of disease progression)?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Provide current score of at least one of the following:
Choose one of the following:
Has the patient tried Methotrexate and one other Disease-Modifying 
Antirheumatic Drug (DMARD)?
Has the patient had an inadequate/suboptimal response to at least two non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs)?
Is the patient allergic to non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs)?
Has the patient had an inadequate/suboptimal response to at least two NSAID's or 
one other Disease-Modifying Antirheumatic Drug (DMARD)?
Has the patient failed to respond to, or are they intolerant to phototherapy?
Provide current score of at least one of the following:
Is the patient’s weight >=30 kg?
Does the patient have at least 3 abscesses or inflammatory nodules in at least 
two distinct anatomic areas?
Patient has had a contraindication or inadequate response to a 90 day trial of systemic antibiotic therapy?
The drug has been prescribed by a practitioner with expertise in the management of patients with Hidradenitis Suppurativa (HS).
Note* Initial Approval is limited to 24 weeks. After this time updated results showing a 25% or greater decrease in the total abscess and inflammatory nodule count will be required in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is the patient’s weight >=30 kg?
Has the patient experienced a 25% or greater decrease in the total abscess and inflammatory nodule count?
Patient has a diagnosis of non-infectious uveitis (intermediate, posterior or panuveitis)?
Does the patient have isolated anterior uveitis only?
Does the patient have active disease despite at least 2 weeks of maintenance therapy with oral corticosteroid?
Has the patient had an inadequate response or are they intolerant to conventional therapy or would conventional therapy be inappropriate?
Does the patient have non-infectious intermediate, posterior, or panuveitis, or chronic non-infectious anterior uveitis?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Have you tried at least one laxative with an inadequate response?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Is the drug being used in combination with Chlorambucil?
Has the patient received any prior treatment/therapy for this diagnosis?
Is Fludarabine-based therapy considered as inappropriate for this patient 
and diagnosis?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Does the patient have confirmed diagnosis of MS according to current McDonald diagnostic Criteria?
Has the patient had at least one attack within the last 12 months and/or new T2 or gadolinium-enhancing lesions on MRI?
Are other multiple sclerosis disease modifying therapies being used concurrently?
Will the drug be prescribed by a clinician experienced in the diagnosis and management of multiple sclerosis?
Note* Initial approval is limited to 12 months. 
After 12 months of treatment confirmation must be provided which validates the current treatment has slowed the disease progression AND there has been a reduction in the number and/or severity of attacks/relapses. 
Renewal Criteria
Has the treatment slowed the progression of the disease or disability?
Has there been a reduction in the number and/or severity of attacks/relapses?
If you have answered NO to one of these questions, please provide additional evidence on how patient benefited from treatment and why treatment should be continued.
Are other multiple sclerosis disease modifying therapies being used concurrently?
Will the drug be prescribed by a clinician experienced in the diagnosis and management of multiple sclerosis?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Will the drug be used in combination with a fluoropyrimidine-based chemotherapy including 5-fluorouracil, capecitabine or tegafur?
Will the drug be used in combination with carboplatin/paclitaxel chemotherapy regimen?
Is the tumour resectable?
Has patient’s disease progressed or relapsed following prior therapy?
Will Avastin be used in monotherapy or in combination with lomustine?
Has the patient received prior VEGF-targeted therapy including Avastin?
Is this the first recurrence of the cancer?
Has Avastin been prescribed in combination with carboplatin and gemcitabine?
Has the patient received prior VEGF-targeted therapy including Avastin?
Has the patient received more than two chemotherapy regimens to treat this condition?
Is this the first recurrence of the cancer?
Has Avastin been prescribed in combination with paclitaxel, topotecan and or pegylated liposomal doxorubicin?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Does the patient have confirmed diagnosis of MS according to 2017 McDonald diagnostic criteria?
Has the patient had at least one attack within the last 12 months and/or new T2 or gadolinium-enhancing lesions on MRI?
Note* Initial approval is limited to 12 months. 
After 12 months of treatment confirmation must be provided which validates the current treatment has slowed the disease progression AND there has been a reduction in the number and/or severity of attacks/relapses. 
Renewal Criteria
Has the treatment slowed the progression of the disease or disability?
Has there been a reduction in the number and/or severity of attacks/relapses?
If you have answered NO to one of these questions, please provide additional evidence on how patient benefited from treatment and why treatment should be continued.
Has the patient had at least one attack within the last 12 months and/or new T2 or gadolinium-enhancing lesions on MRI?
Note* Initial approval is limited to 12 months. 
After 12 months of treatment confirmation must be provided which validates the current treatment has slowed the disease progression AND there has been a reduction in the number and/or severity of attacks/relapses. 
Renewal Criteria
Has the treatment slowed the progression of the disease or disability?
Has there been a reduction in the number and/or severity of attacks/relapses?
If you have answered NO to one of these questions, please provide additional evidence on how patient benefited from treatment and why treatment should be continued.
Does the patient have lesions indicative of MS on an MRI?
Note* Initial approval is limited to 12 months. 
After 12 months of treatment confirmation must be provided which validates the current treatment has slowed the disease progression AND there has been a reduction in the number and/or severity of attacks/relapses. 
Renewal Criteria
Has the treatment slowed the progression of the disease or disability?
Has there been a reduction in the number and/or severity of attacks/relapses?
If you have answered NO to one of these questions, please provide additional evidence on how patient benefited from treatment and why treatment should be continued.
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Is the drug being used in combination with fluoropyrimidine-based chemotherapy including 5-fluorouracil, capecitabine OR tegafur?
Is the drug being used in combination with carboplatin/paclitaxel chemotherapy regimen?
Has patient’s disease progressed or relapsed following prior therapy?
Will drug be used in monotherapy or in combination with lomustine?
Has drug been prescribed in combination with paclitaxel, topotecan and or pegylated liposomal doxorubicin?
Is this the first recurrence of cancer?
Has the patient received prior VEGF-targeted therapy including bevacizumab?
Has the patient received more than two prior chemotherapy regimens?
Is this the first recurrence of cancer?
Is Aybintio being prescribed in combination with carboplatin and gemcitabine?
Has patient received prior VEGF-targeted therapy including Aybintio?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Has there been disease progression during or following at least one line of chemotherapy including within 12 months of neoadjuvant or adjuvant chemotherapy?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient 
(i.e., absence of disease progression)?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Is the drug being used in combination with fluoropyrimidine-based chemotherapy including 5-fluorouracil, capecitabine OR tegafur?
Is the drug being used in combination with carboplatin/paclitaxel chemotherapy regimen?
Has patient’s disease progressed or relapsed following prior therapy?
Will drug be used in monotherapy or in combination with lomustine?
Has drug been prescribed in combination with paclitaxel, topotecan and or pegylated liposomal doxorubicin?
Is this the first recurrence of cancer?
Has the patient received prior VEGF-targeted therapy including bevacizumab?
Has the patient received more than two prior chemotherapy regimens?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Does patient have documented clinical evidence of continued benefit 
(i.e., absence of disease progression)?
Has patient achieved a complete response (CR), treatment duration will not exceed 12 months past the confirmation of CR?
Has Patient had disease progression during or following platinum-based chemotherapy OR within 12 months of neoadjuvant or adjuvant treatment with platinum-based chemotherapy?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Does patient have documented clinical evidence of continued benefit
(i.e., absence of disease progression)?
Has disease progressed following first-line platinum-based chemotherapy?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Does patient have documented clinical evidence of continued benefit
(i.e., absence of disease progression)?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
For first time applicants, please indicate:
Complete for all expenses. Use one line per patient.
Does the patient have severe active lupus nephritis or severe active central nervous system lupus?
 
For applicants who are applying after one year of therapy, please indicate:
Complete for all expenses. Use one line per patient.
Does the patient have severe active lupus nephritis or severe active central nervous system lupus?
Has the patient shown signs of clinical improvement since being treated with Benlysta?
Is the drug being taken in addition to standard therapy?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Does patient have relapsed indolent B-cell non-Hodgkin lymphoma (NHL)?
Did patient respond to or have they progressed during or shortly following treatment with a rituximab regimen?
Does patient have symptomatic chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL)?
Has patient received prior treatment?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval. 
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval. 
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Does the patient have relapsed or refractory disease?
Will the drug be used in monotherapy?
Has patient received at least one previous induction chemotherapy regimen for ALL?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Has the patient had at least one attack within the last 12 months and/or new T2 or gadolinium-enhancing lesions on MRI?
Will the drug be prescribed by (or following consultation with) a clinician experienced in the diagnosis and management of multiple sclerosis?
Note* Initial approval is limited to 12 months. 
After 12 months of treatment confirmation must be provided which validates the current treatment has slowed the disease progression AND there has been a reduction in the number and/or severity of attacks/relapses. 
Renewal Criteria
Has the treatment slowed the progression of the disease or disability?
Has there been a reduction in the number and/or severity of attacks/relapses?
If you have answered NO to one of these questions, please provide additional evidence on how patient benefited from treatment and why treatment should be continued.
Will the drug be prescribed by (or following consultation with) a clinician experienced in the diagnosis and management of multiple sclerosis?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Does the patient have confirmed diagnosis of MS according to current McDonald diagnostic criteria?
Has the patient had at least one attack within the last 12 months and/or new T2 or gadolinium-enhancing lesions on MRI?
Is the patient ambulatory?  
Will the drug be prescribed by (or following consultation with) a clinician experienced in the diagnosis and management of multiple sclerosis?
Note* Initial approval is limited to 12 months. 
After 12 months of treatment confirmation must be provided which validates the current treatment has slowed the disease progression AND there has been a reduction in the number and/or severity of attacks/relapses. 
Renewal Criteria
Has the treatment slowed the progression of the disease or disability?
Has there been a reduction in the number and/or severity of attacks/relapses?
If you have answered NO to one of these questions, please provide additional evidence on how patient benefited from treatment and why treatment should be continued.
Is the patient ambulatory?  
Will the drug be prescribed by (or following consultation with) a clinician experienced in the diagnosis and management of multiple sclerosis?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Does the patient have at least 2 clinically silent lesions indicative of MS on an MRI? 
Will the drug be prescribed by (or following consultation with) a clinician experienced in the diagnosis and management of multiple sclerosis?
Note* Initial approval is limited to 12 months. 
After 12 months of treatment confirmation must be provided which validates the current treatment has slowed the disease progression AND there has been a reduction in the number and/or severity of attacks/relapses. 
Renewal Criteria
Has the treatment slowed the progression of the disease or disability?
Has there been a reduction in the number and/or severity of attacks/relapses?
If you have answered NO to one of these questions, please provide additional evidence on how patient benefited from treatment and why treatment should be continued.
Will the drug be prescribed by (or following consultation with) a clinician experienced in the diagnosis and management of multiple sclerosis?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Is the patient a candidate for systemic therapy?
Is the patient a candidate for phototherapy?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Will the dosage exceed 400 Units in a 3-month (90 days) interval?
Will the drug be administered by a physician with the appropriate qualifications and experience in the treatment and the use of required equipment?
Does the patient have blepharospasm associated with dystonia, including benign blepharospasm or VII nerve disorders?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment?
Will the drug be administered by a physician with the appropriate qualifications and 
experience in the treatment and the use of required equipment?
Will the dosage exceed 400 Units in a 3-month (90 days) interval?
Will the drug be administered by a physician with the appropriate qualifications and experience in the treatment and the use of required equipment?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment (e.g. Reduction in severity supported by score reduction using the same validated scale as baseline, reduced angle of head turning, reduced shoulder elevation, decreased size and strength of hypertrophic muscles, decreased pain)?
Will the drug be administered by a physician with the appropriate qualifications and 
experience in the treatment and the use of required equipment?
Will the dosage exceed 400 Units in a 3-month (90 days) interval?
Will the drug be administered by a physician with the appropriate qualifications and experience in the treatment and the use of required equipment?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment?
Will the drug be administered by a physician with the appropriate qualifications and 
experience in the treatment and the use of required equipment?
Will the dosage exceed 400 Units in a 3-month (90 days) interval?
Will the drug be administered by a physician with the appropriate qualifications and experience in the treatment and the use of required equipment?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment (e.g., reduction in HDSS of 1 or more, at least a 50% reduction from baseline in axillary sweating measured by gravimetric measurement)?
Will the drug be administered by a physician with the appropriate qualifications and 
experience in the treatment and the use of required equipment?
Will the dosage exceed 400 Units in a 3-month (90 days) interval?
Will the drug be administered by a physician with the appropriate qualifications and experience in the treatment and the use of required equipment?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment?
Will the drug be administered by a physician with the appropriate qualifications and 
experience in the treatment and the use of required equipment?
Has the patient been formally diagnosed with cerebral palsy?
Will the dosage exceed 400 Units in a 3-month (90 days) interval?
Will the drug be administered by a physician with the appropriate qualifications and experience in the treatment and the use of required equipment?
Does the patient have a confirmed diagnosis of chronic migraine defined as headaches on at least 15 days per month for more than 3 months of which at least 
8 days per month are with migraine?
Is Botox being prescribed by or in consultation with a physician experienced in the diagnosis and treatment of migraine?
Has the patient tried and failed or were they unable to tolerate (due to side effects) or had an inadequate response to a 6-week trial to at least two of the drugs/drug classes listed below: 
• Topiramate?
• Divalproex sodium/valproate sodium?
• Beta-blocker (metoprolol, propranolol, timolol, atenolol, nadolol)?
• Tricyclic antidepressant (amitriptyline, nortriptyline)?
• Serotonin-norepinephrine reuptake inhibitor (venlafaxine, duloxetine)?
• Angiotensin receptor blocker (candesartan)?
Will the dosage exceed 400 Units in a 3-month (90 days) interval?
Will the drug be administered by a physician with the appropriate qualifications and experience in the treatment and the use of required equipment?
Note* Section 5 - Drug History must be completed, if not the request will be considered incomplete and the review will not proceed.
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient had reduction of ≥ 50% in the number of headache days/month compared to baseline?
Will the drug be administered by a physician with the appropriate qualifications and 
experience in the treatment and the use of required equipment?
Is the urinary incontinence due to multiple sclerosis?
Is the urinary incontinence due to a spinal cord injury?
Will the dosage exceed 400 Units in a 3-month (90 days) interval?
Will the drug be administered by a physician with the appropriate qualifications and experience in the treatment and the use of required equipment?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment (e.g., reduction of ≥ 50% in the frequency of urinary incontinence episodes)? 
Will the drug be administered by a physician with the appropriate qualifications and 
experience in the treatment and the use of required equipment?
Is the patient experiencing urinary incontinence, urgency and frequency?
Will the dosage exceed 400 Units in a 3-month (90 days) interval?
Will the drug be administered by a physician with the appropriate qualifications and experience in the treatment and the use of required equipment?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment (e.g., improvement in the change from baseline in daily frequency of urinary incontinence episodes, improvement for the daily frequency of micturition, urgency, and nocturia episodes, improvement in all OAB symptoms, improvement in health-related quality of life as measured by the Incontinence Quality of Life (I-QOL) questionnaire)?
Will the drug be administered by a physician with the appropriate qualifications and 
experience in the treatment and the use of required equipment?
Is the patient at least 3 months post-stroke?
Will the dosage exceed 400 Units in a 3-month (90 days) interval?
Will the drug be administered by a physician with the appropriate qualifications and experience in the treatment and the use of required equipment?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient had reduction in spasticity severity as supported by MAS reduction for each affected limb?
Will the drug be administered by a physician with the appropriate qualifications and 
experience in the treatment and the use of required equipment?
Does the patient have focal spasticity of upper and/or lower limb spasticity?
Will the dosage exceed 400 Units in a 3-month (90 days) interval?
Will the drug be administered by a physician with the appropriate qualifications and experience in the treatment and the use of required equipment?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient had reduction in spasticity severity as supported by MAS reduction for each affected limb?
Will the drug be administered by a physician with the appropriate qualifications and 
experience in the treatment and the use of required equipment?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Will patient be on combination treatment with cetuximab?
Did patient have disease progression after prior therapy?
Has patient been previously treated with any BRAF inhibitor, MEK inhibitor, or epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) inhibitor?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient
(i.e., absence of disease progression)?
Is patient being treated in combination with cetuximab?
Will patient be on combination treatment with binimetinib?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is patient being treated in combination with binimetinib?
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient
(i.e., absence of disease progression)?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Provide current score of at least one of the following:
Choose one of the following:
Has the patient tried Methotrexate and one other Disease-Modifying 
Antirheumatic Drug (DMARD)?
Has the patient had an inadequate/suboptimal response to at least two non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs)?
Is the patient allergic to non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs)?
Has the patient had an inadequate/suboptimal response to at least two NSAID's or 
one other Disease-Modifying Antirheumatic Drug (DMARD)?
Was the diagnosis confirmed between the ages of 4 to 17 years of age?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Will treatment be initiated and supervised by a qualified physician experienced in the use of anticancer therapies (e.g., oncologist, hematologist)?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for the patient 
(i.e., absence of disease progression)?
Is treatment supervised by a qualified physician experienced in the use of anticancer therapies (e.g., oncologist, hematologist)?
Has patient received at least one prior therapy?
Will treatment be initiated and supervised by a qualified physician experienced in the use of anticancer therapies (e.g., oncologist, hematologist)?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for the patient 
(i.e., absence of disease progression)?
Is treatment supervised by a qualified physician experienced in the use of anticancer therapies (e.g., oncologist, hematologist)?
Will treatment be initiated and supervised by a qualified physician experienced in the use of anticancer therapies (e.g., oncologist, hematologist)?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for the patient 
(i.e., absence of disease progression while on this therapy)?
Is treatment supervised by a qualified physician experienced in the use of anticancer therapies (e.g., oncologist, hematologist)?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Please list all previous and current medications you are taking for diabetes.
Have you had an inadequate response to any of the medications listed above?
If yes, please indicate which one(s):
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Will Cablivi be used as an adjunct to plasma exchange and immunosuppressive therapy?
Note* Initial approval is limited to 30 days. 
After 30 days of treatment confirmation must be provided which validates the patient still has signs of persistent underlying disease (e.g. suppressed ADAMTS13 activity levels remain present)
Renewal Criteria
Does patient still have signs of persistent underlying disease (e.g. suppressed ADAMTS13 activity levels remain present)?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Does the RCC have a clear-cell component?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient
(i.e., absence of disease progression)?
Does the patient have intermediate or poor risk disease?
Does the RCC have a clear-cell component?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient 
(i.e., absence of disease progression)?
Has the patient been previously treated with sorafenib (Nexavar) or lenvatinib (Lenvima) and experienced disease progression during treatment?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient
(i.e., absence of disease progression)?
Will Cabometyx be used in combination with nivolumab?
Does the RCC has a clear-cell component?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient
(i.e., absence of disease progression)?
Has the condition progressed following prior VEGFR-targeted therapy?
Is patient radioactive iodine-refractory or ineligible?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient
(i.e., absence of disease progression)?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Has the patient received at least one prior therapy for Mantle Cell Lymphoma (MCL)?
Will Drug be used as monotherapy?
Will treatment with CALQUENCE be initiated and supervised by a qualified physician experienced in the use of anticancer therapies (e.g., oncologist)?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient 
(i.e., absence of disease progression)?
Will drug be used as monotherapy?
Will treatment with CALQUENCE be supervised by a qualified physician experienced in the use of anticancer therapies (e.g., oncologist)?
Will the drug be used in combination with obinutuzumab?
Will the drug be used as monotherapy?
Does patient have an ECOG Performance Status between 0 and 2?
Will treatment with CALQUENCE be initiated and supervised by a qualified physician experienced in the use of anticancer therapies (e.g., oncologist)?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient 
(i.e., absence of disease progression)?
Will drug be used in combination with obinutuzumab (Gazyva) or as monotherapy?
Will treatment with CALQUENCE be supervised by a qualified physician experienced in the use of anticancer therapies (e.g., oncologist)?
Does patient continue to have an ECOG status from 0-2?
Will the drug be used as monotherapy?
Does patient have an ECOG Performance Status between 0 and 2?
Will treatment with CALQUENCE be initiated and supervised by a qualified physician experienced in the use of anticancer therapies (e.g., oncologist)?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient 
(i.e., absence of disease progression)?
Will drug be used as monotherapy?
Will treatment with CALQUENCE be supervised by a qualified physician experienced in the use of anticancer therapies (e.g., oncologist)?
Does patient continue to have an ECOG status from 0-2?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Does patient have symptomatic New York Heart Association (NYHA) Class II and III oHCM?
Does patient have left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF) >= 55%?
Does patient have left ventricular outflow tract (LVOT) peak gradient >= 50 mmHg at rest or with provocation? 
Has patient tried and failed or do they have a contraindication or intolerance to: 
•	beta blockers (e.g., bisoprolol, carvedilol, or metoprolol)?
•	non-hydropyridine calcium channel blockers (e.g., verapamil or diltiazem)?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Is the tumour resectable?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Is the drug being is taken as adjunctive therapy for the treatment of acute hyperammonemia due to the deficiency of the hepatic enzyme 
N-acetylglutamate synthase (NAGS)?
Is the drug being taken for maintenance therapy for chronic hyperammonemia due to the deficiency of the hepatic enzyme N-acetylglutamate synthase (NAGS)?
Is the drug being taken as adjunctive treatment for acute hyperammonemia due to propionic acidemia (PA) or to methylmalonic acidemia (MMA)?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient had clinical benefit with the requested agent as evidenced by plasma ammonia level within the normal range?
Is the prescriber a specialist in the area of the patient’s diagnosis 
(e.g., metabolic disorders) or has the prescriber consulted with a specialist in the area of the patient’s diagnosis?
Does the requested quantity (dose) exceed the maximum Health Canada labeled dose for the requested indication?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Has the patient failed on conventional therapy for this indication?
Is the patient with NYHA functional class III intolerant to or unable to achieve disease control with Adcirca (tadalafil) or Revatio (sildenafil)?
Has the patient failed on conventional therapy for this indication?
Is the patient with NYHA functional class III intolerant to or unable to achieve disease control with Adcirca (tadalafil) or Revatio (sildenafil)?
Has the patient failed on conventional therapy for this indication?
Is the patient with NYHA functional class III intolerant to or unable to achieve disease control with Adcirca (tadalafil) or Revatio (sildenafil)?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Is the patient chronically infected by Pseudomonas aeruginosa?
Is the patient’s condition worsened despite treatment with a formulation 
of inhaled tobramycin?
Is the patient intolerant or has a contraindication to inhaled tobramycin?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Will the drug be used in combination with enzyme-replacement therapy?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Will the drug be used in combination with enzyme-replacement therapy?
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient 
(i.e., absence of disease progression regarding: spleen volume, liver volume, hemoglobin level, platelet count)?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Has patient had an inadequate response to other systemic drugs (e.g., steroid or biologic)?
If no, is it because these treatments are not advisable for this patient?
Will drug be used in combination with other JAK inhibitors, biologic immunomodulators, or potent immunosuppressants such as methotrexate and cyclosporine?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Choose one of the following:
Provide current score of at least one of the following:
Has the patient tried Methotrexate and one other Disease-Modifying 
Antirheumatic Drug (DMARD)?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval. 
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for the patient:
Reduction in swollen joint count from baseline.
OR 
Reduction in PAS or PAS II.
OR 
CDAI, or DAS28 or SDAI scores.
Has the patient had an inadequate/suboptimal response to at least two non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) for ≥ 4 weeks each?
Is the patient allergic to non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs)?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval. 
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment?
Has the patient had an inadequate/suboptimal response to at least two NSAID's or 
one other Disease-Modifying Antirheumatic Drug (DMARD)?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval. 
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment?
Has the patient failed to respond to, or are they intolerant to phototherapy?
Is there involvement of the face, hands, feet or genital regions?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval. 
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment?
Does the patient have inflammation evidenced by elevated C-reactive protein (CRP)?
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) results are indicative of inflammation.
Patient has active disease defined as Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index (BASDAI) score of >=4?
Patient has a Visual Analog Scale for Pain (VAS) for total back pain of >=4?
Has the patient had an inadequate/suboptimal response OR is allergic/intolerant to at least one non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug (NSAID)?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval. 
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Is the patient inadequately controlled with corticosteroids and an additional asthma controller(s) (e.g. LABA)?
Is the patient compliant to current asthma treatment?
Will the current asthma treatment be continued?
Has the patient experienced exacerbations in the previous 12 months?
Is the patient dependent on systemic corticosteroids?
Did the patient have a blood eosinophil count of >= 400 cells/uL in the past 
12 months?
Note* Initial Approval is limited to 12 months. After this time, updated results from baseline showing a 50% or greater decrease in the rate of exacerbation or a significant improvement (increase) in the Forced Expiratory Volume in 1 second (FEV1) of at least 50 mL or a change of at least a 0.5 improvement in AQLQ score, or at least a 0.5 reduction in ACQ score or a 50% or greater dose reduction of daily maintenance oral corticosteroid use.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced a 50% reduction in the rate of exacerbation 
(defined as number of events requiring use of oral systemic corticosteroids 
and/or hospitalization and/or emergency room visits)?
AND/OR
Has the patient experienced a 50% or greater dose reduction of daily maintenance oral corticosteroid use?
AND/OR
Has the patient shown an improvement of at least 0.5 in the Asthma Quality of 
Life Questionnaire (AQLQ) score or a reduction of at least 0.5 in Asthma Control Questionnaire (ACQ) score?
AND/OR
Does the patient show a significant improvement (increase) in the Forced Expiratory Volume in 1 second (FEV1)?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Does the patient have confirmed diagnosis of MS according to 2017 McDonald diagnostic criteria?
Has the patient had at least one attack within the last 12 months and/or new T2 or gadolinium-enhancing lesions on MRI?
Will the treatment be prescribed by (or following consultation with) clinicians who are experienced in the diagnosis and management of multiple sclerosis?
Note* Initial approval is limited to 12 months. 
After 12 months of treatment confirmation must be provided which validates the current treatment has slowed the disease progression AND there has been a reduction in the number and/or severity of attacks/relapses. 
For new submissions, if the patient is part of one of the population groups listed below and if eligibility criteria have been met, the approval for coverage will only be applicable to the preferred glatiramer acetate treatment option – Glatect.
Note: For new submissions, if the patient is part of one of the population groups listed below and if eligibility criteria have been met, the approval for coverage will only be applicable to the preferred glatiramer acetate treatment option – Glatect.
Please select the appropriate population group for this patient:
Renewal Criteria
Has the treatment slowed the progression of the disease or disability?
Has there been a reduction in the number and/or severity of attacks/relapses?
If you have answered NO to one of these questions, please provide additional evidence on how patient benefited from treatment and why treatment should be continued.
Is the patient ambulatory?
Will the treatment be prescribed by (or following consultation with) clinicians who are experienced in the diagnosis and management of multiple sclerosis?
Does the patient have lesions indicative of MS on an MRI?
Will the treatment be prescribed by (or following consultation with) clinicians who are experienced in the diagnosis and management of multiple sclerosis?
Note* Initial approval is limited to 12 months. 
After 12 months of treatment confirmation must be provided which validates the current treatment has slowed the disease progression AND there has been a reduction in the number and/or severity of attacks/relapses. 
For new submissions, if the patient is part of one of the population groups listed below and if eligibility criteria have been met, the approval for coverage will only be applicable to the preferred glatiramer acetate treatment option – Glatect.
Note: For new submissions, if the patient is part of one of the population groups listed below and if eligibility criteria have been met, the approval for coverage will only be applicable to the preferred glatiramer acetate treatment option – Glatect.
Please select the appropriate population group for this patient:
Renewal Criteria
Has the treatment slowed the progression of the disease or disability?
Has there been a reduction in the number and/or severity of attacks/relapses?
If you have answered NO to one of these questions, please provide additional evidence on how patient benefited from treatment and why treatment should be continued.
Is the patient ambulatory?
Will the treatment be prescribed by (or following consultation with) clinicians who are experienced in the diagnosis and management of multiple sclerosis?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Has the patient failed to respond to, or are they intolerant to phototherapy?
Is there involvement of the face, hands, feet or genital regions?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment?
Has the patient had an inadequate/suboptimal response to at least two NSAID’s or one other Disease-Modifying Antirheumatic Drug (DMARD)?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment?
Has the patient had an inadequate/suboptimal response to at least two non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs)?
Is the patient allergic to non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs)?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment?
Does the patient have inflammation evidenced by elevated C-reactive protein (CRP)?
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) results are indicative of inflammation.
Patient has active disease defined as Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index (BASDAI) score of >=4?
Patient has a Visual Analog Scale for Pain (VAS) for total back pain of >=4?
Has the patient had an inadequate/suboptimal response OR is allergic/intolerant to at least one non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug (NSAID)?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment?
Does the patient have a diagnosis of active enthesitis-related arthritis (ERA)?
Does the patient have active juvenile psoriatic arthritis (JPsA) defined as having ≥ 3 swollen or tender with limited range of motion joints?
Does the patient have ≥ 1 site of active or documented history of enthesitis?
Has the patient had an inadequate/suboptimal response to at least two NSAID’s or one 
other Disease-Modifying Antirheumatic Drug (DMARD)?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Has Cotellic (cobimetinib) been prescribed for use in combination with Zelboraf (vemurafenib) ?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient 
(i.e. absence of disease progression)?
Will drug be used in combination with vemurafenib (Zelboraf)?
Does patient have good performance status (ECOG less or equal to 1)?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Note: Initial approvals are limited to 6 months and then every 12 months thereafter.Additional information is required in order to assess for further coverage.
Initial:
Has epiphyseal closure occurred?
Is there radiographic confirmation of rickets (i.e.metaphyseal abnormalities on wrist OR knee radiographs)?
Does the patient have severe renal impairment or end stage renal disease?
Will Crysvita be given in combination with oral phosphate and active vitamin D analogues?
Is drug being prescribed by a physician experienced in the diagnosis and management of XLH?
Note: Initial approval is limited to 12 months. After this time a new prior auth form must be submitted with renewal criteria. 
Renewal Criteria
Renewal after 12 months:
Is there documented evidence of clinically important improvement in the fasting serum phosphate level?
Is there documented evidence of clinically important improvement in radiographic assessments as assessed through the Radiographic Global Impression of Change Score (RGICS)?
Is there documented evidence of clinically important improvement in pain and/or mobility assessments?
Subsequent Renewal:
Epiphyseal closure not yet occurred
Is there documented evidence that the clinical/biochemical benefits achieved during the first 12 months of therapy have been maintained?
Epiphyseal closure has occurred
Is there occurrence of treatment-related hyperparathyroidism while on treatment?
Is there occurrence of treatment-related nephrocalcinosis while on treatment?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Note: Initial approvals are limited to 6 months and then every 12 months thereafter.Additional information is required in order to assess for further coverage.
Initial:
For patients <18 years of age has epiphyseal closure occurred?
Has patient experienced persistent bone and/or joint pain due to XLH that limits daily activities?
Is there radiographic evidence of pseudofractures or osteomalacia-related fractures?
Is there prior history of insufficient response, refractory, or intolerant to conventional therapy with vitamin D and oral phosphate? 
Does the patient have severe renal impairment or end stage renal disease?
Will Crysvita be given in combination with oral phosphate and active vitamin D analogues?
Is drug being prescribed by a physician experienced in the diagnosis and management of XLH?
Note: Initial approval is limited to 12 months. After this time a new prior auth form must be submitted with renewal criteria. 
Renewal Criteria
Renewal after 12 months:
Is there documented evidence of clinically important improvement in the fasting serum phosphate level?
Is there documented evidence of clinically important improvement in radiographic assessments as assessed through the Radiographic Global Impression of Change Score (RGICS)?
Is there documented evidence of clinically important improvement in pain and/or mobility assessments?
Is there occurrence of treatment-related hyperparathyroidism?
Is there occurrence of treatment-related nephrocalcinosis?
Subsequent Renewal:
Is there documented evidence that the clinical/biochemical benefits achieved during the first 12 months of therapy have been maintained?
Does the patient have TIO associated with tumors that cannot be curatively resected or localized in adult patients?
Will treatment be initiated and monitored by a health professional experienced in the management of patients with metabolic bone diseases?
Is fasting serum phosphorus concentration below the reference range for age prior to initiation of treatment?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Note: Initial approvals are limited to 6 months and then every 12 months thereafter.Additional information is required in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is Serum phosphate within the normal range?
Is there documented evidence that the clinical/biochemical benefits achieved during the first 12 months of therapy have been maintained?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Patient’s drooling is due to a neurological condition?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Does the patient have disease progression while on or after prior platinum and fluoropyrimidine chemotherapy?
Will drug be used as a single agent or in combination with paclitaxel?
Does patient have an ECOG performance status of 0 or 1?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient 
(i.e., absence of disease progression)?
Will drug be used as a single agent or in combination with paclitaxel?
Does the patient have disease progression while on or after prior platinum and fluoropyrimidine chemotherapy?
Will drug be used as a single agent or in combination with paclitaxel?
Does patient have an ECOG performance status of 0 or 1?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient 
(i.e., absence of disease progression)?
Will drug be used as a single agent or in combination with paclitaxel?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Does the patient have diagnosed cystinosis with demonstration of cystine corneal crystals by the slit lamp examination?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documentation showing improvement or disease stabilization since starting treatment with Cystadrops?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Is the AML newly diagnosed and previously untreated?
Is the medication being used in combination with low dose cytarabine?
Is the patient eligible to receive intensive induction chemotherapy?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient 
(i.e. absence of disease progression)?
Is drug being used in combination with low-dose cytarabine?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Is this drug being used in combination with clobazam and valproate? 
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Does patient require a source of calories and fatty acids?
Does the patient require an alternative to first-line over-the-counter even-chain medium-chain triglyceride (MCT) oil?
Does total daily dose exceed 35% of patient’s total prescribed daily caloric intake?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is the patient receiving continued benefit from the drug based on their individualized treatment goals (e.g., decreased hospitalization rates, decreased incidence of rhabdomyolysis or hypoglycemia, improvements in chronic cardiomyopathy, in muscle weakness, in exercise tolerance, and in some heart measures, etc.)?
Does total daily dose exceed 35% of patient’s total prescribed daily caloric intake?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Is the stage of the disease based on the Hoehn and Yahr scale greater 
or equal to 3?
Is the patient responsive to Levodopa?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Has the patient tried and failed treatment with Rinvoq?
OR
Was the patient intolerant/allergic to and therefore unable to take Rinvoq?
If no:
Note: For this indication, the approval for coverage will only be applicable to the preferred treatment option – Rinvoq. Please select, complete, and submit the Rinvoq Prior Authorization form.
Please provide the following:
Has the patient had an inadequate/suboptimal response OR is allergic/intolerant to topical calcineurin inhibitor?
Has the patient had an inadequate/suboptimal response OR is allergic/intolerant to medium/high potency topical corticosteroids?
Has patient enrolled in the Freedom Support Program?
If no, please contact the Freedom Support Program at 1-844-216-1181 and complete section 3. Not completing section 3 may delay the processing of your request.
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment (e.g., improvement in PGA score from baseline, improvement in EASI score from baseline, etc.)?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Will Dupixent be used as add-on maintenance treatment with an intranasal corticosteroid?
Is the disease inadequately controlled by systemic corticosteroids and/or surgery?
Has patient enrolled in the Freedom Support Program?
If no, please contact the Freedom Support Program at 1-844-216-1181 and complete section 3.Not completing section 3 may delay the processing of your request.
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment?
Will Dupixent be used as an add-on maintenance treatment with intranasal corticosteroids?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Will Dupixent be used as add-on maintenance treatment?
Is asthma either severe with a type 2/eosinophilic phenotype or oral corticosteroid-dependent asthma?
Has patient enrolled in the Freedom Support Program?
If no, please contact the Freedom Support Program at 1-844-216-1181 and complete section 3.Not completing section 3 may delay the processing of your request.
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval. 
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment?
Will Dupixent be used as an add-on maintenance treatment?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval. 
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Will the drug be administered by a physician with the appropriate qualifications and experience in the treatment and the use of required equipment?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment?
Will the drug be administered by a physician with the appropriate qualifications and experience in the treatment and the use of required equipment?
Has the patient experienced a stroke?
Will the drug be administered by a physician with the appropriate qualifications and experience in the treatment and the use of required equipment?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment?
Will the drug be administered by a physician with the appropriate qualifications and experience in the treatment and the use of required equipment?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Initial Criteria
Does the patient currently have a waist circumference >= 95 cm (male)
>= 94 cm (female)?
Has the VAT level been confirmed by CT Scan to be > 130 cm²?
Has the patient failed to reduce VAT using diet?
NOTE: Initial Approval is limited to 6 months, evidence showing reduction from baseline in waist circumference and a reduction in VAT will be required after this time in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient’s waist circumference decreased by at least 1 cm and patient’s VAT decreased following 6 months of treatment with Egrifta?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Initial Criteria
Does the patient meet ICHD-3 criteria for the diagnosis of migraine with or without aura?
Does the patient have an inability to tolerate (due to side effects) or an inadequate response to a 6-week trial of at least two of the following categories: 
• Topiramate
• Divalproex sodium/valproate sodium
• Beta-blocker: metoprolol, propranolol, timolol, atenolol, nadolol
• Tricyclic antidepressant: amitriptyline, nortriptyline
• Serotonin-norepinephrine reuptake inhibitor: venlafaxine, duloxetine
• Angiotensin receptor blocker: candesartan
If the number of headache days per month is >=15, does the patient have an inability to tolerate or inadequate response to a minimum of 2 quarterly injection (6 months) of onabotulinumtoxin A?
If the number of headache days per month is ≤7, provide at least one of the following scores:
Is the drug being prescribed by or in consultation with a physician experienced in the diagnosis and treatment of migraine?
Has the patient enrolled in the LillyPlus Migraine Program?
If no, please contact the LillyPlus Migraine Program at 1-855-433-8130 andcomplete section 3. Not completing section 3 may delay the processing of your request.
Has the patient started treatment with Emgality?
Note* Initial approval is limited to 6 months, additional information (number of mean monthly headache days and at least one of the following scores: MIDAS, MPFID, HIT-6) will be required after this time in order to assess for further coverage
Renewal Criteria and requirements
Provide scores for at least one of the following:
Has there been a clinically meaningful improvement for the patient of a 30% or greater reduction from baseline in the MIDAS score?
Initial Criteria
Has patient experienced prior cluster headache periods lasting at least 6 weeks?
Has patient had an inadequate response with a documented trial of at least 1-2 months or are they unable to tolerate or had contraindications to conventional preventive therapies, established by Canadian practice guidelines, including sumatriptan, zolmitriptan, DHE, lithium, occipital nerve block, prednisone, or verapamil?
Is the drug being prescribed by or in consultation with a physician experienced in the diagnosis and treatment of episodic cluster headache?
Has the patient enrolled in the LillyPlus Migraine Program?
If no, please contact the LillyPlus Migraine Program at 1-855-433-8130 and complete section 3. Not completing section 3 may delay the processing of your request.
Has the patient started treatment with Emgality?
Note* Initial approval is limited to 1 month, additional information will be required after this time in order to assess for further coverage
Renewal Criteria and requirements
Has the patient experienced a reduction in cluster headache frequency or intensity?
Has the patient obtained clinical benefit?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Has the patient had an inadequate response to, or is intolerant of, a C5 inhibitor?
Will therapy be initiated under the supervision of a healthcare professional experienced in the management of patients with hematological disorders (e.g., hematologist, oncologist)?
Will the patient be vaccinated against encapsulated bacteria (e.g., Streptococcus pneumoniae, Neisseria meningitidis, and Haemophilus influenzae type B, etc.) at least 
2 weeks prior to initiating EMPAVELI? (If the risks of delaying EMPAVELI therapy outweigh the risks of developing a serious infection, patient will receive vaccination as soon as possible with 2 weeks of prophylactic antibiotics.)
Does patient have hemoglobin < 10.5g/dL?
Does patient have documented baseline values for serum lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) and hemoglobin level, and packed RBC transfusion requirement?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for the patient (e.g., normalization of lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) levels, stabilization/improvement in hemoglobin levels, decrease in number of packed red blood cell (PRBC) transfusions)?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Note: if the diagnosis is Rheumatoid Arthritis OR Ankylosing Spondylitis, Brenzys is the preferred etanercept treatment option for new submissions – To continue, please refer to the Brenzys form for completion.
For all other diagnosis or if there is a medical reason why Brenzys is not an appropriate treatment option please continue completion of the Enbrel form.
Choose one of the following:
Provide current score of at least one of the following:
Has the patient tried Methotrexate and one other Disease-Modifying 
Antirheumatic Drug (DMARD)?
Note: For new submissions, if the patient is part of one of the population groups listed below and if eligibility criteria have been met, the approval for coverage will only be applicable to one of the preferred etanercept treatment options – Brenzys or Erelzi. 
Please select the appropriate population group for this patient:
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment?
Has the patient had an inadequate/suboptimal response to at least two non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs)?
Is the patient allergic to non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs)?
Note: For new submissions, if the patient is part of one of the population groups listed below and if eligibility criteria have been met, the approval for coverage will only be applicable to one of the preferred etanercept treatment options – Brenzys or Erelzi. 
Please select the appropriate population group for this patient:
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Has the patient had an inadequate/suboptimal response to at least two NSAID's or 
one other Disease-Modifying Antirheumatic Drug (DMARD)?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Was the diagnosis confirmed between the ages of 4 to 17 years of age?
Note: For new submissions, if the patient is part of one of the population groups listed below and if eligibility criteria have been met, the approval for coverage will only be applicable to the preferred etanercept treatment option – Erelzi. 
Please select the appropriate population group for this patient:
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Initial Criteria
Is the patients anti-aquaporin 4 (AQP4) seropositive?
Will medication be used as monotherapy or in combination with immunosuppressive therapy?
Has the patient had >=2 relapses in last 2 years prior to starting treatment (with at least one relapse in the 12 months prior to starting treatment)?
Is the drug being prescribed by a physician experienced in the management of patients with NMOSD?
Is the drug intended for the acute treatment of an NMOSD relapse?
Note* Initial approval is limited to 12 months. After 12 months of treatment confirmation must be provided which validates there is improvement or stabilization of neurologic symptoms as evidenced by a decrease in acute relapses, EDSS, or hospitalizations.
Renewal Criteria
Is there improvement or stabilization of neurologic symptoms as evidenced by a decrease in acute relapses, EDSS, or hospitalizations?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment?
Provide the following:
Has patient demonstrated dependence on corticosteroids?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment (e.g. reductions in CDAI score by ≥ 70 points and ≥ 25% from baseline, reduction in HBI score by ≥ 50% or 
by ≥ 3 points from baseline)?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Please indicate the Genotype.
Please select the applicable Metavir Fibrosis Stage status for this patient.
Is the patient eligible for compensation under the Hepatitis C (HCV) 1986-1990 Class Actions Settlement?
Does the patient have cirrhosis?
Does the patient have decompensated cirrhosis?
Is the patient treatment naïve?
Is the patient treatment experienced?
Has the patient failed on the following Interferon-based regimen or a direct acting antiviral therapies:
•  A peginterferon alfa + ribavirin (PR) based regimen?
•  A nonstructural 3/4A (NS3/4A) protease inhibitor?
•  A nonstructural 5B (NS5B) protease inhibitor?
•  A nonstructural 5A (NS5A) protease inhibitor?
Has patient relapsed following treatment?
Has patient experienced a non response?
Is the patient experiencing a Hepatitis C recurrence after a liver transplantation?
Is the patient co-infected with the Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV)?
Is the patient's weight  >=30 kg?
Is this drug being used in combination with any other Hepatitis C therapies?
Is the patients viral load greater than or equal to 6 million IU/ml?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Note: if the diagnosis is Rheumatoid Arthritis OR Ankylosing Spondylitis, Brenzys is the preferred etanercept treatment option for new submissions – To continue, please refer to the Brenzys form for completion.
For all other diagnosis or if there is a medical reason why Brenzys is not an appropriate treatment option please continue completion of the Enbrel form.
Choose one of the following:
Provide current score of at least one of the following:
Has the patient tried Methotrexate and one other Disease-Modifying 
Antirheumatic Drug (DMARD)?
Note: For new submissions, if eligibility criteria has been met the approval for coveragewill only be applicable to the preferred etanercept treatment option – Brenzys
If there is a medical reason why Brenzys is not an option for this patient, please indicatereason(s) here:   
Has the patient had an inadequate/suboptimal response to at least two non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs)?
Is the patient allergic to non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs)?
Note: For new submissions, if eligibility criteria has been met the approval for coveragewill only be applicable to the preferred etanercept treatment option – Brenzys
If there is a medical reason why Brenzys is not an option for this patient, please indicatereason(s) here:   
Has the patient had an inadequate/suboptimal response to at least two NSAID’s or 
one other Disease-Modifying Antirheumatic Drug (DMARD)?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Is surgery or radiotherapy inappropriate?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient 
(i.e. absence of disease progression)?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Will the drug be used concurrently with a gonadotropin-relapsing hormone analog?
Has the patient had a bilateral orchiectomy?
Is the prostate-specific antigen doubling time (PSADT) ≤10 months?
Has the patient had detectable distant metastases as determined by CT, MRI, or technetium-99m bone scan?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit effect by the absence of disease progression?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Patient is castration sensitive (i.e., has no prior androgen deprivation therapy (ADT) or within 6 months beginning ADT)?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit effect by the absence of disease progression?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Is the patient at high-risk of fractures with　
• BMD T-score less than or equal to -2.5 at the total hip or femoral neck?
• History of osteoporotic fractures?
If patient is female are they postmenopausal?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Provide baseline results from one of the following acceptable motor function tests. 
Note results from the same test used at baseline will also be required for renewals.
Does patient currently require permanent invasive ventilation?
Note: Initial approval is limited to 3 months and then renewal is required every 12 months thereafter. Additional information is required in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Provide updated results from one of the following acceptable motor function tests. 
This should be the same test used at baseline.
Physician must attach all applicable lab reports and clinic notes from the past year to compare with previous lab reports with results indicating outcome improvement.
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Note: If the dosage is 125mg, 250mg or 500mg, fill out the Exjade Prior Authorization form.  If the dosage is 90mg,180mg or 360mg fill out the Jadenu PA form.
Select the criteria that applies:
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for the patient based on ophthalmologist’s judgment of visual and/or anatomic outcomes?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for the patient based on ophthalmologist’s judgment of visual and/or anatomic outcomes?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for the patient based on ophthalmologist’s judgment of visual and/or anatomic outcomes?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for the patient based on ophthalmologist’s judgment of visual and/or anatomic outcomes?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Additional doses should only be administered if visual and/or anatomic outcomes indicate disease persistence.
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Will the treatment be prescribed by (or following consultation with) a clinician experienced in the management of multiple sclerosis and knowledgeable of the efficacy and safety of FAMPYRA?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient achieved improvement in walking?
Will the treatment be prescribed by (or following consultation with) a clinician experienced in the management of multiple sclerosis and knowledgeable of the efficacy and safety of FAMPYRA?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Initial Criteria
Is the patient inadequately controlled with high-dose corticosteroids and additional asthma controller(s)?
Is the patient compliant to current asthma treatment?
Will the current asthma treatment be continued?
Is the patient dependent on systemic corticosteroids?
Does the patient have blood eosinophil count of >= 300 cells/μL (0.3 GI/L) and experienced 2 or more exacerbation in the past 12 months?
Does the patient have blood eosinophil count of >= 150 cells/μL (0.15 GI/L) and experienced 1 or more exacerbation in the past 12 months?
Has patient enrolled in the Fasenra Patient Support Program?
If no, please contact the Fasenra Patient Support program at 1-833-360-2666 and complete section 3. Not completing section 3 may delay the processing of your request. 
Has patient started treatment with Fasenra?
Note* Initial approval is limited to 12 months, updated results showing:
•  A 50% reduction in the rate of exacerbation (defined as worsening of asthma requiring use of oral/systemic corticosteroids for at least 3 days, and/or emergency department visits requiring use of oral/systemic corticosteroids and/or hospitalization), AND/OR 
•  A 50% or greater dose reduction of daily maintenance oral corticosteroid use, AND/OR 
•  Patient showed a change of at least 0.5 points in the Asthma Control Questionnaire, AND/OR 
•  Patient has experienced a significant increase in the Forced Expiratory Volume in 1 second (FEV1) of at least 50 mL. 
Renewal Criteria
Patient has experienced a 50% or greater reduction in the rate of exacerbation (defined as number of events requiring use of oral/systemic corticosteroids and/or hospitalization and/or emergency room visits) from baseline?
Has the patient experienced a 50% or greater dose reduction of daily maintenance oral corticosteroid use from baseline?
Has the patient experienced a significant increase in the Forced Expiratory Volume in 1 second (FEV1) of at least 50 mL from baseline?
Has the patient showed a change at least 0.5 points improvement Asthma Quality of Life Questionnaire (AQLQ) score, or at least 0.5 points reduction in the Asthma Control Questionnaire (ACQ), or at least 0.09 improvement in ASUI score from baseline?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Has the patient had disease progression following prior anti-estrogen therapy?
Is the patient estrogen receptor-positive, HER2 negative and not previously treated with endocrine therapy?
Will Faslodex (fulvestrant) be used in combination with Ibrance (palbociclib)?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Has the patient had an inadequate/suboptimal response to Deferoxamine 
and/or Exjade?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Is this drug being used as a prophylaxis for hereditary angioedema (HAE)?
Does the patient have C1 – esterase inhibitor deficiency?
Please provide the professional credentials and area of specialty of the diagnosing physician if different than the physician filling out the form.
Note: Approval is limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient been treated with Firazyr for acute attacks of HAE in the last 12 months?
If Yes, does the patient have evidence of a favourable clinical response with Firazyr 
(e.g., decrease in the duration of HAE attacks, onset of symptom relief, complete resolution of symptoms)?
Note: Approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months in order to assess for further coverage.
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Is the prescriber experienced in the diagnosis and management of LEMS?
Note* Initial approval is limited to 12 months. 
After 12 months of treatment confirmation must be provided that there is documented evidence of clinical benefit.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented evidence of clinical benefit?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Is the patient with a NYHA functional class of II or III intolerant to or unable to achieve disease control with Adcirca (tadalafil) or Revatio (sildenafil)?
Is the patient with a NYHA functional class of II or III intolerant to or unable to achieve disease control with Adcirca (tadalafil) or Revatio (sildenafil)?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Is the patient at risk of fracture?
Does the patient have a Bone Mineral Density T-Score below -2.5?
Is the patient at risk of fracture?
Does the patient have a Bone Mineral Density T-Score below -2.5?
Is the patient at risk of fracture?
Does the patient have a Bone Mineral Density T-Score below -2.5?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Will Galafold be used concomitantly with enzyme replacement therapy?
Is the patient under the care of a clinician experienced in the diagnosis and management of Fabry disease?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documentation of positive clinical response to therapy?
Will Galafold be used in combination with enzyme replacement therapy?
Is the patient under the care of a clinician experienced in the diagnosis and management of Fabry disease?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Will drug be initiated and supervised by a qualified physician experienced in the use of anticancer therapies (prescribed by or in collaboration with an oncologist)?
Will drug be used as monotherapy?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient (patient does not show evidence of progressive disease while on therapy)?
Is drug being prescribed by a qualified physician experienced in the use of anticancer therapies (prescribed by or in collaboration with an oncologist)?
Will drug be used as monotherapy?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Is the drug being used in combination with Chlorambucil?
Has the patient received any prior treatment/therapy for this diagnosis?
Will drug be initiated under supervision of a physician experienced in the treatment of cancer patients (e.g., oncologist)?
Has the patient relapsed after or are they refractory to a rituximab-containing (Rituxan) regimen?
Is the drug being is used in combination with bendamustine (Treanda) for the initial treatment cycle?
Is the drug being will used in combination with chemotherapy for initial treatment cycle?
Will the drug be used as a monotherapy in patients who respond to the induction treatment or have stable disease?
Does the patient have previously untreated stage II bulky (.7 cm), III or IV follicular lymphoma?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient (i.e., absence of disease progression)? 
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Are the epiphyses closed?
Have other causes been excluded?
Is the patient’s birth weight and/or length at least 2 standard deviation scores below the mean?
Was the patient able to achieve catch-up growth by 2 years of age or later?
Are the epiphyses closed?
Are the epiphyses closed?
Is the patient’s height at least 2.25 standard deviation scores below the mean (-2.25) for age and sex of patient?
Are the epiphyses closed?
Have other causes of short stature been excluded?
Has the diagnosis been confirmed by a growth hormone stimulation test?
Was the patient growth-hormone deficient during childhood?
Has the diagnosis been confirmed by a recent growth hormone stimulation test?
Are the epiphyses closed?
Has the diagnosis of Prader-Willi syndrome been confirmed by genetic testing?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Does the patient have confirmed diagnosis of MS according to 2017 McDonald diagnostic criteria?
Has the patient had at least one attack within the last 12 months and/or new T2 or gadolinium-enhancing lesions on MRI?
Will Gilenya be used as monotherapy?
Has the patient failed to respond to a full and adequate course (at least 6 months) of at least one disease modifying therapy or does patient have intolerance/contraindication to two other disease modifying therapies?
Is the disease highly active/rapidly evolving?
Note* Initial approval is limited to 12 months. 
After 12 months of treatment confirmation must be provided which validates the current treatment has slowed the disease progression AND there has been a reduction in the number and/or severity of attacks/relapses. 
Renewal Criteria
Has the treatment slowed the progression of the disease or disability?
Has there been a reduction in the number and/or severity of attacks/relapses?
If you have answered NO to one of these questions, please provide additional evidence on how patient benefited from treatment and why treatment should be continued.
Does the patient have confirmed diagnosis of MS according to 2017 McDonald diagnostic criteria?
Will Gilenya be used as monotherapy?
Has the patient had at least one relapse in the previous year OR at least 2 relapses in the previous 2 years OR has evidence of at least one gadolinium-enhancing lesion on T1 weighted MRI in the previous 6 months?
Note* Initial approval is limited to 12 months. 
After 12 months of treatment confirmation must be provided which validates the current treatment has slowed the disease progression AND there has been a reduction in the number and/or severity of attacks/relapses. 
Renewal Criteria
Has the treatment slowed the progression of the disease or disability?
Has there been a reduction in the number and/or severity of attacks/relapses?
If you have answered NO to one of these questions, please provide additional evidence on how patient benefited from treatment and why treatment should be continued.
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Has the patient had prior therapy with Epidermal Growth Factor Receptor (EGFR) tyrosine kinase inhibitors?
Has the disease progressed after at least 4-cycles of platinum-based chemotherapy?
Will Giotrif be used as monotherapy?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Does the patient have one of the following subtypes: acute intermittent porphyria (AIP), variegate porphyria (VP), hereditary coproporphyria (HCP), or 
ALA dehydratase-deficiency porphyria (ADP)?
Does the patient have active symptomatic disease, with at least two documented porphyria attacks within the last six months?
Note: Initial approvals are limited to 6 months and then every 12 months thereafter. Additional information is required in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced a clinical response to therapy such as a reduction in the number of porphyria attacks from baseline?
Does the patient have severe or clinically significant transaminase elevations, defined as alanine aminotransferase (ALT) greater than 5 times the upper limit of normal?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Does the patient have confirmed diagnosis of MS according to 2017 McDonald diagnostic criteria?
Has the patient had at least one attack within the last 12 months and/or new T2 or gadolinium-enhancing lesions on MRI?
Note* Initial approval is limited to 12 months. 
After 12 months of treatment confirmation must be provided which validates the current treatment has slowed the disease progression AND there has been a reduction in the number and/or severity of attacks/relapses. 
Renewal Criteria
Has the treatment slowed the progression of the disease or disability?
Has there been a reduction in the number and/or severity of attacks/relapses?
If you have answered NO to one of these questions, please provide additional evidence on how patient benefited from treatment and why treatment should be continued.
Does the patient have lesions indicative of MS on an MRI?
Note* Initial approval is limited to 12 months. 
After 12 months of treatment confirmation must be provided which validates the current treatment has slowed the disease progression AND there has been a reduction in the number and/or severity of attacks/relapses. 
Renewal Criteria
Has the treatment slowed the progression of the disease or disability?
Has there been a reduction in the number and/or severity of attacks/relapses?
If you have answered NO to one of these questions, please provide additional evidence on how patient benefited from treatment and why treatment should be continued.
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Does the patient have newly diagnosed chronic myeloid leukemia (CML) in 
chronic phase?
Does the patient have Chronic myeloid leukemia (CML) in blast crisis, 
accelerated phase or chronic phase?
Has the patient failed prior treatment of interferon-alpha therapy?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Does the patient have newly diagnosed acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL)?
Is the patient using Gleevec as a single agent for induction phase therapy?
Does the patient have relapsed or refractory acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL)?
Is the patient using Gleevec as a monotherapy?
Will the patient be receiving concurrent chemotherapy?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Has the patient had satisfactory response to other therapies?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Has the patient metastatic, locally recurrent DFSP following initial resective surgery AND is not considered amenable to further resective surgery?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Is the patient receiving adjuvant treatment and at intermediate to high risk of relapse 
following complete resection?
Does patient have unresectable and/or metastatic disease?
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Has patient had an inadequate/suboptimal response OR is allergic/intolerant to at least one high potency topical corticosteroid?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Are the epiphyses closed?
Are the epiphyses closed?
Are the epiphyses closed?
Was the weight at birth normal?
Have other causes of short stature been excluded?
Is the patient’s height velocity below the 25th percentile for bone age and sexover 12 months of observation?
Are the epiphyses closed?
Is the patient’s birth weight and/or length at least 2 standard deviation scores below the mean?
Was the patient able to achieve catch-up growth by 2 years of age or later?
Does the patient have somatotropin deficiency syndrome?
Please indicate if the patient has multiple hormone deficiencies (hypopituitarism) caused by any of the following:
Was the patient growth-hormone deficient during childhood?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Provide current score of at least one of the following:
Choose one of the following:
Has the patient tried Methotrexate and one other Disease-Modifying 
Antirheumatic Drug (DMARD)?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for the patient:
Reduction in swollen joint count from baseline.
OR 
Reduction in PAS or PAS II.
OR 
CDAI , or DAS28 or SDAI scores.
Has the patient had an inadequate/suboptimal response to at least two non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs)?
Is the patient allergic to non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs)?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment?
Has the patient had an inadequate/suboptimal response to at least two NSAID's or 
one other Disease-Modifying Antirheumatic Drug (DMARD)?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment?
Has the patient failed to respond to, or are they intolerant to phototherapy?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment?
Provide current score of at least one of the following:
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment?
Is the patient’s weight >=30 kg?
Does the patient have at least 3 abscesses or inflammatory nodules in at least 
two distinct anatomic areas?
Patient has had a contraindication or inadequate response to a 90 day trial of systemic antibiotic therapy?
The drug has been prescribed by a practitioner with expertise in the management of patients with Hidradenitis Suppurativa (HS).
Has the patient enrolled in the AbbVie Care Humira Patient Support Program?
Join the AbbVie Care program today!To join AbbVie Care, or to have any questions answered, call your exclusive AbbVie Care Support Line at 1-866-8HUMIRA (1-866-848-6472 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday through Friday)and speak to a dedicated Personal Care Specialist.
Note* Initial Approval is limited to 24 weeks. After this time updated results showing a 25% or greater decrease in the total abscess and inflammatory nodule count will be required in order to assess for further coverage.
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Is the patient’s weight >=30 kg?
Has the patient experienced a 25% or greater decrease in the total abscess and inflammatory nodule count?
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment?
Patient has a diagnosis of non-infectious uveitis (intermediate, posterior or panuveitis)?
Does the patient have isolated anterior uveitis only?
Does the patient have active disease despite at least 2 weeks of maintenance therapy with oral corticosteroid?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment?
Has the patient had an inadequate response or are they intolerant to conventional therapy or would conventional therapy be inappropriate?
Does the patient have non-infectious intermediate, posterior, or panuveitis, or chronic non-infectious anterior uveitis?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Provide current score of at least one of the following:
Choose one of the following:
Has the patient tried Methotrexate and one other Disease-Modifying 
Antirheumatic Drug (DMARD)?
Has the patient had an inadequate/suboptimal response to at least two non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs)?
Is the patient allergic to non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs)?
Has the patient had an inadequate/suboptimal response to at least two NSAID's or 
one other Disease-Modifying Antirheumatic Drug (DMARD)?
Has the patient failed to respond to, or are they intolerant to phototherapy?
Provide current score of at least one of the following:
Is the patient’s weight >=30 kg?
Does the patient have at least 3 abscesses or inflammatory nodules in at least 
two distinct anatomic areas?
Patient has had a contraindication or inadequate response to a 90 day trial of systemic antibiotic therapy?
The drug has been prescribed by a practitioner with expertise in the management of patients with Hidradenitis Suppurativa (HS).
Note* Initial Approval is limited to 24 weeks. After this time updated results showing a 25% or greater decrease in the total abscess and inflammatory nodule count will be required in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is the patient’s weight >=30 kg?
Has the patient experienced a 25% or greater decrease in the total abscess and inflammatory nodule count?
Patient has a diagnosis of non-infectious uveitis (intermediate, posterior or panuveitis)?
Does the patient have isolated anterior uveitis only?
Does the patient have active disease despite at least 2 weeks of maintenance therapy with oral corticosteroid?
Has patient had an inadequate response to OR are they intolerant to conventional therapy OR is conventional therapy is not appropriate?
Does the patient have non-infectious intermediate, posterior, or panuveitis, or chronic non-infectious anterior uveitis?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Is the prescribing physician experienced in the management of CHC?
Is this drug being taken in combination with any other Hepatitis C therapies?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
If patient is female, is the patient postmenopausal?
Has the patient received any prior systemic therapy for advanced disease?
Does the patient have adequate organ function as defined by an ECOG performance status of 0-2? 
Does the patient have active or uncontrolled metastases to the central nervous system OR advanced or symptomatic spread to the viscera or main organs of the body AND is at risk for short-term, life-threatening complications?
Will the drug be used in combination with aromatase inhibitor?
Has patient enrolled in the patient assistance program for Ibrance?
If no, please contact the Pfizer Liaison Patient Support Program
Phone: 1-844-616-6888 (available Monday to Friday, from 8:00AM - 8:00PM EST)  
Fax: 1-844-636-6888 email: pfizerliaison@bayshore.ca and complete section 3. 
Did prior endocrine therapy include treatment with Ibrance (palbociclib)?
Drug will be used in combination with fulvestrant?
If patient is female, is the patient pre- or peri-menopausal?
If yes, will the patient also be treated with luteinizing hormone releasing hormone (LHRH) agonist?
Is this initial endocrine-based therapy?
Will the drug be used in combination with aromatase inhibitor?
Has patient enrolled in the patient assistance program for Ibrance?
If no, please contact the Pfizer Liaison Patient Support Program
Phone: 1-844-616-6888 (available Monday to Friday, from 8:00AM - 8:00PM EST)  
Fax: 1-844-636-6888 email: pfizerliaison@bayshore.ca and complete section 3. 
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Has the patient had a resistance or intolerance to prior tyrosine kinase inhibitor (TKI) therapy?
Is treatment with a tyrosine kinase inhibitor (TKI) appropriate therapy for this patient?
Note: Initial approval is limited to 6 months and then every 12 months thereafter. Additional information is required in order to assess for further coverage. 
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient (e.g., hematological response)?
Has the patient had a resistance or intolerance to prior tyrosine kinase inhibitor (TKI) therapy?
Is treatment with a tyrosine kinase inhibitor (TKI) appropriate therapy for this patient?
Note: Initial approval is limited to 6 months and then every 12 months thereafter. Additional information is required in order to assess for further coverage. 
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient (e.g., hematological response)?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Is the Acute Myeloid Leukemia (AML) refractory or relapsed? (Defined as the reappearance of >5% blasts in the bone marrow) 
Has the patient received at least one other therapy for Acute Myeloid Leukemia?
Does the prescriber agree to monitor for signs and symptoms of differentiation syndrome during the first 5 months?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient 
(i.e. absence of disease progression)?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Has the patient enrolled in the Ilaris Cares Program?
Has the patient had an inadequate response or intolerance to oral steroids or methotrexate?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient 
(i.e. improvement in patient’s symptoms from baseline and improvement in serum levels of inflammatory proteins)?
Has the patient enrolled in the Ilaris Cares Program?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient 
(i.e. improvement in patient’s symptoms from baseline and improvement in serum levels of inflammatory proteins)?
Has the patient enrolled in the Ilaris Cares Program?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient 
(i.e. improvement in patient’s symptoms from baseline and improvement in serum levels of inflammatory proteins)?
Has the patient enrolled in the Ilaris Cares Program?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient 
(i.e. improvement in patient’s symptoms from baseline and improvement in serum levels of inflammatory proteins)?
Has the patient enrolled in the Ilaris Cares Program?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient 
(i.e. improvement in patient’s symptoms from baseline and improvement in serum levels of inflammatory proteins)?
Has the patient enrolled in the Ilaris Cares Program?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient 
(i.e. improvement in patient’s symptoms from baseline and improvement in serum levels of inflammatory proteins)?
Does the patient have chronic or recurrent disease activity?
Current Physician’s Global Assessment (PGA) Disease Activity score is >= 2.
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient 
(i.e. improvement in patient’s symptoms from baseline and improvement in serum levels of inflammatory proteins)?
Patient has a confirmed diagnosis of HIDS.
The patient has a documented prior history of >= 3 febrile acute flares within a 
6-month period.
Current Physician’s Global Assessment (PGA) Disease Activity score is >= 2.
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient 
(i.e. improvement in patient’s symptoms from baseline and improvement in serum levels of inflammatory proteins)?
Has the patient had at least one flare up per month?
If Yes,
Have the flare up(s) occurred despite treatment with colchicine therapy?
Is the patient intolerant to colchicine?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient 
(i.e. improvement in patient’s symptoms from baseline and improvement in serum levels of inflammatory proteins)?
Does the patient have active Still’s disease including Systemic Juvenile Idiopathic Arthritis (SJIA)?
Does the patient have adult-onset Still's disease?
Has patient had an inadequate response or intolerance to alternative therapies 
(e.g., NSAIDs, systemic corticosteroids, methotrexate)?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient 
(i.e. improvement in patient’s symptoms from baseline and improvement in serum levels of inflammatory proteins)?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Chronic Lymphocytic Leukemia (CLL)
Is the CLL previously untreated?
Will drug be used as a monotherapy?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documentation that patient has objective evidence of continued benefit while on therapy (i.e., patient does not show evidence of disease progression while on therapy)?
Will drug be used as monotherapy?
Has patient received at least one prior therapy?
Will drug be used as a montherapy?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documentation that patient has objective evidence of continued benefit while on therapy (i.e., patient does not show evidence of disease progression while on therapy)?
Will drug be used as monotherapy?
Will medication be used in combination with obinutuzumab (Gazyva)?
Is patient considered an unsuitable candidate for fludarabine-based chemoimmunotherapy?
Is the CLL previously untreated and active?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documentation that patient has objective evidence of continued benefit while on therapy (i.e., patient does not show evidence of disease progression while on therapy)?
Will drug be used in combination with obinutuzumab (Gazyva)?
Will the medication be used in combination with rituximab?
Is the CLL previously untreated?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documentation that patient has objective evidence of continued benefit while on therapy (i.e., patient does not show evidence of disease progression while on therapy)?
Will drug be used in combination with rituximab?
Has patient received at least one prior therapy?
Will drug be used in combination with bendamustine and rituximab?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documentation that patient has objective evidence of continued benefit while on therapy (i.e., patient does not show evidence of disease progression while on therapy)?
Will drug be used in combination with bendamustine and rituximab?
Is the CLL previously untreated?
Will the drug be used as monotherapy for the first 3 cycles?
Will the drug be used in combination with venetoclax for 12 more cycles?
Note: Initial approval is limited to 420 days. Subsequent approvals will require additional information every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for the patient 
(i.e., absence of disease progression while on this therapy)?
Note: Approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months in order to assess for further coverage.
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documentation that patient has objective evidence of continued benefit while on therapy (i.e., patient does not show evidence of disease progression while on therapy)?
Will drug be used as monotherapy?
Will drug be taken in combination with ritixumab?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documentation that patient has objective evidence of continued benefit while on therapy (i.e., patient does not show evidence of disease progression while on therapy)?
Will drug be used as monotherapy or in combination with rituximab?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documentation that patient has objective evidence of continued benefit while on therapy (i.e., patient does not show evidence of disease progression while on therapy)?
Does patient require systemic therapy?
Has patient received at least one prior anti-CD20-based therapy?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documentation that patient has objective evidence of continued benefit while on therapy (i.e., patient does not show evidence of disease progression while on therapy)?
Has patient failed on one or more lines of systemic therapy?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documentation that patient has objective evidence of continued benefit while on therapy (i.e., patient does not show evidence of disease progression while on therapy)?
Note: Approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months in order to assess for further coverage.
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
If patient is Pediatric (6 years of age to 17 years old), does pediatric patient have a weight ≥97th percentile using growth chart assessments?
If patient is an Adult (18 years of age and older), does adult patient have a body mass index (BMI) of ≥30 kg/m2?
Is the drug being prescribed and supervised by a physician with expertise in obesity with underlying genetic aetiology (e.g., endocrinologist, geneticist, a physician who specializes in metabolic disorders)?
Note: Initial approval is limited to 22 weeks. Additional information will be required every 12 months in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient (i.e., patient has lost at least 5% of baseline body weight or 5% of baseline BMI if continued growth potential)?
Is the drug being prescribed and supervised by a physician with expertise in obesity with underlying genetic aetiology (e.g., endocrinologist, geneticist, a physician who specializes in metabolic disorders)?
Note: Additional information will be required every 12 months in order to assess for further coverage.
If patient is Pediatric (6 years of age to 17 years old), does pediatric patient have a weight ≥95th percentile using growth chart assessments?
If patient is an Adult (18 years of age or older), does adult patient have a body mass index (BMI) of ≥30 kg/m2?
Is the drug being prescribed and supervised by a physician with expertise in obesity with underlying genetic aetiology (e.g., endocrinologist, geneticist, a physician who specializes in metabolic disorders)?
Note: Initial approval is limited to 16 weeks. Additional information will be required every 12 months in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient (i.e., patient has lost at least 5% of baseline body weight or 5% of baseline BMI if continued growth potential)?
Is the drug being prescribed and supervised by a physician with expertise in obesity with underlying genetic aetiology (e.g., endocrinologist, geneticist, a physician who specializes in metabolic disorders)?
Note: Additional information will be required every 12 months in order to assess for further coverage.
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Has the patient experienced disease progression on or after platinum-containing chemotherapy? 
Has the patient’s disease progressed within 12 months of neoadjuvant treatment with platinum-containing therapy?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is it confirmed that the patient continues to experience benefits from treatment and that there is no evidence of disease progression?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Is this drug being taken in combination with peginterferon alpha and ribavirin?
Is this drug being taken in combination with any other Hepatitis C therapies?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Has the patient failed to respond to, or are they intolerant to phototherapy?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient 
(i.e. absence of disease progression)?
Will Inlyta be is used in combination with pembrolizumab?
Will Inlyta be used in combination with pembrolizumab?
Does patient have prior systemic therapy for metastatic RCC?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient 
(i.e. absence of disease progression)?
Will Inlyta be is used in combination with pembrolizumab?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Does the patient have confirmed severe primary insulin-like growth factor-1 deficiency (SPIGFD)?
Was SPIGFD defined by:
•         Height standard deviation score ≤ –3.0?
•         Basal IGF-1 levels below the 2.5th percentile for age and gender?
•         GH sufficiency?
•         Exclusion of secondary forms of IGF-1 deficiency, such as malnutrition, hypopituitarism, hypothyroidism, or chronic treatment with pharmacologic doses of anti-inflammatory steroids?
Will treatment be initiated and directed by physicians who are experienced in the diagnosis and management of patients with growth disorders?
Has epiphyseal closure occurred?
Will the patient be receiving concurrent treatment with growth hormone?
Will dosing exceed 0.12 mg/kg twice daily?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Has patient’s height increased by >=2 cm/year in the most recent year?
Has epiphyseal closure occurred?
Will patient be receiving concurrent treatment with growth hormone?
Does patient have malignant neoplasia or a history of malignancy?
Will there be a dose increase?
If yes, will the new dose exceed 0.12 mg/kg twice daily?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Provide current score of at least one of the following:
Choose one of the following:
Has the patient tried Methotrexate and one other Disease-Modifying 
Antirheumatic Drug (DMARD)?
Has the patient had an inadequate/suboptimal response to at least two non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs)?
Is the patient allergic to non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs)?
Has the patient had an inadequate/suboptimal response to at least two NSAID's or 
one other Disease-Modifying Antirheumatic Drug (DMARD)?
Has the patient failed to respond to, or are they intolerant to phototherapy?
Provide current score of at least one of the following:
Does the patient have fistula(e) that is actively draining?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Is the patient's International Prognostic Scoring System (IPSS) score intermediate-1, intermediate-2, or high-risk?
Does the patient have MDS with the following French-American-British subtypes (refractory anemia, refractory anemia with ringed sideroblasts, refractory anemia with excess blasts, and chronic myelomonocytic leukemia [CMML])?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Does the patient have primary myelofibrosis OR post-polycythemia vera myelofibrosis OR post-essential thrombocythemia myelofibrosis?
Does patient have intermediate-2 risk or high-risk disease?
Is the platelet count >= 50 x 109/L?
Does prescriber agree to monitor thiamine (Vitamin B1) levels and monitor for encephalopathy?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient 
(i.e., symptom improvement or reduction in spleen volume from baseline)?
Does prescriber agree to monitor thiamine (Vitamin B1) levels and monitor for encephalopathy?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Has the patient had an inadequate/suboptimal response or are they allergic/intolerant to Spironolactone (Aldactone)?
Does the patient have left ventricular systolic dysfunction?
Has the patient had an inadequate/suboptimal response or are they allergic/intolerant to Spironolactone (Aldactone)?
Is the patient clinically stable?
Has the patient had an inadequate/suboptimal response or are they allergic/intolerant to Spironolactone (Aldactone)?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Has the patient been prescribed EGFR tyrosine kinase inhibitors previously 
for this condition?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Note: If the dosage is 125mg, 250mg or 500mg, fill out the Exjade Prior Authorization form.  If the dosage is 90mg,180mg or 360mg fill out the Jadenu PA form.
Select the criteria that applies:
Will the treatment be initiated and maintained by a physician experienced in the treatment of chronic iron overload?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Is the patient resistant or intolerant to a cytoreductive agent 
(ie. Hydroxyurea-Hydrea)?
Does patient have steroid-refractory or dependent acute GVHD?
Does patient have an inadequate response to corticosteroids or other systemic therapies?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Has endometrial cancer (EC) progressed on or following prior treatment with a platinum containing regimen?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient 
(i.e., absence of disease progression)?
Is drug being prescribed by or in consultation with an oncologist?
Will Jemperli be used in combination with carboplatin and paclitaxel?
Is patient a candidate for systemic therapy?
Note: Initial approval is limited to 12 months. Additional information is required after 12 months in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient 
(i.e., absence of disease progression)?
Will Jemperli be used in combination with carboplatin and paclitaxel?
Note: Approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months in order to assess for further coverage.
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Is the prescribing physician experienced in the management of Autosomal 
Dominant Polycystic Kidney Disease (ADPKD)?
Did the patient have permanently discontinued tolvaptan in the past?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment?
Is the prescribing physician experienced in the management of Autosomal Dominant Polycystic Kidney Disease (ADPKD)?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Has the patient tried and failed treatment with Repatha?
OR
Was the patient intolerant/allergic to and unable to take Repatha?
Please select, complete, and submit the Repatha Prior Authorization form.
Does the patient have untreated LDL-C > 13mmol/L or treated LDL-C >= 8mmol/L
AND one of the following:
a.  Cutaneous or tendon xanthoma before the age of 10?
b.  Untreated LDL-C levels consistent with heterozygous FH in both parents
     (i.e., > 5mmol/L)?
Does the patient have LDL-C >= 2mmol/L despite treatment with a maximally tolerated statin therapy?
AND
A PCSK9 inhibitor (e.g. evolocumab)?
Has the patient demonstrated adherence to LDL-lowering therapy for the previous 
12 weeks?
Is the patient intolerant or have a contraindication to other LDL-lowering therapies?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented clinical evidence of continued benefit (e.g., LDL reduction over baseline)? 
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Patient has been prescribed
OR
Provide baseline levels of ALT, AST and bilirubin  
Does the prescriber agree to monitor ALT, AST and bilirubin levels every 3 months during the first year and at least yearly thereafter?
Will there be dual therapy with another cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator (CFTR) potentiator?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is ppFEV1 from baseline stable or there is improvement?
Is there a reduced number of pulmonary exacerbations?
Does the prescriber agree to monitor ALT, AST and bilirubin levels at least yearly?
Is there dual therapy with another cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator (CFTR) potentiator?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Does the patient have active disease defined by clinical and imaging features?
Has the patient shown negative in Hepatitis B Virus (HBV) screening?
Does the patient have confirmed diagnosis of MS according to 2017 McDonald diagnostic criteria?
Has the patient had at least one attack within the last 12 months and/or new T2 or gadolinium-enhancing lesions on MRI?
Will treatment be initiated and supervised by health care professionals well versed with Kesimpta?
Note* Initial approval is limited to 12 months. 
After 12 months of treatment confirmation must be provided which validates the current treatment has slowed the disease progression AND there has been a reduction in the number and/or severity of attacks/relapses. 
Renewal Criteria
Has the treatment slowed the progression of the disease or disability?
Has there been a reduction in the number and/or severity of attacks/relapses?
Will treatment be supervised by health care professionals well versed with Kesimpta?
If you have answered NO to one of these questions, please provide additional evidence on how patient benefited from treatment and why treatment should be continued.
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Has the patient experienced disease progression following Yervoy therapy?
Was the last dose of Yervoy treatment received within the last 6 months?
Is the BRAF V600 positive?
If yes, has the patient experienced disease progression following therapy with a BRAF or MEK inhibitor?
Is the drug being administered under the supervision of physicians experienced in the treatment of cancer?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Does patient show evidence of progression of disease while on Keytruda therapy?
Is drug being administered under the supervision of physicians experienced in the treatment of cancer?
Has the patient had prior therapy with ipilimumab (Yervoy)?
If BRAF V600 mutation is positive, has the patient experienced disease progression following therapy with a BRAF or MEK inhibitor?
Is the drug being administered under the supervision of physicians experienced in the treatment of cancer?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Does patient show evidence of progression of disease while on Keytruda therapy?
Is drug being administered under the supervision of physicians experienced in the treatment of cancer?
Has the patient’s tumour expressed PD-L1 as a Tumor Proportion Score 
(TPS) >= 1% and determined by a validated test?
Is the drug being administered under the supervision of physicians experienced in the treatment of cancer?
Has the patient’s tumor expressed PD-L-1 as a Tumor Proportion Score 
(TPS) > = 50% and determined by a validated test?
Did the patient receive prior systemic chemotherapy treatment for metastatic NSCLC?
Has patient had disease progression on or after platinum-containing chemotherapy?
Does patient have EGFR or ALK genomic tumour abberations?
If yes, has patient received authorized therapy for these aberrations prior to receiving Keytruda?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Does patient show evidence of progression of disease while on Keytruda therapy?
Is drug being used as monotherapy?
Is drug being administered under the supervision of physicians experienced in the treatment of cancer?
Does the patient have refractory or relapsed classical Hodgkin Lymphoma (cHL)?
Will Keytruda be used as monotherapy?
Has the patient failed autologous stem cell transplant (ASCT)?
Is the patient a candidate for multiagent salvage chemotherapy and ASCT?
Is drug being administered under the supervision of physicians experienced in the treatment of cancer?
Note: Initial approval is limited to 12 months. Additional information is required after 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage. Maximum treatment duration is 24 months.
Renewal Criteria
Does patient show evidence of progression of disease while on Keytruda therapy?
Is Keytruda being used as monotherapy?
Is drug being administered under the supervision of physicians experienced in the treatment of cancer?
Has the patient had disease progression during or following primary treatment with platinum-containing chemotherapy? 
Has the patient had disease progression within 12 months of completing neoadjuvant or adjuvant platinum-containing chemotherapy?
Does the patient have locally advanced or metastatic urothelial carcinoma?
Is Keytruda being used as monotherapy?
Is drug being administered under the supervision of physicians experienced in the treatment of cancer?
Note: Initial approval is limited to 12 months. Additional information is required after 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage. Maximum treatment duration is 24 months.
Renewal Criteria
Does patient show evidence of progression of disease while on Keytruda therapy?
Is Keytruda being used as monotherapy?
Is drug being administered under the supervision of physicians experienced in the treatment of cancer?
Will Keytruda be used as monotherapy?
Does patient have locally advanced unresectable or metastatic urothelial carcinoma?
Is patient eligible for any platinum-containing chemotherapy?
Is drug being administered under the supervision of physicians experienced in the treatment of cancer?
Note: Initial approval is limited to 12 months. Additional information is required after 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage. Maximum treatment duration is 24 months.
Renewal Criteria
Does patient show evidence of progression of disease while on Keytruda therapy?
Is Keytruda being used as monotherapy?
Is drug being administered under the supervision of physicians experienced in the treatment of cancer?
Has the patient relapsed after 2 or more lines of therapy for primary mediastinal 
B-cell lymphoma?
Is Keytruda being used as monotherapy?
Does patient have refractory primary mediastinal B-cell lymphoma (PMBCL)?
Is drug being administered under the supervision of physicians experienced in the treatment of cancer?
Note: Initial approval is limited to 12 months. Additional information is required after 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage. Maximum treatment duration is 24 months.
Renewal Criteria
Does patient show evidence of progression of disease while on Keytruda therapy?
Is Keytruda being used as monotherapy?
Is drug being administered under the supervision of physicians experienced in the treatment of cancer?
Is Keytruda to be used in combination with pemetrexed and platinum chemotherapy?
Does patient have pathologically confirmed metastatic non-squamous NSCLC?
Has the patient received any prior systemic therapy for metastatic disease?
Does patient have EGFR or ALK genomic tumour aberrations?
Is drug being administered under the supervision of physicians experienced in the treatment of cancer?
Note: Initial approval is limited to 12 months. Additional information is required after 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Does patient show evidence of progression of disease while on Keytruda therapy?
Is drug being administered under the supervision of physicians experienced in the treatment of cancer?
Is there is lymph node involvement?
Has there has been complete resection of tumor and impacted lymph nodes?
Is drug being administered under the supervision of physicians experienced in the treatment of cancer?
Note: Approval is limited to maximum of 12 months.
Will Keytruda be used as monotherapy?
Is cancer unresectable or metastatic?
Does the patient have MSI-H or DMMR colorectal cancer?
If yes, has there been progression following treatment with a fluopyrimidine, oxaliplatin and irinotecan?
Does the patient have NSI-H or DMMR endometrial cancer?
If yes, has there been progression following prior therapy?
Are there any other satisfactory treatment options?
Is drug being administered under the supervision of physicians experienced in the treatment of cancer?
Note: Initial approval is limited to 12 months. Additional information is required after 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage. Maximum treatment duration is 24 months.
Renewal Criteria
Does patient show evidence of progression of disease while on Keytruda therapy?
Is Keytruda being used as monotherapy?
Is drug being administered under the supervision of physicians experienced in the treatment of cancer?
Will Keytruda be used in combination with carboplatin and paclitaxel OR 
nab-paclitaxel?
Has patient received any prior systemic therapy for metastatic NSCLC?
Is drug being administered under the supervision of physicians experienced in the treatment of cancer?
Note: Initial approval is limited to 12 months. Additional information is required after 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage. Maximum treatment duration is 24 months.
Renewal Criteria
Does patient show evidence of progression of disease while on Keytruda therapy?
Is drug being administered under the supervision of physicians experienced in the treatment of cancer?
Is the endometrial cancer microsatellite instability-high (MSI-H), or mismatch repair deficient (dMMR)?
Has patient had disease progression following prior platinum-based systemic therapy?
Is the patient a candidate for curative surgery or radiation?
Will drug be taken in combination with Lenvima (levatinib mesylate)?
Is drug being administered under the supervision of physicians experienced in the treatment of cancer?
Note: Initial approval is limited to 12 months. Additional information is required after 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage. Maximum treatment duration is 24 months.
Renewal Criteria
Does patient show evidence of progression of disease while on Keytruda therapy?
Is drug being administered under the supervision of physicians experienced in the treatment of cancer?
Is the renal cell carcinoma advanced or metastatic?
Has the patient received prior systemic therapy for metastatic RCC?
Will the drug be taken in combination with Inlyta?
Does the patient have good performance status (ECOG ≤2)?
Is drug being taken in combination with axitinib (Inlyta)?
Is drug being administered under the supervision of physicians experienced in the treatment of cancer?
Note: Initial approval is limited to 12 months. Additional information is required after 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage. Maximum treatment duration is 24 months.
Renewal Criteria
Does patient show evidence of progression of disease while on Keytruda therapy?
Is drug being administered under the supervision of physicians experienced in the treatment of cancer?
Does patient have Stage III or metastatic non-small cell lung carcinoma (NSCLC)?
Is the patient a candidate for surgical resection or definitive chemoradiation?
Will Keytruda be used as monotherapy?
Did the patient receive prior systemic chemotherapy treatment for metastatic NSCLC?
Is the drug being administered under the supervision of physicians experienced in the treatment of cancer?
Does the patient’s tumours express PDL-1 (Tumour Proportion Score (TPS≥1%)?
Does patient have EGFR or ALK tumour aberrations?
Note: Initial approval is limited to 12 months. Additional information is required after 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage. Maximum treatment duration is 24 months.
Renewal Criteria
Does patient show evidence of progression of disease while on Keytruda therapy?
Is Keytruda being used as monotherapy?
Is drug being administered under the supervision of physicians experienced in the treatment of cancer?
Will Keytruda be used first-line?
Will Keytruda be used as monotherapy?
If yes, will it be used in tumours that have PD-L1 expression [Combined Positive Score (CPS) >= 1] as determined by a validated test?
Will Keytruda be used or in combination with platinum and fluorouracil (FU) chemotherapy?
Has patient received any prior systemic therapy for metastatic or unresectable recurrent HNSCC?
Is drug being administered under the supervision of physicians experienced in the treatment of cancer?
Note: Initial approval is limited to 12 months. Additional information is required after 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage. Maximum treatment duration is 24 months.
Renewal Criteria
Does patient show evidence of progression of disease while on Keytruda therapy?
Is drug being administered under the supervision of physicians experienced in the treatment of cancer?
Is the bladder cancer Bacillus Calmette-Guerin (BCG)-unresponsive?
Is the bladder cancer high risk?
Does the patient have carcinoma in-situ (CIS) with or without papillary tumours?
Is the patient ineligible for or have they elected not to undergo cystectomy?
Is bladder cancer considered to be non-muscle invasive?
Is drug being administered under the supervision of physicians experienced in the treatment of cancer?
Note: Initial approval is limited to 12 months. Additional information is required after 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage. Maximum treatment duration is 24 months.
Renewal Criteria
Does patient show evidence of progression of disease while on Keytruda therapy?
Is drug being administered under the supervision of physicians experienced in the treatment of cancer?
Does the patient have metastatic MSI-H or dMMR colorectal cancer (CRC)?
Is Keytruda being used as monotherapy?
Is Keytruda being used as first-line treatment?
Is drug being administered under the supervision of physicians experienced in the treatment of cancer?
Note: Initial approval is limited to 12 months. Additional information is required after 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage. Maximum treatment duration is 24 months.
Renewal Criteria
Does patient show evidence of progression of disease while on Keytruda therapy?
Is Keytruda being used as monotherapy?
Is drug being administered under the supervision of physicians experienced in the treatment of cancer?
Will drug be used in combination with platinum and fluoropyrimidine based chemotherapy?
Is Keytruda being used as first-line treatment?
Does patient have locally advanced unresectable or metastatic carcinoma of the esophagus OR HER2 negative adenocarcinoma of the esophagogastric junction (tumor center 1 to5 cm above the gastric cardia)?
Is drug being administered under the supervision of physicians experienced in the treatment of cancer?
Note: Initial approval is limited to 12 months. Additional information is required after 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage. Maximum treatment duration is 24 months.
Renewal Criteria
Does the patient show evidence of progression of disease while on Keytruda therapy?
Is drug being administered under the supervision of physicians experienced in the treatment of cancer?
Will drug be used in combination with chemotherapy?
Has patient received prior chemotherapy for metastatic disease?
Are the patient’s tumors express PDL1 (Combined positive score (CPS)>= 10) as determined by a validated test?
Does patient have locally recurrent unresectable or metastatic triple-negative breast cancer (TNBC)?
Is drug being administered under the supervision of physicians experienced in the treatment of cancer?
Note: Initial approval is limited to 12 months. Additional information is required after 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage. Maximum treatment duration is 24 months.
Renewal Criteria
Does patient show evidence of progression of disease while on Keytruda therapy?
Is drug being administered under the supervision of physicians experienced in the treatment of cancer?
Is the patient using this medication in combination with chemotherapy as neoadjuvant treatment?
Is the patient using this medication as continued monotherapy as adjuvant treatment after surgery?
Is patient at high-risk early-stage triple-negative breast cancer (TNBC)?
Is drug being administered under the supervision of physicians experienced in the treatment of cancer?
Note: Approval is limited to maximum of 12 months.
Is the patient using this medication in combination with chemotherapy either with or without bevacizumab?
Does patient have persistent, recurrent, or metastatic cervical cancer?
Does patient’s tumours express PD-L1 (CPS ≥ 1)?
Is drug being administered under the supervision of physicians experienced in the treatment of cancer?
Note: Initial approval is limited to 12 months. Additional information is required after 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage. Maximum treatment duration is 24 months.
Renewal Criteria
Does patient show evidence of progression of disease while on Keytruda therapy?
Is drug being administered under the supervision of physicians experienced in the treatment of cancer?
Will the drug be taken in combination with Lenvima?
Has the patient had prior systemic therapy for metastatic RCC?
Does patient have advanced (not amenable to curative surgery or radiation) or metastatic RCC?
Is drug being administered under the supervision of physicians experienced in the treatment of cancer?
Note: Initial approval is limited to 12 months. Additional information is required after 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage. Maximum treatment duration is 24 months.
Renewal Criteria
Does patient show evidence of progression of disease while on Keytruda therapy?
Is drug being administered under the supervision of physicians experienced in the treatment of cancer?
Will Keytruda be used as monotherapy?
Has patient had a nephrectomy, or a nephrectomy and resection of metastatic lesions, and they are at intermediate-high or high-risk of recurrence?
Is drug being administered under the supervision of physicians experienced in the treatment of cancer?
Note: Approval is limited to maximum of 12 months.
Does patient have Stage IIB or IIIC melanoma?
Has patient had a complete resection?
Is drug being used as monotherapy?
Is drug being administered under the supervision of physicians experienced in the treatment of cancer?
Note: Approval is limited to maximum of 12 months.
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Provide current score of at least one of the following:
Choose one of the following:
Has the patient tried Methotrexate and one other Disease-Modifying 
Antirheumatic Drug (DMARD)?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Is the patient a postmenopausal woman?
Will Kisqali be used in combination with an aromatase inhibitor?
Has the patient received initial endocrine based therapy in the advanced or metastatic setting?
Is the drug being used in combination with fulvestrant?
Is the patient a pre/perimenopausal woman?
Is treatment initiated by a physician experienced in the use of anticancer therapies?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Will Kisqali be used in combination with an aromatase inhibitor?
Is there any progression of the underlying disease while on treatment?
Is the patient a pre/perimenopausal woman?
Will Kisqali be used in combination with a luteinizing hormone releasing hormone (LHRH) agonist?
Will Kisqali be used in combination with an aromatase inhibitor?
Has patient received prior endocrine-based therapy?
Is the patient a postmenopausal woman?
Will Kisqali be used in combination with fulvestrant? 
Will Kisqali be used in combination with a luteinizing hormone releasing hormone (LHRH) agonist?
Will Kisqali be used in combination with an aromatase inhibitor?
Has patient received prior endocrine-based therapy?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Does patient have symptomatic, inoperable plexiform neurofibromas (PN?)
Is patient currently on drug and is continuing treatment?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for the patient (i.e., absence of disease progression while on this therapy)?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Is the patient adherent to a Phe restricted diet?
Note: Initial approvals are limited to 6 months and then every 12 months thereafter. Additional information is required in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Does the patient demonstrate ongoing response to treatment (a satisfactory response is defined as a >=30 percent reduction in blood Phe levels compared to baseline or attainment of the therapeutic blood Phe goals defined for an individual patient by the treating physician)?
Will there be continued compliance with a low protein diet, formulas, and treatment with Kuvan?
Has this request for renewal included a recent follow-up from a prescriber specialized in metabolic/biochemical diseases?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Has patient received prior skin-directed therapy (such as topical corticosteroids, phototherapy, or localized radiation)?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Does the patient have confirmed diagnosis of MS according to 2017 McDonald diagnostic criteria?
Has the patient had at least one attack within the last 12 months and/or new T2 or gadolinium-enhancing lesions on MRI?
Are other multiple sclerosis disease modifying therapies being used concurrently?
Has the patient failed to respond to a full and adequate course (at least 6 months) of at least two other disease modifying therapies or does the patient have intolerance/contraindication to at least two other disease modifying therapies?
Is the disease highly active/rapidly evolving?
Note* Initial approval is limited to 12 months. 
After 12 months of treatment confirmation must be provided which validates the current treatment has slowed the disease progression AND there has been a reduction in the number and/or severity of attacks/relapses. 
Renewal Criteria
Has the treatment slowed the progression of the disease or disability?
Has there been a reduction in the number and/or severity of attacks/relapses?
If you have answered NO to one of these questions, please provide additional evidence on how patient benefited from treatment and why treatment should be continued.
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Will Lenvima be used in combination with everolimus (Afinitor)?
Has the patient had one prior course of vascular endothelial growth factor 
(VEGF)-targeted therapy?
Is this treatment first-line?
Does the patient have Child-Pugh A score and Barcelona Clinic Liver Cancer Stage B or C (intermediate or advanced)?
Is the endometrial cancer microsatellite instability-high (MSI-H), or mismatch repair deficient (dMMR)?
Has patient had disease progression following prior platinum-based systemic therapy?
Is the patient a candidate for curative surgery or radiation?
Will drug be taken in combination with Keytruda (pembrolizumab)?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Does the patient meet the Simon-Broome Diagnostic Criteria for definite familial hypercholesterolemia?
Does the patient have LDL-C >= 2mmol/L despite treatment with a maximally tolerated statin therapy?
AND
Is the patient taking another LDL-lowering therapy?
AND
Has the patient demonstrated adherence to statin therapy for the previous 
12 weeks?
OR 
Is the patient statin intolerant, as defined by the following:
a.  Inability to tolerate at least 2 statins, with at least one started at the lowest starting daily dose, AND
b.  Statin dose reduction is attempted for symptom and biomarker abnormality resolution, rather than discontinuation of the statin altogether, AND
c.  Intolerable symptoms or abnormal biomarkers changes are reversible upon statin discontinuation but reproducible by re-challenge of statins, where clinically appropriate, AND
d.  Other known determinants of intolerable symptoms or abnormal biomarkers(i.e., hypothyroidism, drug interactions, concurrent illnesses, and significant changes in physical activity or exercise, underlying muscle disease) have been ruled out?
OR 
Does the patient have a contraindication to statin therapy (i.e., active liver disease, unexplained persistent elevations of serum transaminases exceeding 
3 times the upper limit of norm, pregnant and nursing women?
Does the patient have a documented diagnosis or history of one of the following clinical atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease states?
•  Acute coronary syndromes 
•  Myocardial infarction
•  Stable or unstable angina
•  Coronary or other arterial revascularization (i.e., CABG, PCA)
•  Stroke
•  TIA
•  Peripheral arterial disease presumed to be of atherosclerotic origin
•  Findings from CT angiogram or catherization consistent with clinical ASCVD 
AND
Does the patient have LDL-C >= 2mmol/L despite treatment with a maximally tolerated statin therapy?
AND
Is the patient taking another LDL-lowering therapy?
AND
Has the patient demonstrated adherence to statin therapy for the previous 
12 weeks?
OR 
Is the patient statin intolerant, as defined by the following:
a.  Inability to tolerate at least 2 statins, with at least one started at the lowest starting daily dose, AND
b.  Statin dose reduction is attempted for symptom and biomarker abnormality resolution, rather than discontinuation of the statin altogether, AND
c.  Intolerable symptoms or abnormal biomarkers changes are reversible upon statin discontinuation but reproducible by re-challenge of statins, where clinically appropriate, AND
d.  Other known determinants of intolerable symptoms or abnormal biomarkers(i.e., hypothyroidism, drug interactions, concurrent illnesses, and significant changes in physical activity or exercise, underlying muscle disease) have been ruled out?
OR 
Does the patient have a contraindication to statin therapy (i.e., active liver disease, unexplained persistent elevations of serum transaminases exceeding 
3 times the upper limit of norm, pregnant and nursing women?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Are the skin lesions minimally to moderately thick?
Where is the actinic keratosis present?
Has the patient previously tried at least one other topical therapy for the treatment of actinic keratosis?
Is the drug being prescribed by a dermatologist or a physician experienced in the treatment of actinic keratosis? 
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Is the patient a candidate for curative surgery or curative radiation?
Has patient received prior anti-PD-1 or PD-L1 therapy?
Will drug be used as monotherapy?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient 
(i.e., absence of disease progression)?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Is the patient refractory to one or more prior antiviral therapies (ganciclovir, valganciclovir, cidofovir, or foscarnet)?
If no, is the patient intolerant to prior antiviral therapies (ganciclovir, valganciclovir, cidofovir, or foscarnet) or are they contraindicated for this patient?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Has the patient previously been treated with fluoropyrimidine-based chemotherapy, 
oxaliplatin, irinotecan, an anti-VEGF therapy, and, if RAS wild type, an anti-EGFR 
therapy?
If yes, what was the outcome?
If no, please provide reason why.
Has the patient been previously treated with and failed two prior lines of chemotherapy that included a fluoropyrimidine, a platinum and either a taxane OR irinotecan AND if appropriate HER2/neu targeted therapy?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Has the patient experienced disease progression on crizotinib (Xalkori) and at least one other ALK inhibitor OR has disease progressed on ceritinib (Zykadia) or alectinib (Alecensaro)?
Will drug be given as monotherapy as first-line treatment?
If yes, is the condition amendable to curative therapy?
Note* Initial and Subsequent Approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Does patient show evidence of progression of disease while on Lorbrena therapy?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment and continued administration is necessary for the maintenance treatment of the condition?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment and continued administration is necessary for the maintenance treatment of the condition?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment (e.g. Reduced visual acuity and/or signs of lesion activity)?
Is the patient a preterm infant?
Has the patient had a confirmed diagnosis of retinopathy of prematurity (ROP)?
Does the patient have ROP with one of the following retinal findings in each eye: 
•  Zone1, stage 1+, 2+ 3 or 3+ disease:
•  Zone II, stage 3+ disease:
•  Aggressive posterior (AP)-ROP:
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Has patient received at least one prior systemic therapy?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Is the patient in response (complete response or partial response) to platinum-based chemotherapy?
Is the patient platinum-sensitive defined as disease progressing at least 6 months after completion of penultimate platinum chemotherapy?
Is the drug to be used in monotherapy?
Will the treatment be initiated and supervised by a physician experienced in the use of anticancer medicinal products?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient (patient does not show evidence of progressive disease while on therapy)?
Will drug be used in monotherapy?
Will treatment be supervised by a physician experienced in the use of anticancer medicinal products?
Was patient previously treated with chemotherapy in the neoadjuvant, adjuvant or metastatic setting?
If patient has hormone receptor (HR)-positive breast cancer, 
has patient progressed on or be considered inappropriate for endocrine therapy?
If patient had prior platinum therapy, did patient progress during platinum treatment?
Will the treatment be initiated and supervised by a physician experienced in the use of anticancer medicinal products?
Will drug be used as monotherapy?
Has patient received prior treatment with anthracycline and a taxane?
If no, is treatment contraindicated?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient (patient does not show evidence of progressive disease while on therapy)?
Will drug be used as monotherapy?
Will treatment be supervised by a physician experience in the use of anticancer medicinal products?
Has the patient had a complete or partial response to first-line, platinum-based chemotherapy?
Will treatment be initiated and supervised by a physician experienced in the use of anticancer medicinal products?
Will drug be used as monotherapy?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
After first year of treatment - Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient (patient does not show evidence of progressive disease while on therapy)?
After two or more years of treatment - Is there documented objective evidence of disease, but no disease progression, and patient can derive further benefit from continuous treatment?
Will drug be used as monotherapy?
Will treatment be supervised by a physician experienced in the use of anticancer medicinal products?
Has there been disease progression on a minimum of 16 weeks of first-line platinum based chemotherapy?
Will Lynparza be used as monotherapy?
Will treatment be initiated and supervised by a physician experience in the use of anticancer medicinal products?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient (patient does not show evidence of progressive disease while on therapy)?
Will drug be used as monotherapy?
Will treatment be supervised by a physician experience in the use of anticancer medicinal products?
Has there been progression following prior treatment with enzalutamide or abiraterone?
Will Lynparza be used as monotherapy?
Is the patient receiving concurrent gonadotropin-releasing hormone (GnRH) analog?
Has patient had a bilateral orchiectomy?
Will treatment be initiated and supervised by a physician experience in the use of anticancer medicinal products?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient (patient does not show evidence of progressive disease while on therapy)?
Will drug be used as monotherapy?
Is patient receiving concurrent gonadotropin-releasing hormone (GnRH) analog?
Has patient had a bilateral orchiectomy?
Will treatment be supervised by a physician experience in the use of anticancer medicinal products?
Does patient have human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2)-negative high risk early breast cancer?
Has patient been treated with neoadjuvant or adjuvant chemotherapy?
Will drug be used as an adjuvant treatment?
Will treatment be initiated and supervised by a physician experienced in the use of anticancer medicinal products?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Does the patient have confirmed diagnosis of MS according to 2017 McDonald diagnostic criteria?
Has the patient had at least one attack within the last 12 months and/or new T2 or gadolinium-enhancing lesions on MRI?
Are other multiple sclerosis disease modifying therapies being used concurrently?
Has the patient failed to respond to a full and adequate course (at least 6 months) of at least one other disease modifying therapy OR does the patient have intolerance/contraindication to at least one other disease modifying therapies?
Is the disease highly active/rapidly evolving?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Initial Criteria
Will the drug be used in combination with dietary restriction of tyrosine and phenylalanine?
Will the drug will be initiated and supervised by a physician experienced in the treatment of HT-1?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria and Requirements
Is patient responding positively to therapy?
Will drug treatment continue to be supervised by a physician experienced in the treatment of HT-1?
Is this renewal request for use as an adjunct to dietary restriction of tyrosine and phenylalanine?
Will the dose exceed 2 mg/kg per day?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Initial Criteria
Does the patient have active disease (evidenced by relapses or imaging features characteristic of MS inflammatory activity)?
Has CYP2C9 metabolizer status been established?
Note* Initial approval is limited to 12 months. 
After 12 months of treatment confirmation must be provided which validates the current treatment has slowed the disease progression. 
Renewal Criteria and Requirements
Has the treatment slowed the progression of the disease or disability?
If you have answered NO to the above question, please provide additional evidence on how patient benefited from treatment and why treatment should be continued. 
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Has the patient had prior BRAF inhibitor therapy with vemurafenib (Zelboraf) 
or dabrafenib (Tafinlar) and experienced disease progression?
Will drug be used as a monotherapy?
Will drug be taken in combination with dabrafenib?
Will Mekinist tablets be prescribed by a physician experienced in the administration of anti-cancer agents?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient 
(i.e., absence of disease progression)?
Is drug being used as a monotherapy?
Is drug being taken in combination with dabrafenib?
Are Mekinist tablets being prescribed by a physician experienced in the administration of anti-cancer agents?
Drug will be used in combination with Dabrafenib?
Will Mekinist tablets be prescribed by a physician experienced in the administration of anti-cancer agents?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient 
(i.e., absence of disease progression)?
Is drug being taken in combination with dabrafenib?
Are Mekinist tablets being prescribed by a physician experienced in the administration of anti-cancer agents?
Does the patient have stage IIIA (with lymph-node metastasis of >1 mm) to IIID (American Joint Committee on Cancer staging system, 8th edition) cutaneous melanoma?
Has the disease been completely resected?
Will Tafinlar (dabrafenib) be used in combination with Mekinist (trametinib)?
Has the patient previously received Opdivo (nivolumab)?
If yes, provide dosing regimen, start date, end date and reason for discontinuation.
If no, provide rationale.
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Is drug being used in combination with encorafenib?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is the patient being treated in combination with encorafenib?
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient (i.e., absence of disease progression)?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Does patient have a confirmed diagnosis of type 2 diabetes mellitus?
Has patient achieved adequate glycemic control with the maximum tolerated dose of metformin and diet and exercise?
Does patient have documented intolerance or contraindication to metformin?
Will Mounjaro be used as an adjunct to diet and exercise?
Will Mounjaro be given in combination with other GLP-1 analogs?
Will dose of Mounjaro exceed 15 mg once weekly?
Note: Initial approval is limited to 12 months. Additional information is required in 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for the patient (i.e., patient has a decrease in HbA1c)?
Will Mounjaro be used as an adjunct to diet and exercise?
Will Mounjaro be given in combination with other GLP-1 analogs?
Will dose of Mounjaro exceed 15 mg once weekly?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Does the patient have advanced Parkinson’s disease?
Will the drug Movapo be used intermittently, as an adjunct to oral medications for the treatment of Parkinson’s disease?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Is the reason for opioid use due to cancer pain?
Has the patient tried at least one other laxative previously?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Is the drug being used in combination with fluoropyrimidine-based chemotherapy? 
Is the drug is being used in combination with carboplatin/paclitaxel chemotherapy?
Has patient’s disease progressed or relapsed following prior therapy?
Will Mvasi be used in monotherapy or in combination with lomustine?
Has Mvasi been prescribed in combination with paclitaxel, topotecan or pegylated liposomal doxorubicin?
Is this the first recurrence of cancer?
Has the patient received prior VEGF-targeted therapy including bevacizumab?
Has the patient received more than two prior chemotherapy regimens?
Has the patient received prior VEGF-targeted therapy including bevacizumab?
Is this the first recurrence of the cancer?
Has drug been prescribed in combination with carboplatin and gemcitabine?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Is treatment initiated within one year after completion of trastuzumab-based adjuvant therapy?
Is treatment in combination with capecitabine?
Has patient received two or more prior anti-HER2 based regimens in the metastatic setting?
Note* Initial and Subsequent Approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Will treatment be used in combination with capecitabine?
Is there disease progression or unacceptable toxicity?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Has the patient had an inadequate response to or are they intolerant
to systemic therapy?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Are the epiphyses closed?
Have other causes been excluded?
Note: Initial approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required after 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient’s growth rate increased in the first year?
Are the epiphyses closed?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
First time applicants please indicate:
Has Ninlaro been prescribed in combination with Revlimid (lenalidomide) and dexamethasone?
Has the patient tried previous therapies to treat this condition?
If the patient was previously treated with Revlimid (lenalidomide) or with proteasome inhibitors Velcade (bortezomib) or Kyprolis (carfilzomib), did the patient experience disease progression during this treatment or within 60 days after the last dose?
Does patient have soft tissue plasmacytomas?
If yes, what is size of the soft tissue plasmacytomas? (Plasmacytoma measurements should be taken from the CT portion of the PET/CT, or MRI scans, or dedicated CT scans where applicable. For patients with only skin involvement, skin lesions should be measured with a ruler. Measurement of tumour size will be determined by the SPD.)
Has patient enrolled in the Ninlaro Patient Support Program?
If no, please contact YOURVANTAGE™ NINLARO™ Patient Support Program at Phone Number: 1-844-884-4968 and complete section 3. Not completing section 3 may delay the processing of your request.
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Initial renewal after 2 months
Will the drug be taken in combination with lenalidomide (Revlimid) and dexamethasone?
Are there any unacceptable toxicities such as a life-threatening rash or 
life-threatening peripheral neuropathy?
Has the Individual’s condition responded while on therapy?
Is there documented evidence of efficacy, disease stability and/or improvement?
•	Was there a >=50% reduction of serum M-protein plus reduction in 24-hour urine M-protein by >=90% or <200 mg per 24 hour?
•	If urine and serum M-Protein levels are unmeasurable, was there a >=50% decrease in the difference between involved and uninvolved free light chain (FLC) levels?
•	If urine and serum M-Protein levels and serum-free light assay are unmeasurable, was there a >=50% reduction in plasma cells, provided baseline bone marrow plasma-cell percentage was >=30%?
•	If soft tissue plasmacytomas were present at baseline, was there a >=50% reduction in the size (SPD) of soft tissue plasmacytomas? 
(Plasmacytoma measurements should be taken from the CT portion of the PET/CT, or MRI scans, or dedicated CT scans where applicable. For patients with only skin involvement, skin lesions should be measured with a ruler. Measurement of tumour size will be determined by the SPD.)
Renewal after every 12 months 
Will the drug be taken in combination with lenalidomide (Revlimid) and dexamethasone?
Are there any unacceptable toxicities such as a life-threatening rash or 
life-threatening peripheral neuropathy?
Has the Individual’s condition responded while on therapy?
Is there documented evidence of efficacy, disease stability and/or improvement?
Is there a reduction in the serum M-Protein levels from baseline?
•	Is there a reduction in the urine M-Protein levels from baseline?
Is there a reduction in the difference between involved and uninvolved free light chain levels from baseline?
•	Is there a reduction in bone marrow plasma-cell percentage from baseline?
•	Is there a reduction size of the soft tissue plasmacytomas from baseline?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Are the epiphyses closed?
Have other causes been excluded?
Is the patient’s birth weight and/or length at least 2 standard deviation scores below the mean?
Was the patient able to achieve catch-up growth by 2 years of age or later?
Are the epiphyses closed?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Has the patient had an inadequate response to splenectomy?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Was the prostate-specific antigen doubling time of ≤10 months?
Will the drug be used concurrently with a gonadotropin-relapsing hormone analog?
Has the patient had a bilateral orchiectomy?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Is the patient inadequately controlled with inhaled corticosteroids and an additional asthma controller(s) (e.g. LABA)?
Is the patient compliant to current asthma treatment?
Will the current asthma treatment be continued?
Has the patient experienced exacerbations in the previous 12 months?
Is the patient dependent on systemic corticosteroids?
Does the patient have blood eosinophil count of >=150 cells/μL (0.15 GI/L) 
at initiation of treatment with Nucala OR >=300 cells/μL (0.3 GI/L) in the past 
12 months?
Note*Initial Approval is limited to 12 months. After this time, updated results from baseline showing a 50% or greater decrease in the rate of exacerbation will be required or a change at least 3 points in the Asthma control test or a change of at least 0.5 points in the Asthma Control Questionnaire or a 50% or greater dose reduction of daily maintenance oral corticosteroid use order to assess for further coverage. 
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced a 50% reduction in the rate of exacerbation 
(defined as number of events requiring use of oral systemic corticosteroids 
and/or hospitalization and/or emergency room visits)?
AND/OR
Has the patient experienced a 50% or greater dose reduction of daily maintenance oral corticosteroid use?
AND/OR
Has the patient experienced a change of at least 3 points in the Asthma control test or a change of at least 0.5 points in the Asthma Control Questionnaire?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Is drug being used as add-on to corticosteroid therapy?
Note*Initial Approval is limited to 12 months. 
Renewal Requirements and Criteria
Does the patient have greater than or equal to 24 weeks of clinical remission, 
as defined by a BVAS score of 0?
AND
Is the prednisone dose <4 mg per day?
*If patient does not meet the above criteria, additional evidence is required from the medical doctor explaining why the patient should continue treatment with Nucala.　
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Is patient being treated for 6 months or more without an identifiable 
non-hematologic secondary cause?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment? 
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Is the drug being used as add-on maintenance treatment?
Is the patient adequately controlled by internasal corticosteroids alone?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Will Nucala be used as add-on maintenance treatment with intranasal corticosteroid?
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment? 
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Are the epiphyses closed?
Are the epiphyses closed?
Does the patient have somatotropin deficiency syndrome?
Please indicate if the patient has multiple hormone deficiencies (hypopituitarism) caused by any of the following:
Has the diagnosis been confirmed by a growth hormone stimulation test?
Was the patient growth-hormone deficient during childhood?
Has the diagnosis been confirmed by a recent growth hormone stimulation test ?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Confirmation that the patient had not achieved an adequate response to an appropriate dosage of ursodeoxycholic acid (UDCA) in the last 12 months?
Is the patient unable to tolerate UDCA?
Confirmation that patient's alkaline phosphatase (ALP) is ≥ 1.67x the upper limit of normal (ULN)?
OR
Patient's total bilirubin is > 1x ULN and < 2x ULN?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval. 
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient achieved ALP reduction to less than 1x ULN?
OR
Has the patient achieved total bilirubin reduction to ≤ ULN?
OR
Has the patient achieved ALP reduction of ≥ 15%?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval. 
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Does the patient have severe diarrhea and/or flushing episodes associated with metastatic carcinoid tumors?
Does the patient have profuse watery diarrhea associated with VIP-secreting tumors?
Has the patient had inadequate response to surgical resection, pituitary irradiation and/or bromocriptine mesylate at maximally tolerated doses?
Can the patient be treated with surgical resection, pituitary irradiation and/or bromocriptine mesylate at maximally tolerated doses?
Will Ocphyl be administered peri- and post-operatively for patient undergoing high risk pancreatic surgery?
Does the patient have bleeding gastro-esophageal varices due to underlying cirrhosis?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Does the patient have confirmed diagnosis of MS according to 2017 McDonald diagnostic criteria?
Has the patient had at least one attack within the last 12 months and/or new T2 or gadolinium-enhancing lesions on MRI?
Has the patient failed to respond to a full and adequate course (at least 6 months) of at least one disease modifying therapy or does patient have intolerance/contraindication to two other disease modifying therapies?
Is the disease highly active/rapidly evolving?
Has the patient shown negative in Hepatitis B Virus (HBV) screening?
Will the treatment be initiated and supervised by neurologists experienced in the treatment of patients with MS and who are familiar with the efficacy and safety profile of OCREVUS®?
Note* Initial approval is limited to 12 months. 
After 12 months of treatment confirmation must be provided which validates the current treatment has slowed the disease progression AND there has been a reduction in the number and/or severity of attacks/relapses. 
Renewal Criteria
Has the treatment slowed the progression of the disease or disability?
Has there been a reduction in the number and/or severity of attacks/relapses?
If you have answered NO to one of these questions, please provide additional evidence on how patient benefited from treatment and why treatment should be continued.
Will the treatment supervised by neurologists experienced in the treatment of patients with MS and who are familiar with the efficacy and safety profile of OCREVUS®?
Does the patient have confirmed diagnosis of MS according to 2017 McDonald diagnostic criteria?
Are the documented imaging features characteristic of inflammatory activity?
Has the patient shown negative in Hepatitis B Virus (HBV) screening?
Will the treatment be initiated and supervised by neurologists experienced in the treatment of patients with MS and who are familiar with the efficacy and safety profile of OCREVUS®?
Note* Initial approval is limited to 12 months. 
After 12 months of treatment confirmation must be provided by the patient’s physician which validates the current treatment has slowed the disease progression. 
Renewal Criteria
Has the treatment slowed the progression of the disease or disability?
If the answer is NO, please provide additional evidence on how patient benefited from treatment and why treatment should be continued.
Will the treatment supervised by neurologists experienced in the treatment of patients with MS and who are familiar with the efficacy and safety profile of OCREVUS®?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Is the locally advanced basal cell carcinoma amendable to radiation therapy or curative surgery?
Is the patient pregnant?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient 
(i.e., absence of disease progression)?
Is the patient pregnant?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Has the patient experienced disease progression or are they unable to tolerate mycophenolate OR cyclophosphamide?
Does lung fibrosis affect at least 10% of the lungs?
Is the forced vital capacity (FVC) greater than or equal to 45% of predicted?
Does lung fibrosis affect greater than 10% of the lungs?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Choose one of the following:
Provide current score of at least one of the following:
Has the patient tried Methotrexate and one other Disease-Modifying 
Antirheumatic Drug (DMARD)?
Note: For new submissions, if the patient is part of one of the population groups listed below and if eligibility criteria have been met, the approval for coverage will only be applicable to the preferred infliximab treatment option – Inflectra or Renflexis.
Please select the appropriate population group for this patient:
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Are the epiphyses closed?
Have other causes been excluded?
Does the patient have somatotropin deficiency syndrome?
Please indicate if the patient has multiple hormone deficiencies (hypopituitarism) caused by any of the following:
Has the diagnosis been confirmed by a growth hormone stimulation test?
Was the patient growth-hormone deficient during childhood?
Has the diagnosis been confirmed by a recent growth hormone stimulation test ?
Is the patient’s birth weight at least 2 standard deviation scores below the mean?
Is the patient’s height/length at least 2 standard deviation scores below the mean?
Has the patient failed to achieve catch up growth by 2 years of age or later?
Are the epiphyses closed?
Are the epiphyses closed?
Is the patient’s height at least 2.25 standard deviation scores below the mean (-2.25) for age and sex of patient?
Was the patient’s birth weight normal?
Is the patient’s height velocity below the 25th percentile for bone age and sex over 12 months of observation?
Have other causes of short stature been excluded?
Are the epiphyses closed?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Is treatment initiated by and will it remain under the supervision of a physician experienced in the treatment of patients with hereditary transthyretin amyloidosis (hATTR)?
Does patient have either polyneuropathy disability [PND] stage I to ≤ IIIB, or familial amyloidotic polyneuropathy [FAP] stage I or II?
Does patient exhibit severe heart failure symptoms (defined as New York Heart Association [NYHA] class III or IV)?
Has patient previously undergone a liver transplant?
Will the drug be used in combination with other interfering ribonucleic acid drugs or transthyretin stabilizers used to treat hATTR?
Note* Initial and Subsequent Approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Does patient continue to have either polyneuropathy disability [PND] stage I 
to ≤ IIIB, or familial amyloidotic polyneuropathy [FAP] stage I or II?
Does patient exhibit severe heart failure symptoms (defined as New York Heart Association [NYHA] class III or IV)?
Has patient undergone a liver transplant?
Is there documented evidence of clinical efficacy?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Has patient achieved complete remission (CR) or complete remission with incomplete blood count recovery (CRi) following induction therapy with or without consolidation treatment?
Is patient eligible for hematopoietic stem cell transplantation (HSCT)?
Note* Initial and Subsequent Approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documentation showing absence of disease progression while on therapy?
Is there unacceptable toxicity?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Will drug be used as monotherapy?
Patient has relapsed or progressed after autologous stem cell transplant (ASCT) and brentuximab vedotin?
Patient has relapsed or progressed after 3 or more lines systemic therapy including ASCT?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient 
(i.e., absence of disease progression)?
Is drug used as monotherapy?
Is the patient treatment naïve?
Will drug will used as monotherapy?
Will drug be used in combination with ipilimumab (Yervoy)?
Has the patient experienced disease progression following Yervoy therapy?
Was the last dose of Yervoy treatment received within the last 6 months?
If yes, is there confirmation of disease progression?
If BRAF V600 mutation is positive, has the patient experienced disease progression following therapy with a BRAF inhibitor?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient (i.e., absence of disease progression)?
Is Opdivo used as monotherapy?
Will drug be used as monotherapy?
Is the disease locally advanced or metastatic?
Has the patient experienced disease progression on or after platinum-containing chemotherapy?
Does patient have EGFR or ALK genomic tumour aberrations?
If yes, have they had disease progression on a therapy for these aberrations?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient 
(i.e., absence of disease progression)?
Is drug used as monotherapy?
Is the disease metastatic?
Has patient received prior systemic therapy for metastatic NSCLC?
Will Opdivo be used in combination with ipilimumab (Yervoy)?
If yes, will Opdivo and Yervoy be given in combination with 2 cycles of platinum-doublet chemotherapy?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage. Maximum treatment duration is 24 months.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient 
(i.e., absence of disease progression)?
Is drug being used in combination with ipilimumab?
Is drug being used as monotherapy?
If yes, has the patient received prior-antigenic therapy?
Does patient have intermediate/poor-risk RCC?
If yes, is the drug being administered in combination with Yervoy (ipilimumab)?
Does patient have previously untreated RCC?
If yes, is the drug being administered in combination with Cabometyx (cabozantinib)?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage. If drug is being used in combination with cabozantinib, maximum treatment duration is 24 months.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient 
(i.e., absence of disease progression)?
Is drug used as monotherapy?
Is drug used in combination with cabozantinib?
Will drug be used in combination with platinum-doublet chemotherapy in the neoadjuvant setting?
Does patient exhibit tumours >= 4 cm or node positive?
Has the patient progressed on or after platinum-based therapy?
Will drug be used as monotherapy?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient 
(i.e., absence of disease progression)?
Is Opdivo used as monotherapy?
Will Opdivo be used as a monotherapy?
Does patient have advanced (not amenable to curative therapy or local therapeutic measures) or metastatic HCC?
Is the patient intolerant to or have they progressed on sorafenib therapy?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient 
(i.e., absence of disease progression)?
Is drug used as monotherapy?
Will Opdivo be used as a monotherapy?
Does the melanoma have regional lymph node involvement or in transit metastases or satellite metastases?
Are there metastatic nodes or distant metastases present?
Is there history of ocular/uveal melanoma?
Is the drug being taken in combination with ipilimumab?
Does the patient have microsatellite instability-high (MSI-H) or mismatch repair deficient (dMMR)?
Has the patient tried prior fluoropyrimidine-based therapy in combination with oxaliplatin or irinotecan?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient 
(i.e., absence of disease progression)?
Is drug used as monotherapy?
Does patient have unresectable MPM?
Has patient received prior systemic therapy for MPM?
Will drug be used in combination with ipilimumab?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage. Maximum treatment duration is 24 months.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient 
(i.e., absence of disease progression)?
Is drug being used in combination with ipilimumab?
Will drug be used as monotherapy?
Does the patient have residual pathologic disease following neoadjuvant chemoradiotherapy (CRT)?
Note: Initial approval is limited to 6 months. Additional information is required after 6 months, in order to assess for further coverage. Maximum treatment duration is 12 months.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient 
(i.e., absence of disease progression)?
Is drug used as monotherapy?
Will drug be given in combination with fluoropyrimidine and platinum containing chemotherapy?
Does patient have previously untreated metastatic gastric cancer (GC), gastroesophageal junction cancer (GEJC), or esophageal adenocarcinoma (EAC)?
Note: Initial approval is limited to 4 months. Additional information is required after 4 months, in order to assess for further coverage. Maximum treatment duration is 24 months.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient 
(i.e., absence of disease progression)?
Is drug given in combination with fluoropyrimidine and platinum containing chemotherapy?
Will Opdivo be used as monotherapy?
Is patient at high risk of recurrence after undergoing radical resection of UC?
Will drug be used as an adjuvant treatment?
Note: Initial approval is limited to 6 months. Additional information is required after 6 months, in order to assess for further coverage. Maximum treatment duration is 12 months.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient 
(i.e., absence of disease progression)?
Is drug used as monotherapy?
Does patient’s tumour have cell PD-L1 expression >= 1% determined by a validated test?
Has patient received prior systemic therapy for metastatic ESCC?
Will drug be used in combination with ipilimumab OR drug will be used in combination with fluoropyrimidine- and platinum-containing chemotherapy?
Note: Initial approval is limited to 12 months. Additional information is required after 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage. Maximum treatment duration is 24 months.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient 
(i.e., absence of disease progression)?
Is drug taken in combination with ipilimumab?
Is drug taken in combination with fluoropyrimidine- and platinum-containing chemotherapy?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Is the patient’s PAH rated with a WHO functional class of II or III (two or three)?
Is there a medical reason why the patient is unable to take Tracleer (bosentan) or Volibris (ambrisentan)?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Is the patient’s PAH rated with a WHO functional class of II or III (two or three)?
Is the drug being used to reduce morbidity?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Provide current score of at least one of the following:
Choose one of the following:
Has the patient tried Methotrexate and one other Disease-Modifying 
Antirheumatic Drug (DMARD)?
Is the patient undergoing hematopoietic stem cell transplantation (HSCT) from a matched or 1 allele-mismatched unrelated donor?
Will drug be used in combination with a calcineurin inhibitor and methotrexate?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Will the drug Orfadin be used in combination with dietary restriction of tyrosine and phenylalanine?
Will the drug will be initiated and supervised by a physician experienced in the treatment of HT-1?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is patient responding positively to therapy?
Will drug treatment continue to be supervised by a physician experienced in the treatment of HT-1?
Is this renewal request for use as an adjunct to dietary restriction of tyrosine and phenylalanine?
Will the dose exceed 2 mg/kg per day?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Are you about to start a new CF treatment?   
Cystic Fibrosis (CF) Canada and The Hospital for Sick Children (SickKids) have joined forces in the Program for Individualized CF Therapy (CFIT Program). The goal of the Program is to better predict who (both adults and children) will improve on new CF drugs.   
Manulife has agreed to let you know about this Program and that you can participate. 
• No information from the study will be provided to Manulife. 
• Participation is completely optional.  
• Manulife won’t know if you decide to participate or not. 
• Your decision won’t have any effect on your coverage by Manulife.   
Researchers at SickKids think that if they can study the patient’s genes and cells beforeand after starting new CF drugs, they can create more personal treatments in the future.The hope is to start effective treatments sooner and limit the effects of CF in future patients.  
For more details on the CFIT Program please go to this website:  
https://lab.research.sickkids.ca/cfit/ 
Please contact Julie or Paul at SickKids for more information:  
• Julie Avolio, Clinical Research Nurse Coordinator: 416-813-5515, julie.avolio@sickkids.ca 
• Paul Eckford, CFIT Research Program Manager: 416-813-7654 ext 309467, peckford@sickkids.ca
Has patient enrolled in the patient assistance program for Orkambi?
If no, please contact village™ Vertex Patient Support Program at 1-855-227-3571 and complete section 3. Not completing section 3 may delay the processing of your request.
OR
Provide baseline levels of ALT, AST and bilirubin  
Does the prescriber agree to monitor ALT, AST and bilirubin levels every 3 months during the first year and at least yearly thereafter?
Will there be dual therapy with another cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator (CFTR) potentiator?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is ppFEV1 from baseline stable or there is improvement?
Is there a reduced number of pulmonary exacerbations?
Does the prescriber agree to monitor ALT, AST and bilirubin levels at least yearly?
Is there dual therapy with another cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator (CFTR) potentiator?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Is the treatment being used for acute HAE?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Has the patient failed to respond to, or are they intolerant to phototherapy?
Has the patient had an inadequate/suboptimal response to at least two NSAID’s or one other Disease-Modifying Antirheumatic Drug (DMARD)?
Does the patient have oral ulcers?
Is drug being prescribed by a physician who is experienced and proficient in the management of Behçet’s disease?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Is disease refractory to non-surgical treatments?
Will treatment be initiated and supervised by an ophthalmologist or a professional qualified in ophthalmology?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Does the patient require lowering of urinary oxalate level?
Is treatment being prescribed by or in consultation with a nephrologist, urologist, geneticist, or other specialist with expertise in the treatment of PH1?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient 
(e.g., absence of disease progression, decreased urinary oxalate concentrations, decreased urinary oxalate: creatinine ratio, decreased plasma oxalate concentrations)?
Is treatment being prescribed by or in consultation with a nephrologist, urologist, geneticist, or other specialist with expertise in the treatment of PH1?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Does patient have a confirmed diagnosis of type 2 diabetes mellitus?
Will drug be used in combination with metformin?
If no, does the patient have a documented intolerance or contraindication to metformin?
Will Ozempic be given in combination with another GLP-1 analogs?
Will the dose of Ozempic exceed 2mg once weekly?
Note: Initial approval is limited to 12 months. Additional information is required after 12 months in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for the patient 
(i.e., patient has a decrease in HbA1c and has reached the target)?
Is the drug being used in combination with metformin (unless the patient has documented intolerance or contraindication to metformin)?
Will Ozempic be given in combination with another GLP-1 analogs?
Will the dose of Ozempic exceed 2mg once weekly?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Does patient have inadequate blood phenylalanine control (blood phenylalanine levels greater than 600 micromol/L) despite dietary management?
Will treatment with Palynziq be directed by physicians experienced in the management of PKU?
Is patient currently being treated with Kuvan (sapropterin)?
If yes, will patient discontinue Kuvan at least 14 days prior to first dose of Palynziq?
Note: Initial approvals are limited to 6 months and then every 12 months thereafter.
Additional information is required in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented evidence of positive clinical response since initiating therapy (blood phenylalanine levels ≤ 600 micromol/L OR ≥ 20% reduction in blood phenylalanine concentration from pretreatment baseline OR other beneficial effects (e.g., ability to increase protein intake from intact food))?
Does treatment with Palynziq continue to be directed by physicians experienced in the management of PKU?
Is patient receiving concomitant therapy with Kuvan (sapropterin)?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Is the patient displaying symptoms associated with Paget’s disease?
Has the patient had any images that indicate Paget’s Disease?
Is the patient at risk of complications?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Does the patient have decompensated liver disease?
Does the patient have decompensated liver disease?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Does the patient have compensated liver disease?
Is the patient positive for HCV-RNA?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Has patient received at least one systemic therapy?
Does patient have a confirmed diagnosis of unresectable locally advanced or metastatic cholangiocarcinoma?
Does patient’s tumour have fibroblast growth factor receptor 2 (FGR2) fusion or other rearrangement?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient 
(i.e., absence of disease progression)?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Has the patient had any chemotherapy?
Has the patient had any anti-HER2 therapy?
Was the patient’s HER2 status positive?
Is this drug being taken in combination with Herceptin (trastuzumab) 
and Docetaxal?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Is drug being prescribed for chronic management of patient with urea cycle disorder, involving deficiencies of carbamylphosphate synthetase, ornithine transcarbamylase or argininosuccinate synthetase?
Will drug be used with dietary protein restriction and, in some cases, dietary supplements (e.g., essential amino acids, arginine, citrulline, protein-free calorie supplements)?
Is drug being prescribed by a physician experienced in management of urea cycle disorders?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented evidence demonstrating the benefit from treatment?
Will drug be used with dietary protein restriction and, in some cases, dietary supplements (e.g., essential amino acids, arginine, citrulline, protein-free calorie supplements)?
Will drug be used in combination with any other forms of phenylbutyrate?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Is there disease progression following an endocrine-based regimen?
Is drug being used in combination with fulvestrant?
If patient is female, are they postmenopausal?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Does the patient have confirmed diagnosis of MS according to 2017 McDonald diagnostic criteria?
Has the patient had at least one attack within the last 12 months and/or new T2 or gadolinium-enhancing lesions on MRI?
Note* Initial approval is limited to 12 months. 
After 12 months of treatment confirmation must be provided which validates the current treatment has slowed the disease progression AND there has been a reduction in the number and/or severity of attacks/relapses. 
Renewal Criteria
Has the treatment slowed the progression of the disease or disability?
Has there been a reduction in the number and/or severity of attacks/relapses?
If you have answered NO to one of these questions, please provide additional evidence on how patient benefited from treatment and why treatment should be continued.
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Is the drug being used in combination with dexamethasone?
Has the patient previously failed treatment with both bortezomib and lenalidominde?
Has the patient received at least two prior therapy regimens and demonstrated 
disease progression on the last regimen?
Will drug be administered under the supervision of a qualified physician experienced in the use of cancer chemotherapeutic agents (e.g. oncologist)?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient (patient does not show evidence of progressive disease while on therapy as defined by the International Myeloma Working Group Criteria)?
Is drug being used in combination with dexamethasone?
Is drug being administered under the supervision of a qualified physician experienced in the use of cancer chemotherapeutic agents (e.g., oncologist)?
Will Pomalyst be used in combination with bortezomib (Velicade) AND dexamethasone?
Is the patient corticosteroid intolerant?
Has patient received at least one prior treatment that included Revlimid (lenalidomide)?
If yes, has patient demonstrated disease progression on the last regimen (failure or intolerance)?
Will drug be administered under the supervision of a qualified physician experienced in the use of cancer chemotherapeutic agents (e.g., oncologist)?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient (patient does not show evidence of progressive disease while on therapy as defined by the International Myeloma Working Group Criteria)?
Is Pomalyst taken in combination with bortezomib (Velicade) AND dexamethasone?
If no, is patient corticosteroid intolerant?
Will drug be administered under the supervision of a qualified physician experienced in the use of cancer chemotherapeutic agents (e.g., oncologist)?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Does the patient have confirmed diagnosis of MS according to 2017 McDonald diagnostic criteria?
Has the patient had at least one attack within the last 12 months and/or new T2 or gadolinium-enhancing lesions on MRI?
Has the patient failed to respond to a full and adequate course (at least 6 months) of at least one disease modifying therapy or does patient have intolerance/contraindication to at least two other disease modifying therapies?
Is the disease highly active/rapidly evolving?
Is the drug being prescribed by a neurologist that is experienced in the treatment of MS and knowledgeable of Ponvory?
Note* Initial approval is limited to 12 months. 
After 12 months of treatment confirmation must be provided which validates the current treatment has slowed the disease progression AND there has been a reduction in the number and/or severity of attacks/relapses. 
Renewal Criteria
Has the treatment slowed the progression of the disease or disability?
Has there been a reduction in the number and/or severity of attacks/relapses?
If you have answered NO to one of these questions, please provide additional evidence on how patient benefited from treatment and why treatment should be continued.
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Initial Criteria
First time applicants please indicate:
OR
Does the patient meet the Simon-Broome Diagnostic Criteria for definite familial hypercholesterolemia?
AND
Does the patient have LDL-2 >= 1.8 mmol/L despite treatment with a maximally tolerated statin therapy?
AND
Is the patient taking another LDL-lowering therapy?
AND
Has the patient demonstrated adherence to statin therapy for the previous 12 weeks?
OR 
Is the patient statin intolerant, as defined by the following:
a.  Inability to tolerate at least 2 statins, with at least one started at the lowest starting daily dose, AND
b.  Statin dose reduction is attempted for symptom and biomarker abnormality resolution, rather than discontinuation of the statin altogether, AND
c.  Intolerable symptoms or abnormal biomarkers changes are reversible upon statin discontinuation but reproducible by re-challenge of statins, where clinically appropriate, AND
d.  Other known determinants of intolerable symptoms or abnormal biomarkers(i.e., hypothyroidism, drug interactions, concurrent illnesses, and significant changes in physical activity or exercise, underlying muscle disease) have been ruled out?
OR 
Does the patient have a contraindication to statin therapy (i.e., active liver disease, unexplained persistent elevations of serum transaminases exceeding 
3 times the upper limit of norm, pregnant and nursing women?
Has patient enrolled in the patient assistance program for Praluent?
If no, please contact the MyPraluent Coach Patient Support Program at 1-844-772-5836 for details on how additional cost saving may apply to you.
Note* Initial Approval is limited to 30 days, an updated LDL-C test result of 15% or greater  reduction from baseline will be required after this time in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria and Requirements
The patient experienced a 15% or greater reduction in LDL-C level from baseline if patient suffers from Heterozygous Familial Hypercholesterolemia.
Initial Criteria
First time applicants please indicate:
Does the patient have a documented diagnosis or history of one of the following clinical atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease states?
•  Acute coronary syndromes 
•  Myocardial infarction
•  Stable or unstable angina
•  Coronary or other arterial revascularization (i.e., CABG, PCA)
•  Stroke
•  TIA
•  Peripheral arterial disease presumed to be of atherosclerotic origin
•  Findings from CT angiogram or catherization consistent with clinical ASCVD 
AND
Does the patient have LDL-C >= 1.8 mmol/L despite treatment with a maximally tolerated statin therapy?
AND
Is the patient taking another LDL-lowering therapy?
AND
Has the patient demonstrated adherence to statin therapy for the previous 
12 weeks?
OR 
Is the patient statin intolerant, as defined by the following:
a.  Inability to tolerate at least 2 statins, with at least one started at the lowest starting daily dose, AND
b.  Statin dose reduction is attempted for symptom and biomarker abnormality resolution, rather than discontinuation of the statin altogether, AND
c.  Intolerable symptoms or abnormal biomarkers changes are reversible upon statin discontinuation but reproducible by re-challenge of statins, where clinically appropriate, AND
d.  Other known determinants of intolerable symptoms or abnormal biomarkers(i.e., hypothyroidism, drug interactions, concurrent illnesses, and significant changes in physical activity or exercise, underlying muscle disease) have been ruled out?
OR 
Does the patient have a contraindication to statin therapy (i.e., active liver disease, unexplained persistent elevations of serum transaminases exceeding 
3 times the upper limit of norm, pregnant and nursing women?
Has patient enrolled in the patient assistance program for Praluent?
If no, please contact the MyPraluent Couch Patient Support Program at 1-844-772-5836 for details on how additional cost saving may apply to you.
Note* Initial Approval is limited to 30 days, an updated LDL-C test result of 15% or greater  reduction from baseline will be required after this time in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria and Requirements
The patient experienced a 15% or greater reduction in LDL-C level from baseline if patient suffers from Clinical Atherosclerotic Cardiovascular Disease.
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Is patient a CMV-seropositive recipient (R+)?
Is Prevymis being prescribed for prophylaxis of a cytomegalovirus (CMV) infection following an allogenic hematopoietic stem cell transplant?
Will treatment duration exceed 100 days post-transplant? 
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Is donor a CMV-seropositive recipient (D+)?
Is recipient a CMV-seronegative (R-)?
Will treatment duration exceed 200 days post-transplant?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Will treatment be initiated under the supervision of a physician experienced in the treatment of cystinosis (nephrologist, endocrinologist, urologist, pediatrician or a metabolic disease specialist)?
Will dosage exceed 1.95 g/m2 per day?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient 
(i.e., absence of disease progression regarding WBC cystine levels)?
Will treatment continue to be prescribed by, or in consultation with a physician experienced in the treatment of cystinosis (nephrologist, endocrinologist, urologist, pediatrician or a metabolic disease specialist)?
Will dosage exceed 1.95 g/m2 per day?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
The patient has alpha1-antitrypsin deficiency (A1-P1) characterized by a serum 
A1-P1 level < 11 μM?
Patient has received optimal pharmacological and nonpharmacological therapies for chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) and continues to show evidence of progressive lung disease (e.g. lower forced expiratory volume per second (FEV1) predicted, lower diffusion capacity, impaired walking capacity or increased number of exacerbations)?
Does the patient have clinically demonstrable emphysema?
Is patient a non-smoker or ex-smoker?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented evidence of clinical improvement and continued benefit in patient (e.g. elevation in AAT levels above baseline, reduced rate of FEV1 decline, reduced rate of lung function deterioration)?
Is patient a non-smoker?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Has the patient had any previous fractures?
Does the patient have multiple risk factors for a fracture?
Does the patient have a Bone Mineral Density T-Score below -2.5?
Has the patient had any previous fractures?
Does the patient have multiple risk factors for a fracture?
Does the patient have a Bone Mineral Density T-Score below -2.5?
Is the patient at high risk of fracture?
Is the patient currently receiving Androgen Deprivation Therapy (ADT)?
Is the patient at high risk of fracture?
Is the patient currently receiving Aromatase Inhibitor Therapy?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Is the drug being used in conjunction with standard therapies?
Is patient’s forced vital capacity (FVC) ≥ 40%?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Is patient’s forced vital capacity (FVC) ≥ 40%?
Has the patient demonstrated ongoing clinical benefit from Pulmozyme therapy such as reduction of respiratory tract infections, improved forced expiratory volume in 1 second (FEV1)?
Is the drug being used in conjunction with standard therapies?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Has the patient received at least three prior therapies consisting of 
GLEEVEC (imatinib), SUTENT (sunitinib), and STIVARGA (regorafenib)?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Does patient show evidence of progressive disease while taking Qinlock?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Is the patient chronically infected by Pseudomonas aeruginosa?
Is the patient’s condition worsened despite treatment with a formulation 
of inhaled tobramycin?
Is the patient intolerant or has a contraindication to inhaled tobramycin?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Initial Criteria
Does the patient meet ICHD-3 criteria for the diagnosis of migraine with or without aura?
Does the patient have an inability to tolerate (due to side effects) or an inadequate response to a 6-week trial of at least two of the following categories: 
• Topiramate
• Divalproex sodium/valproate sodium
• Beta-blocker: metoprolol, propranolol, timolol, atenolol, nadolol
• Tricyclic antidepressant: amitriptyline, nortriptyline
• Serotonin-norepinephrine reuptake inhibitor: venlafaxine, duloxetine
• Angiotensin receptor blocker: candesartan
If the number of headache days per month is >=15, does the patient have an inability to tolerate or inadequate response to a minimum of 2 quarterly injection (6 months) of onabotulinumtoxin A?
If the number of headache days per month is ≤7, provide at least one of the following scores:
Is the drug being prescribed by or in consultation with a physician experienced in the diagnosis and treatment of migraine?
Note* Initial approval is limited to 3 months, additional information (number of mean monthly headache days and at least one of the following scores: MIDAS, MPFID, HIT-6) will be required after this time in order to assess for further coverage
Renewal Criteria and requirements
Provide scores for at least one of the following:
Has there been a clinically meaningful improvement for the patient of a 30% or greater reduction from baseline in the MIDAS score?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Initial Criteria
Has the patient already started treatment with Radicava? 
Will Radicava be used in combination with riluzole?
Does the patient have contraindication or intolerance to riluzole?
Is the ALS disease duration 2 years or less?
Does the patient have a percent forced vital capacity (FVC) greater than or equal to 80%?
If Radicava treatment has already started, did the patient have FAC >=80% when treatment was initiated?
Does the patient have “definite” or “probable” amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) per the revised EL Escorial diagnostic criteria?
Does the patient have scores of 2 points or better on each individual item of the ALS Functional Rating Scale-Revised (ALSFRS-R)?
If Radicava treatment has already started, did the patient have scores of >=2 on all 
12 items of the ALSFRS-R when treatment was initiated?
Note: Initial approval is limited to 6 months. Additional information is required after the first 6 months, at 1 year of treatment and every 12 months after, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria and Requirements
Has the patient become non-ambulatory (ALSFRS-R score ≤ 1) AND unable to cut food and feed themselves without assistance, irrespective of whether a gastrostomy is in place (ALSFRS-R score < 1 for item 5a or 5b)?
Does the patient require permanent non-invasive or invasive ventilation?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Can the disease be managed through dietary protein restriction and/or amino acid supplementation alone?
Will the drug be used with dietary protein restriction and, in some cases, dietary supplements (e.g., essential amino acids, arginine, citrulline, protein-free calorie supplements)?
Has the patient tried Pheburane?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Does the physician have documented evidence demonstrating the benefit from treatment?
Is drug being used in combination with any other forms of phenylbutyrate?
Is drug being used with dietary protein restriction and, in some cases, dietary supplements (e.g., essential amino acids, arginine, citrulline, protein-free calorie supplements)?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Does the patient have confirmed diagnosis of MS according to 2017 McDonald diagnostic criteria?
Has the patient had at least one attack within the last 12 months and/or new T2 or gadolinium-enhancing lesions on MRI?
Note* Initial approval is limited to 12 months. 
After 12 months of treatment confirmation must be provided which validates the current treatment has slowed the disease progression AND there has been a reduction in the number and/or severity of attacks/relapses. 
Renewal Criteria
Has the treatment slowed the progression of the disease or disability?
Has there been a reduction in the number and/or severity of attacks/relapses?
If you have answered NO to one of these questions, please provide additional evidence on how patient benefited from treatment and why treatment should be continued.
Has the patient had at least one attack within the last 12 months and/or new T2 or gadolinium-enhancing lesions on MRI?
Note* Initial approval is limited to 12 months. 
After 12 months of treatment confirmation must be provided which validates the current treatment has slowed the disease progression AND there has been a reduction in the number and/or severity of attacks/relapses. 
Renewal Criteria
Has the treatment slowed the progression of the disease or disability?
Has there been a reduction in the number and/or severity of attacks/relapses?
If you have answered NO to one of these questions, please provide additional evidence on how patient benefited from treatment and why treatment should be continued.
Does the patient have lesions indicative of MS on an MRI?
Note* Initial approval is limited to 12 months. 
After 12 months of treatment confirmation must be provided which validates the current treatment has slowed the disease progression AND there has been a reduction in the number and/or severity of attacks/relapses. 
Renewal Criteria
Has the treatment slowed the progression of the disease or disability?
Has there been a reduction in the number and/or severity of attacks/relapses?
If you have answered NO to one of these questions, please provide additional evidence on how patient benefited from treatment and why treatment should be continued.
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Does the patient have RBC transfusion-dependent anemia associated with 
beta thalassemia?
Has the patient been receiving regular transfusions, defined as 6 to 20 RBC units in the 24 weeks prior to initiating treatment with luspatercept, AND no transfusion-free period greater than 35 days in the 24 weeks prior to initiating treatment with luspatercept?
Note: Initial approvals are limited to 6 months and then every 12 months thereafter. Additional information is required in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Does the patient have RBC transfusion-dependent anemia associated with beta thalassemia?
Does the patient continue to experience measured reduction of transfusion burden (RBC units/time) of >=33% compared to pre-treatment transfusion burden?
Does the patient require at least two RBC units over 8 weeks resulting from very low-to intermediate-risk myelodysplastic syndromes (MDS)?
Has the patient had ring sideroblasts and failed?
Is patient suitable for erythropoietin-based therapy?
Note: Initial approvals are limited to 6 months and then every 12 months thereafter. Additional information is required in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is the patient RBC transfusion independent over a minimum of 16 consecutive weeks within the first 24 weeks of treatment initiation?
Will patient remain transfusion independent?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Are you currently receiving palliative care?
Have you tried at least one laxative with an inadequate response?
If yes, please list the names of the all the laxatives previously tried:
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Provide current score of at least one of the following:
Choose one of the following:
Has the patient tried Methotrexate and one other Disease-Modifying 
Antirheumatic Drug (DMARD)?
Note: For new submissions, if the patient is part of one of the population groups listed below and if eligibility criteria have been met, the approval for coverage will only be applicable to the preferred infliximab treatment option – Inflectra or Renflexis.
Please select the appropriate population group for this patient:
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for the patient: 
Reduction in swollen joint count from baseline.
OR 
Reduction in PAS or PAS II.
OR 
CDAI , or DAS28 or SDAI scores.
Has the patient had an inadequate/suboptimal response to at least two non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs)?
Is the patient allergic to non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs)?
Note: For new submissions, if the patient is part of one of the population groups listed below and if eligibility criteria have been met, the approval for coverage will only be applicable to the preferred infliximab treatment option – Inflectra or Renflexis.
Please select the appropriate population group for this patient:
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment?
Has the patient had an inadequate/suboptimal response to at least two NSAID's or 
one other Disease-Modifying Antirheumatic Drug (DMARD)?
Note: For new submissions, if the patient is part of one of the population groups listed below and if eligibility criteria have been met, the approval for coverage will only be applicable to the preferred infliximab treatment option – Inflectra or Renflexis.
Please select the appropriate population group for this patient:
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment?
Has the patient failed to respond to, or are they intolerant to phototherapy?
Note: For new submissions, if the patient is part of one of the population groups listed below and if eligibility criteria have been met, the approval for coverage will only be applicable to the preferred infliximab treatment option – Inflectra or Renflexis.
Please select the appropriate population group for this patient:
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment?
Provide current score of at least one of the following:
Note: For new submissions, if the patient is part of one of the population groups listed below and if eligibility criteria have been met, the approval for coverage will only be applicable to the preferred infliximab treatment option – Inflectra or Renflexis.
Please select the appropriate population group for this patient:
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment?
Does the patient have fistula(e) that is actively draining?
Note: For new submissions, if the patient is part of one of the population groups listed below and if eligibility criteria have been met, the approval for coverage will only be applicable to the preferred infliximab treatment option – Inflectra or Renflexis.
Please select the appropriate population group for this patient:
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment?
Note: For new submissions for adult patients, if the patient is part of one of the population groups listed below and if eligibility criteria have been met, the approval for coverage will only be applicable to the preferred infliximab treatment option – Inflectra or Renflexis.
Please select the appropriate population group for this patient:
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Has the patient failed to respond to conventional therapy?
Is the patient with a NYHA functional class of III intolerant to or unable to achieve disease control with Adcirca (tadalafil) or Revatio (sildenafil)?
Drug is being prescribed by a clinician experienced in the diagnosis and treatment of PAH?
Please provide confirmation of patient’s Six Minute Walk Test results.
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient 
(e.g., improvement, from baseline, on the 6-minute walking distance)?
Please provide confirmation of patient’s Six Minute Walk Test results.
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Provide current score of at least one of the following:
Choose one of the following:
Has the patient tried Methotrexate and one other Disease-Modifying 
Antirheumatic Drug (DMARD)?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Provide current score of at least one of the following:
Choose one of the following:
Has the patient tried Methotrexate and one other Disease-Modifying 
Antirheumatic Drug (DMARD)?
Has the patient had an inadequate/suboptimal response to at least two non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs)?
Is the patient allergic to non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs)?
Has the patient had an inadequate/suboptimal response to at least two NSAID's or 
one other Disease-Modifying Antirheumatic Drug (DMARD)?
Provide current score of at least one of the following:
Provide current score of at least one of the following:
Truelove and Witts Severity Index 
Has the patient failed to respond to, or are they intolerant to phototherapy?
Does the patient have fistula(e) that is actively draining?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
First time applicants please indicate:
Does the patient have untreated LDL-C > 13mmol/L or treated LDL-C >= 8mmol/L
AND one of the following:
a.  Cutaneous or tendon xanthoma before the age of 10?
b.  Untreated LDL-C levels consistent with heterozygous FH in both parents
     (i.e., > 5mmol/L)?
AND
Does the patient have LDL-C >= 1.8 mmol/L despite treatment with a maximally tolerated statin therapy?
AND
Is the patient taking another LDL-lowering therapy?
AND
Has the patient demonstrated adherence to statin therapy for the previous 
12 weeks?
OR 
Is the patient statin intolerant, as defined by the following:
a.  Inability to tolerate at least 2 statins, with at least one started at the lowest starting daily dose, AND
b.  Statin dose reduction is attempted for symptom and biomarker abnormality resolution, rather than discontinuation of the statin altogether, AND
c.  Intolerable symptoms or abnormal biomarkers changes are reversible upon statin discontinuation but reproducible by re-challenge of statins, where clinically appropriate, AND
d.  Other known determinants of intolerable symptoms or abnormal biomarkers(i.e., hypothyroidism, drug interactions, concurrent illnesses, and significant changes in physical activity or exercise, underlying muscle disease) have been ruled out?
OR 
Does the patient have an contraindication to statin therapy (i.e., active liver disease, unexplained persistent elevations of serum transaminases exceeding 
3 times the upper limit of norm, pregnant and nursing women?
Has patient enrolled in the Repatha Ready Patient Support Program?
If no, please contact the Repatha Ready Patient Support Program at 1-888-737-2842 and 
complete section 3. Not completing section 3 may delay the processing of your request.
Has the Repatha Ready Patient Support Program reviewed this form?
Note* Initial Approval is limited to 1 month, an updated LDL-C test result of 15% or greater reduction from baseline will be required after this time in order to assess for further coverage
Renewal Criteria and Requirements
The patient experienced a 15% or greater reduction in LDL-C level from baseline if patient suffers from Homozygous Familial Hypercholesterolemia?
First time applicants please indicate:
Does the patient meet the Simon-Broome Diagnostic Criteria for definite familial hypercholesterolemia?
Does the patient have LDL-C >= 1.8 mmol/L despite treatment with a maximally tolerated statin therapy?
AND
Is the patient taking another LDL-lowering therapy?
AND
Has the patient demonstrated adherence to statin therapy for the previous 
12 weeks?
OR 
Is the patient statin intolerant, as defined by the following:
a.  Inability to tolerate at least 2 statins, with at least one started at the lowest starting daily dose, AND
b.  Statin dose reduction is attempted for symptom and biomarker abnormality resolution, rather than discontinuation of the statin altogether, AND
c.  Intolerable symptoms or abnormal biomarkers changes are reversible upon statin discontinuation but reproducible by re-challenge of statins, where clinically appropriate, AND
d.  Other known determinants of intolerable symptoms or abnormal biomarkers(i.e., hypothyroidism, drug interactions, concurrent illnesses, and significant changes in physical activity or exercise, underlying muscle disease) have been ruled out?
OR 
Does the patient have a contraindication to statin therapy (i.e., active liver disease, unexplained persistent elevations of serum transaminases exceeding 
3 times the upper limit of norm, pregnant and nursing women?
Has patient enrolled in the Repatha Ready Patient Support Program?
If no, please contact the Repatha Ready Patient Support Program at 1-888-737-2842 and 
complete section 3. Not completing section 3 may delay the processing of your request.
Has the Repatha Ready Patient Support Program reviewed this form?
Note* Initial Approval is limited to 1 month, an updated LDL-C test result of 15% or greater reduction from baseline will be required after this time in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria and Requirements
The patient experienced a 15% or greater reduction in LDL-C level from baseline if patient suffers from Heterozygous Familial Hypercholesterolemia?
First time applicants please indicate:
Does the patient have a documented diagnosis or history of one of the following clinical atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease states?
•  Acute coronary syndromes 
•  Myocardial infarction
•  Stable or unstable angina
•  Coronary or other arterial revascularization (i.e., CABG, PCA)
•  Stroke
•  TIA
•  Peripheral arterial disease presumed to be of atherosclerotic origin
•  Findings from CT angiogram or catherization consistent with clinical ASCVD 
AND
Does the patient have LDL-C >= 1.8 mmol/L despite treatment with a maximally tolerated statin therapy?
AND
Is the patient taking another LDL-lowering therapy?
AND
Has the patient demonstrated adherence to statin therapy for the previous 
12 weeks?
OR 
Is the patient statin intolerant, as defined by the following:
a.  Inability to tolerate at least 2 statins, with at least one started at the lowest starting daily dose, AND
b.  Statin dose reduction is attempted for symptom and biomarker abnormality resolution, rather than discontinuation of the statin altogether, AND
c.  Intolerable symptoms or abnormal biomarkers changes are reversible upon statin discontinuation but reproducible by re-challenge of statins, where clinically appropriate, AND
d.  Other known determinants of intolerable symptoms or abnormal biomarkers(i.e., hypothyroidism, drug interactions, concurrent illnesses, and significant changes in physical activity or exercise, underlying muscle disease) have been ruled out?
OR 
Does the patient have a contraindication to statin therapy (i.e., active liver disease, unexplained persistent elevations of serum transaminases exceeding 
3 times the upper limit of norm, pregnant and nursing women?
Has patient enrolled in the Repatha Ready Patient Support Program?
If no, please contact the Repatha Ready Patient Support Program at 1-888-737-2842 and 
complete section 3. Not completing section 3 may delay the processing of your request.
Has the Repatha Ready Patient Support Program reviewed this form?
Note* Initial Approval is limited to 1 month, an updated LDL-C test result of 15% or greater reduction from baseline will be required after this time in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria and Requirements
The patient experienced a 15% or greater reduction in LDL-C level from baseline if patient suffers from Clinical Atherosclerotic Cardiovascular Disease?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
For first time applicants, please indicate:
Have you tried at least one laxative with an inadequate response?
Is the chronic constipation drug induced?
For applicants who are applying after 8 weeks of therapy, please indicate:
To be completed by the prescribing physician
Has the patient received clinical benefits from Resotran?
Will the patient be reassessed at regular intervals?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Is the disease amenable to surgery or radioactive iodine therapy?
Has patient tried treatment with sorafenib and/or lenvatinib?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Is the patient stable following a period of intestinal adaptation?
Has treatment been initiated under the supervision of a medical professional with experience in the treatment of SBS? 
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 6 months for patients ages 1-17 and 
12 months for patients ages 18 and older. Additional information is required after this time, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria and Requirements
Ages 1–17: 
Does patient show at least a 20% reduction in parenteral support volume compared to the baseline volume?
Ages 18 years and older:
Does patient show at least a 20% or greater reduction in weekly parenteral nutrition/IV volume from baseline?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Will drug be administered under the supervision of a qualified physician experienced in the use of cancer chemotherapeutic agents (e.g., oncologist)?
Note: Initial approvals are limited to 4 months. Additional information is required after 4 months and every 12 months thereafter, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient 
(i.e., absence of disease progression)?
Was patient transfused before the start of treatment?
Is there at least a 50% reduction in transfusion requirements compared to the start of treatment?
Is there at least a 1 g/dL rise in hemoglobin compared to the level observed before the start of the treatment?
Will drug be administered under the supervision of a qualified physician experienced in the use of cancer chemotherapeutic agents (e.g., oncologist)?
Note: Approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Is this drug being used in combination with dexamethasone?
Is the patient eligible for a stem cell transplant prior to treatment with Revlimid?
Is Revlimid being used to treat Chronic Lymphocytic Leukemia (CLL)?
Is drug being administered under the supervision of a qualified physician experienced in the use of cancer chemotherapeutic agents (e.g., oncologist)?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient 
(i.e., absence of disease progression as defined by the International Myeloma Working Group - IMWG)? 
 Check all that apply:
•         Increase of > 25%, compared to the result observed at the start of treatment, in one or more of the following:
•         Serum M-component and/or (the absolute increase must be ≥ 5 g/L)
•         Urine M-component and/or (the absolute increase must be ≥ 200 mg/24 h)
•         Only in patients without measurable serum and urine M-protein levels; the difference between involved and uninvolved FLC levels. The absolute increase must be > 100mg/L
•         Bone marrow plasma cell percentage; the absolute percentage must be ≥ 10%
•         Definite development of new bone lesions or soft tissue plasmacytomas or definite increase in the size of existing bone lesions or soft tissue plasmacytomas
•         Development of hypercalcaemia (corrected serum calcium > 2.65 mmol/L) that can be attributed solely to the plasma cell proliferative disorder
Will drug be used combination with dexamethasone?
Is drug being administered under the supervision of a qualified physician experienced in the use of cancer chemotherapeutic agents (e.g., oncologist)?
Note: Approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Has the patient had an inadequate response to splenectomy?
Has the patient had an insufficient response to immunosuppressive therapy?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Has patient had failure of at least two prior lines of systemic therapy?
Note: Approval is limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient 
(i.e., absence of disease progression that requires new systemic therapy)?
Note: Approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months in order to assess for further coverage.
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Provide current score of at least one of the following:
Choose one of the following:
Has the patient tried Methotrexate and one other Disease-Modifying 
Antirheumatic Drug (DMARD)?
Will the drug be used in combination with other Janus kinase (JAK) inhibitors, immunomodulating biologics (e.g., biologic DMARDs), or with potent immunosuppressants such as azathioprine, cyclosporine, tacrolimus?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for the patient:
Reduction in swollen joint count from baseline.
OR 
Reduction in PAS or PAS II.
OR 
CDAI , or DAS28 or SDAI scores.
Will the drug be used in combination with other Janus kinase (JAK) inhibitors, immunomodulating biologics (e.g., biologic DMARDs), or with potent immunosuppressants such as azathioprine, cyclosporine, tacrolimus?
Has the patient had an inadequate/suboptimal response to at least two NSAID's or 
one other Disease-Modifying Antirheumatic Drug (DMARD)?
Will the drug be used in combination with other Janus kinase (JAK) inhibitors, immunomodulating biologics (e.g., biologic DMARDs), or with potent immunosuppressants such as azathioprine, cyclosporine, tacrolimus?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment?
Will the drug be used in combination with other Janus kinase (JAK) inhibitors, immunomodulating biologics (e.g., biologic DMARDs), or with potent immunosuppressants such as azathioprine, cyclosporine, tacrolimus?
Is the Atopic Dermatitis adequately controlled with systemic treatment?
Please provide the following:
Does the patient weigh ≥ 40 kg?
Will the drug be used in combination with other Janus kinase (JAK) inhibitors, immunomodulating biologics (e.g., biologic DMARDs), or with potent immunosuppressants such as azathioprine, cyclosporine, tacrolimus? 
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Does the patient weigh ≥ 40 kg?
Will the drug be used in combination with other Janus kinase (JAK) inhibitors, immunomodulating biologics (e.g., biologic DMARDs), or with potent immunosuppressants such as azathioprine, cyclosporine, tacrolimus? 
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment (e.g., improvement in PGA score from baseline, improvement in EASI score from baseline, etc.)?
Has the patient had an inadequate response to a biologic DMARD?
If no, is the use of biologic DMARD therapy inappropriate for this patient?
Is the medication being used as monotherapy?
Is the medication being used in combination with a NSAID (nonsteroidal 
anti-inflammatory drugs)?
Will the drug be used in combination with other Janus kinase (JAK) inhibitors, immunomodulating biologics (e.g., biologic DMARDs), or with potent immunosuppressants such as azathioprine, cyclosporine, tacrolimus?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment?
Will the drug be used in combination with other Janus kinase (JAK) inhibitors, immunomodulating biologics (e.g., biologic DMARDs), or with potent immunosuppressants such as azathioprine, cyclosporine, tacrolimus?
Does patient have a Harvey Bradshaw index score of >7?
Does patient have a Crohn’s disease activity index (CDAI) score of 220-450?
Will Rinvoq be used in combination with other Janus kinase (JAK) inhibitors, immunomodulating biologics (e.g., biologic DMARDs) or with potent immunosuppressants such as azathioprine, cyclosporine or tacrolimus?
Note: Initial approval is limited to 12 months. Additional information is required in 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit while on therapy (i.e., reduction in CDAI score by >70 points and >25% from baseline, reduction in HBI score by >50% or by >3 points from baseline)?
Will drug be used in combination with other Janus kinase (JAK) inhibitors, immunomodulating biologics (e.g., biologic DMARDs), or with potent immunosuppressants such as azathioprine, cyclosporine, and tacrolimus?
Does the patient have an elevated C-reactive protein (CRP) level?
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) results are indicative of inflammation?
Patient has active disease defined as Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index (BASDAI) score of >=4?
Patient has a Visual Analog Scale for Pain (VAS) for total back pain of >=4?
Has the patient had an inadequate/suboptimal response OR is allergic/intolerant to at least two non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug (NSAID)?
Has the patient had an inadequate response to a biologic DMARD, or use of those therapies is inadvisable?
Will the drug be used in combination with other Janus kinase (JAK) inhibitors, immunomodulating biologics (e.g., biologic DMARDs), or with potent immunosuppressants such as azathioprine, cyclosporine, tacrolimus?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment?
Will the drug be used in combination with other Janus kinase (JAK) inhibitors, immunomodulating biologics (e.g., biologic DMARDs), or with potent immunosuppressants such as azathioprine, cyclosporine, tacrolimus?
Will the drug be used in combination with other Janus kinase (JAK) inhibitors, immunomodulating biologics (e.g., biologic DMARDs), or with potent immunosuppressants such as azathioprine, cyclosporine, tacrolimus?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment?
Will the drug be used in combination with other Janus kinase (JAK) inhibitors, immunomodulating biologics (e.g., biologic DMARDs), or with potent immunosuppressants such as azathioprine, cyclosporine, tacrolimus?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Is tumour unresectable or metastatic?
Does the patient have any other satisfactory treatment options?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient
(i.e., absence of disease progression)?
Is the NSCLC locally advanced or metastatic?
Has patient been previously treated with Xalkori (crizotinib)?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient 
(i.e., absence of disease progression)?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Does the patient have multidrug-resistant HIV-1 infection?
Is the patient heavily treatment-experienced (HTE)?
Can the patient construct another suppressive anti-viral regimen?
If no, is this due to resistance, intolerance or safety consideration?
Is the patient using Rukobia in combination with other antiretroviral agents?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Is the drug being prescribed by a physician experienced in the diagnosis and management of LEMS?
Note: Approval of this drug is limited to 12 months. After 12 months of treatment physician must have documented evidence of clinical benefit.
Renewal Criteria and Requirements
Is there documented evidence of clinical benefit?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Does patient have a confirmed diagnosis of type 2 diabetes mellitus?
Will Rybelsus be used as an adjunct to diet and exercise? 
Will Rybelsus be given in combination with another GLP-1 analogs?
Will the dose of Rybelsus exceed 14mg once daily?
Has patient achieved adequate glycemic control with the maximum tolerated dose of metformin and diet and exercise?
Does patient have documented intolerance or contraindication to metformin?
Note: Initial approval is limited to 12 months. Additional information is required after 12 months in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for the patient 
(i.e., patient has a decrease in HbA1c)?
Will Rybelsus be given in combination with other GLP-1 analogs?
Will the dose of Rybelsus exceed 14mg once daily?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Has the patient progressed on or after platinum-based chemotherapy?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria and Requirements
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient 
(i.e., a stabilization of disease or decrease in size of tumor or tumor spread)?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Is the patient newly diagnosed?
Will Rydapt be used in combination with cytarabine and daunorubicin for induction therapy and with cytarabine for consolidation therapy?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Are the epiphyses closed?
Have other causes been excluded?
Are the epiphyses closed?
Is the patient’s birth weight and/or length at least 2 standard deviation scores below the mean?
Was the patient able to achieve catch-up growth by 2 years of age or later?
Are the epiphyses closed?
Has the diagnosis been confirmed by a growth hormone stimulation test?
Was the patient growth-hormone deficient during childhood?
Has the diagnosis been confirmed by a recent growth hormone stimulation test ?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Is the patient symptomatic?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Does the patient have severe diarrhea and/or flushing episodes associated with metastatic carcinoid tumors?
Does the patient have profuse watery diarrhea associated with VIP-secreting tumors?
Has the patient had inadequate response to surgical resection, pituitary irradiation and/or bromocriptine mesylate at maximally tolerated doses?
Can the patient be treated with surgical resection, pituitary irradiation and/or bromocriptine mesylate at maximally tolerated doses?
Will Sandostatin be administered peri- and post-operatively for patient undergoing high risk pancreatic surgery?
Does the patient have bleeding gastro-esophageal varices due to underlying cirrhosis?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Is the patient adequately controlled with Sandostatin administered subcutaneously?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Does the patient maintain a reduction of GH and IGF1 levels and improvement of clinical symptoms?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Does the patient have severe diarrhea and/or flushing episodes associated with metastatic carcinoid tumors?
Is the patient adequately controlled with Sandostatin administered subcutaneously?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Does the patient maintain good overall control of symptoms?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Does the patient have profuse watery diarrhea associated with VIP-secreting tumors?
Is the patient adequately controlled with Sandostatin administered subcutaneously?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Does the patient maintain good overall control of symptoms?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Does the patient have severe active lupus nephritis OR severe active central nervous system lupus?
Will drug be used in addition to standard therapy?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Was patient previously treated with two or more tyrosine kinase inhibitors?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Is patient receiving anti-HIV therapy?
Does patient have unintentional weight loss of at least 10% or weighs less than 90% of the lower limit of ideal body weight?
Will drug treatment be carried out under regular guidance of a physician experienced in the diagnosis and management of HIV and wasting 
(e.g., gastroenterologist, nutritional support specialist, or infectious disease specialist)?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient?
Has patient’s weight improved since starting treatment?
Is patient receiving anti-HIV therapy?
Is drug treatment being carried out under regular guidance of a physician experienced in the diagnosis and management of HIV and wasting 
(e.g., gastroenterologist, nutritional support specialist, or infectious disease specialist)?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
For first time applicants, please indicate:
Is the patient a candidate for pituitary surgery?
Has the patient had pituitary surgery that was not curative?
For applicants who are applying after one year of therapy, please indicate:
Has Signifor provided clinical benefit through normalization of UFC or reduction
of at least 50% in UFC as compared to baseline?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
For first time applicants, please indicate:
Is the patient a candidate for pituitary surgery?
Has the patient had pituitary surgery that was not curative?
For applicants who are applying after one year of therapy, please indicate:
Has Signifor provided clinical benefit through normalization of UFC or reduction
of at least 50% in UFC as compared to baseline?
Is surgery appropriate for the patient?
OR
Has patient tried surgery with inadequate results?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Has the patient failed to respond to, or are they intolerant to phototherapy?
Is there involvement of the face, hands, feet or genital regions?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment? 
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Provide current score of at least one of the following:
Choose one of the following:
Has the patient tried Methotrexate and one other Disease-Modifying 
Antirheumatic Drug (DMARD)?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for the patient:
Reduction in swollen joint count from baseline.
OR 
Reduction in PAS or PAS II.
OR 
CDAI , or DAS28 or SDAI scores.
Has the patient had an inadequate/suboptimal response to at least two non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs)?
Is the patient allergic to non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs)?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment?
Has the patient had an inadequate/suboptimal response to at least two NSAID's or 
one other Disease-Modifying Antirheumatic Drug (DMARD)?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment?
Does the patient have an elevated C-reactive protein (CRP) level? 
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) results are indicative of inflammation.
Patient has active disease defined as Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index (BASDAI) score of >=4?
Patient has a Visual Analog Scale for Pain (VAS) for total back pain of >=4?
Has the patient had an inadequate/suboptimal response OR is allergic/intolerant to at least one non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug (NSAID)?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment?
For Simponi I.V. only
Will the drug be used either alone or in combination with methotrexate?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Has the patient failed to respond to, or are they intolerant to phototherapy?
Is there involvement of the face, hands, feet or genital regions?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment?
Is the patient is using the medication alone?
Is the patient using the medication in combination with a conventional 
non-biological disease-modifying antirheumatic drug (DMARD)?
Has the patient had an inadequate/suboptimal response OR is allergic to at least two non-steroidal anti- inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) OR One disease-modifying antirheumatic drug (DMARD)?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment?
Does the patient have moderately to severely active Crohn’s disease? 
Provide current score:
Has the patient had a demonstrated dependance on corticosteroids?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Are the epiphyses close?
Are there any other causes for condition?
Will treatment with Sogroya be initiated and monitored by physicians who are appropriately qualified and experienced in the diagnosis and management of patients with growth hormone deficiency?
Note: Initial approval is limited to 12 months. Additional information is required after 12 months in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Are the epiphyses close?
Will treatment with Sogroya be initiated and monitored by physicians who are appropriately qualified and experienced in the diagnosis and management of patients with growth hormone deficiency?
Will treatment with Sogroya be initiated and monitored by physicians who are appropriately qualified and experienced in the diagnosis and management of patients with growth hormone deficiency?
Note: Initial approval is limited to 12 months. Additional information is required after 12 months in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Has patient obtained the desired clinical response or the has the patient achieved the target range for IGF-I?
Will treatment with Sogroya be initiated and monitored by physicians who are appropriately qualified and experienced in the diagnosis and management of patients with growth hormone deficiency?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient 
(i.e., absence of disease progression, reduction in the formation of heterotopic ossification)?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Note: Initial approvals are limited to 6 months and then every 12 months thereafter.Additional information is required in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
XXX
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Note: Initial approvals are limited to 6 months and then every 12 months thereafter.Additional information is required in order to assess for further coverage.
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Renewal Criteria
XXX
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Has the patient had an inadequate response to or cannot be treated with surgery 
and/or radiotherapy?
Does the patient have a Grade 1 or a subset of Grade 2 (equivalent to Ki67 < 10%) unresectable, locally advanced or metastatic disease?
Does the patient have histopathologically-confirmed neuroendocrine tumours and a history of carcinoid syndrome (flushing and/or diarrhea)?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Has the patient previously received any of the following treatments for this condition?:
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Does patient have moderate to severe plaque psoriasis?
Is patient a candidate for systemic therapy or phototherapy?
Has the patient failed to respond to, or are they intolerant to phototherapy?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Will treatment with Spevigo be initiated by a physician who is experienced in management of inflammatory skin diseases (e.g., dermatologist)?
Will treatment with Spevigo exceed two doses per single GPP flare separated by 1 week?
Is the patient’s flare of GPP of moderate to severe intensity, defined by the following?:
•         Generalized Pustular Psoriasis Physician Global Assessment (GPPGA) total score of at least 3 (moderate)
•         Presence of fresh pustules (new appearance or worsening of pustules)
•         GPPGA pustulation sub score of at least 2 (mild)
•         At least 5% of body surface area (BSA) covered with erythema and the presence of pustules
Will patient be taking drug in combination with systemic or topical therapy for GPP?
Note: Initial approval is limited to 1 month. Additional information is required, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Will treatment with Spevigo be initiated by a physician who is experienced in management of inflammatory skin diseases (e.g., dermatologist)?
Will treatment with Spevigo exceed two doses per single GPP flare separated by 1 week?
Is the patient’s flare of GPP of moderate to severe intensity, defined by the following?:
•         Generalized Pustular Psoriasis Physician Global Assessment (GPPGA) total score of at least 3 (moderate)
•         Presence of fresh pustules (new appearance or worsening of pustules)
•         GPPGA pustulation sub score of at least 2 (mild)
•         At least 5% of body surface area (BSA) covered with erythema and the presence of pustules
Will patient be taking drug in combination with systemic or topical therapy for GPP?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Will the medication be used in combination with an SSRI or SNRI?
In the current moderate to severe depressive episode has the patient responded adequately to at least two separate courses of treatment with different antidepressants, each of adequate dose and duration?
Is the drug being prescribed by a physician who is experienced and proficient in the management of major depressive disorder?
Is the physician enrolled in the JANSSEN JOURNEY™ Program?
Physician must be enrolled in the JANSSEN JOURNEY™ Program for this drug. To enroll, contact the JANSSEN JOURNEY™ Program at 1-833-257-7191 or online at www.JanssenJourneyHCP.ca.
Is the patient enrolled in the JANSSEN JOURNEY™ Program?
Patient must be enrolled in the JANSSEN JOURNEY™ Program for this drug. To enroll, contact the JANSSEN JOURNEY™ Program at 1-833-257-7191 or online at www.JanssenJourneyHCP.ca.
Note* Initial approval is limited to 4 weeks, additional information will be required after this time in order to assess for further coverage. If approved after 4 weeks, additional information is required every 12 months in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documentation of positive clinical response to Spravato therapy using an objective measurement scale (e.g. current Montgomery-Asberg Depression Rating Scale (MADRS) score, PHQ-9 score, Hamilton Depression Rating Scale (HDRS))?
Will the medication be used in combination with an SSRI or SNRI?
Is the drug being prescribed by a physician who is experienced and proficient in the management of major depressive disorder?
Is the physician enrolled in the JANSSEN JOURNEY™ Program?
Physician must be enrolled in the JANSSEN JOURNEY™ Program for this drug. To enroll, contact the JANSSEN JOURNEY™ Program at 1-833-257-7191 or online at www.JanssenJourneyHCP.ca.
Is the patient enrolled in the JANSSEN JOURNEY™ Program?
Patient must be enrolled in the JANSSEN JOURNEY™ Program for this drug. To enroll, contact the JANSSEN JOURNEY™ Program at 1-833-257-7191 or online at www.JanssenJourneyHCP.ca.
Will the medication be used in combination with another oral antidepressant therapy?
Does the patient require urgent psychiatric care?
Is the drug being prescribed by a physician who is experienced and proficient in the management of major depressive disorder?
Is the physician enrolled in the JANSSEN JOURNEY™ Program?
Physician must be enrolled in the JANSSEN JOURNEY™ Program for this drug. To enroll, contact the JANSSEN JOURNEY™ Program at 1-833-257-7191 or online at www.JanssenJourneyHCP.ca.
Is the patient enrolled in the JANSSEN JOURNEY™ Program?
Patient must be enrolled in the JANSSEN JOURNEY™ Program for this drug. To enroll, contact the JANSSEN JOURNEY™ Program at 1-833-257-7191 or online at www.JanssenJourneyHCP.ca.
Note* Initial approval is limited to 4 weeks, additional information will be required after this time in order to assess for further coverage. If approved after 4 weeks, additional information is required every 12 months in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documentation of positive clinical response to Spravato therapy using an objective measurement scale (e.g. current Montgomery-Asberg Depression Rating Scale (MADRS) score, PHQ-9 score, Hamilton Depression Rating Scale (HDRS))?
Will the medication be used in combination with another oral antidepressant therapy?
Is the drug being prescribed by a physician who is experienced and proficient in the management of major depressive disorder?
Is the physician enrolled in the JANSSEN JOURNEY™ Program?
Physician must be enrolled in the JANSSEN JOURNEY™ Program for this drug. To enroll, contact the JANSSEN JOURNEY™ Program at 1-833-257-7191 or online at www.JanssenJourneyHCP.ca.
Is the patient enrolled in the JANSSEN JOURNEY™ Program?
Patient must be enrolled in the JANSSEN JOURNEY™ Program for this drug. To enroll, contact the JANSSEN JOURNEY™ Program at 1-833-257-7191 or online at www.JanssenJourneyHCP.ca.
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Is the patient resistance or intolerant to prior therapy (including Gleevec 
(Imatinib Mesylate))?
Has the patient had resistance or intolerance to prior therapy?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Has the patient failed to respond to, or are they intolerant to phototherapy?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment?
Has the patient had an inadequate/suboptimal response to at least two NSAID's or 
one other Disease-Modifying Antirheumatic Drug (DMARD)?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment?
Provide current score of at least one of the following:
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Has the patient previously been treated with fluoropyrimidine-based chemotherapy, 
oxaliplatin, irinotecan, an anti-VEGF therapy, and, if RAS wild type, an anti-EGFR 
therapy?
Has the patient had disease progression on or intolerance to imatinib mesylate (Gleevec) and sunitinib malate (Sutent) treatment?
Has the patient had disease progression during or following treatment with sorafenib?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Genetic testing has confirmed abnormalities in the ALPL gene?
Does the patient have reduced alkaline phosphatase (ALP) activity?
If no, does the patient have infantile rickets?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Will drug be used in combination with other antiretroviral(s)?
Does patient have multidrug resistant HIV-1 infection failing current antiretroviral regimen due to resistance, intolerance or safety considerations?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Is the patient refractory or intolerant to Gleevec (imatinib)?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Are you about to start a new CF treatment?   
Cystic Fibrosis (CF) Canada and The Hospital for Sick Children (SickKids) have joined forces in the Program for Individualized CF Therapy (CFIT Program). The goal of the Program is to better predict who (both adults and children) will improve on new CF drugs.   
Manulife has agreed to let you know about this Program and that you can participate. 
• No information from the study will be provided to Manulife. 
• Participation is completely optional.  
• Manulife won’t know if you decide to participate or not. 
• Your decision won’t have any effect on your coverage by Manulife.   
Researchers at SickKids think that if they can study the patient’s genes and cells beforeand after starting new CF drugs, they can create more personal treatments in the future.The hope is to start effective treatments sooner and limit the effects of CF in future patients.  
For more details on the CFIT Program please go to this website:  
https://lab.research.sickkids.ca/cfit/ 
Please contact Julie or Paul at SickKids for more information:  
• Julie Avolio, Clinical Research Nurse Coordinator: 416-813-5515, julie.avolio@sickkids.ca 
• Paul Eckford, CFIT Research Program Manager: 416-813-7654 ext 309467, peckford@sickkids.ca
Has the patient enrolled in the patient assistance program for Symdeko?
If no, please contact village™ Vertex Patient Support Program at 1-855-227-3571 and complete section 3. Not completing section 3 may delay the processing of your request.
OR
Provide baseline levels of ALT, AST and bilirubin  
Does the prescriber agree to monitor ALT, AST and bilirubin levels every 3 months during the first year and at least yearly thereafter?
Will there be dual therapy with another cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator (CFTR) potentiator?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is ppFEV1 from baseline stable or there is improvement?
Is there a reduced number of pulmonary exacerbations?
Does the prescriber agree to monitor ALT, AST and bilirubin levels at least yearly?
Is there dual therapy with another cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator (CFTR) potentiator?
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Has the patient enrolled in the patient assistance program for Symdeko?
If no, please contact village™ Vertex Patient Support Program at 1-855-227-3571 and complete section 3. Not completing section 3 may delay the processing of your request.
OR
Provide baseline levels of ALT, AST and bilirubin  
Does the prescriber agree to monitor ALT, AST and bilirubin levels every 3 months during the first year and at least yearly thereafter?
Will there be dual therapy with another cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator (CFTR) potentiator?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is ppFEV1 from baseline stable or there is improvement?
Is there a reduced number of pulmonary exacerbations?
Does the prescriber agree to monitor ALT, AST and bilirubin levels at least yearly?
Is there dual therapy with another cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator (CFTR) potentiator?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Is the patient harbouring mesenchymal-epithelial transition (MET) exon 14 skipping alterations?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient 
(i.e., absence of disease progression)?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Will Tafinlar be prescribed as a monotherapy?
Will Tafinlar be prescribed in combination with Mekinist (trametinib)?
Has the patient previously progressed on a BRAF inhibitor?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient 
(i.e., absence of disease progression)?
Is Tafinlar being prescribed as monotherapy?
Is Tafinlar being prescribed in combination with Mekinist (trametinib)?
Drug will be used in combination with Trametinib?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient
(i.e., absence of disease progression)?
Is Tafinlar being prescribed in combination with Mekinist (trametinib)?
Does the patient have stage IIIA (with lymph-node metastasis of >1 mm) to IIID (American Joint Committee on Cancer staging system, 8th edition) cutaneous melanoma?
Has the disease been completely resected?
Will Tafinlar (dabrafenib) be used in combination with Mekinist (trametinib)?
Has the patient previously received Opdivo (nivolumab)?
If yes, provide dosing regimen, start date, end date and reason for discontinuation.
If no, provide rationale.
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Patient has progressed on or after epidermal growth factor receptor tyrosince kinase inhibitor therapy (e.g. erlotinib, gefitinib, agatinib, sunitinib, nilotinib, ceritinib, vandetanib)?
Will drug be initiated by a qualified physician experienced in the use of anticancer therapies (e.g., oncologist)?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient
(i.e., absence of disease progression)?
Does patient have locally advanced (not amenable to curative therapies) or metastatic NSCLC?
Do tumours have epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) exon 19 deletions or exon 21 (L858R) substitution mutations (alone or in combination with other EGFR mutations)?
Will drug be initiated by a qualified physician experienced in the use of anticancer therapies (e.g., oncologist)?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient
(i.e., absence of disease progression)?
Is the NSCLS stage IB-IIIA?
Is Tagrisso being used as adjuvant therapy after complete tumour resection?
Do the tumours have epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) exon 19 deletions or exon 21 (L858R) substitution mutations?
Will drug be initiated by a qualified physician experienced in the use of anticancer therapies (e.g., oncologist)?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.  (Maximum of 3 years of treatment) 
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient
(i.e., absence of disease progression)?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Does the patient have type I or type II HAE?
Has the diagnosis of HAE type I or II been made by a specialist physician experienced in the diagnosis of HAE?
Has patient experienced HAE attacks requiring the use of an acute injectable treatment?
Is Takhzyro being used for routine prevention of attacks of HAE?
Is Takhzyro being used in combination with any other medication used for long-term prophylactic treatment of HAE?
Note* Initial and Subsequent Approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria and Requirements
Please indicate the patient’s HAE prophylactic therapy history:
Please indicate the rate of HAE attacks requiring use of an acute injectable treatment:
Before starting TAKHZYRO
attacks per
months
After starting TAKHZYRO
attacks per
months
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Is there involvement of the face, hands, feet or genital regions?
Has the patient failed to respond to, or are they intolerant to phototherapy?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment?
Has the patient had an inadequate/suboptimal response to at least two NSAID's or 
one other Disease-Modifying Antirheumatic Drug (DMARD)?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment?
Has the patient had an inadequate/suboptimal response to at least two non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) for ≥ 4 weeks each?
Is the patient allergic to non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs)?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval. 
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment? 
Does the patient have inflammation evidenced by elevated C-reactive protein (CRP)?
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) results are indicative of inflammation.
Patient has active disease defined as Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index (BASDAI) score of >=4?
Patient has a Visual Analog Scale for Pain (VAS) for total back pain of >=4?
Has the patient had an inadequate/suboptimal response OR is allergic/intolerant to at least one non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug (NSAID)?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Please choose one of the following:
Tarceva will be used as:
Will Tarceva be used as monotherapy?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Has the patient experienced an inadequate/suboptimal response to Gleevec (Imatinib)?
Is the patient allergic/intolerant to Gleevec (Imatinib)?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Does patient have chronic immune thrombocytopenia (ITP)?
Has patient had insufficient responses to other therapies?
If yes, please indicate which one(s):
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Does patient have one of the following types of ANCA-associated vasculitis: granulomatosis with polyangiitis [GPA] OR microscopic polyangiitis [MPA]?
Does the patient have active disease (i.e., newly diagnosed or relapsed disease)?
Will drug be used as adjunctive therapy in combination with standard background therapy (e.g., cyclophosphamide, azathioprine, mycophenolate mofetil, rituximab) including glucocorticoids?
If yes, please indicate which one(s):
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Has the patient had disease progression on or after platinum-containing chemotherapy?
Is the drug being administered under the supervision of physicians experienced in the treatment of cancer?
If the patient has EGFR or ALK genomic tumor aberrations, have they experienced disease progression despite prior treatment?
Note: For new submissions, approval will be for Opdivo (nivolumab)
Note: If Tecentriq is approved, initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there confirmation that there has been no loss of clinical benefit?
Is there evidence of disease progression?
Is Tecentriq being administered under the supervision of physicians experienced in the treatment of cancer?
Is Tecentriq being used as first-line therapy?
Will drug be used as monotherapy?
Do the patient's tumours have high PD-L1 expression: PD-L1 stained >=50% of tumour cells [TCs] or PD-L1 stained tumour-infiltrating immune cells [ICs] covering >=10% of the tumour area?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there confirmation that there has been no loss of clinical benefit?
Is there evidence of disease progression?
Is Tecentriq being administered under the supervision of physicians experienced in the treatment of cancer?
Will Tecentriq be taken in combination with nab-paclitaxel? 
Has patient received prior chemotherapy for metastatic disease?
Do tumours have PD-L1 expression on tumour-infiltrating immune cells (IC) covering ≥ 1% of the tumour area?
Will drug be administered under the supervision of physicians experienced in the treatment of cancer?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there confirmation that there has been no loss of clinical benefit?
Is there evidence of disease progression?
Is Tecentriq being administered under the supervision of physicians experienced in the treatment of cancer?
Has the patient received prior chemotherapy for Extensive-Stage Small Cell Lung Cancer?
Will drug be taken in combination with carboplatin and etoposide?
Will drug be administered under the supervision of physicians experienced in the treatment of cancer?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there confirmation that there has been no loss of clinical benefit?
Is there evidence of disease progression?
Is Tecentriq being administered under the supervision of physicians experienced in the treatment of cancer?
Has patient received prior systemic therapy treatment for HCC?
Is Tecentriq being used in combination with bevacizumab?
Is the drug being administered under the supervision of physicians experienced in the treatment of cancer?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there confirmation that there has been no loss of clinical benefit?
Is there evidence of disease progression?
Is Tecentriq being administered under the supervision of physicians experienced in the treatment of cancer?
Will Tecentriq be used as monotherapy?
Will Tecentriq be used as adjuvant treatment following complete resection?
Has there been progression after platinum-based adjuvant chemotherapy?
Will Tecentriq be administered under the supervision of physicians experienced in the treatment of cancer?
Has patient received prior systemic chemotherapy for metastatic non-squamous NSCLS?
Does patient have EGFR or ALK tumor aberrations?
Will Tecentriq be used in combination with nab-paclitaxel (Abraxane) and carboplatin?
Will Tecentriq be used in combination with bevacizumab, paclitaxel and carboplatin?
Will Tecentriq be administered under the supervision of physicians experienced in the treatment of cancer?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there confirmation that there has been no loss of clinical benefit?
Is there evidence of disease progression?
Is Tecentriq being administered under the supervision of physicians experienced in the treatment of cancer?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Are other multiple sclerosis disease modifying therapies being used concurrently?
Does the patient have confirmed diagnosis of MS according to 2017 McDonald diagnostic criteria?
Has the patient had at least one attack within the last 12 months and/or new T2 or gadolinium-enhancing lesions on MRI?
Will the treatment be prescribed by clinicians who are experienced in the diagnosis and management of Multiple Sclerosis?
Note* Initial approval is limited to 12 months. 
After 12 months of treatment confirmation must be provided which validates the current treatment has slowed the disease progression AND there has been a reduction in the number and/or severity of attacks/relapses. 
Renewal Criteria
Has the treatment slowed the progression of the disease or disability?
Has there been a reduction in the number and/or severity of attacks/relapses?
If you have answered NO to one of these questions, please provide additional evidence on how patient benefited from treatment and why treatment should be continued.
Will the treatment be prescribed by clinicians who are experienced in the diagnosis and management of Multiple Sclerosis?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Has treatment been initiated by and will it remain under the supervision of a physician experienced in the treatment of patients with hereditary transthyretin amyloidosis (hATTR)?
Does the patient have NYHA class III or IV heart failure?
Has the patient undergone a liver transplant?
Will drug be used in combination with other interfering ribonucleic acid drugs or transthyretin stabilizers used to treat hATTR?
Note: Initial approval is limited to 12 months. Additional information is required after the first 12 months, and every 6 months after, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient 
(i.e., absence of disease progression)?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Is the drug being used for newly diagnosed glioblastoma multiforme?
Is the drug being used concomitantly with radiotherapy and then as a maintenance 
treatment?
Has the patient previously tried other therapies for this condition?
Is there documented evidence of recurrence or progression after standard therapy?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Is patient harbouring mesenchyma epithelial transition (MET) tyrosine kinase receptor exon 14 skipping alterations (METex14)?
Is documentation of a MET assay available?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Will the dose exceed 450 mg once daily?
Does patient show evidence of progressive disease while on therapy?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Will drug be used as an add-on maintenance treatment?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for the patient 
(e.g., reduction in the frequency of asthma exacerbations from pretreatment baseline, increase in percent predicted FEV1 from pretreatment baseline, reduction in daily oral corticosteroid dose, etc.)?
Will drug be used as an add-on maintenance treatment?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Has the patient previously been treated for this condition?
Is this drug being used in combination with melphalan and prednisone?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Is Tg (thyroglobulin) treatment used in combination with radioiodine to ablate thyroid remnants following near-total or total thyroidectomy in patients without evidence of distant metastatic thyroid cancer?
Is Tg (thyroglobulin) testing used in patients with an undetectable Tg on thyroid hormone suppressive therapy, to exclude the diagnosis of residual or recurrent thyroid cancer?
Is Tg (thyroglobulin) testing used in patients requiring serum Tg testing and radioiodine imaging, who are unwilling to undergo thyroid hormone withdrawal testing?
Is Tg (thyroglobulin) treatment and testing used in patients who are either unable to mount an adequate endogenous TSH response to thyroid hormone withdrawal or in whom withdrawal is medically contraindicated? 
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Is the patient chronically infected by Pseudomonas aeruginosa?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Have you tried at least one high potency topical corticosteroid with an 
inadequate response?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Has the patient failed to respond to, or are they intolerant to phototherapy?
Is there involvement of the face, hands, feet or genital regions?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval. 
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment?
Has the patient had an inadequate/suboptimal response to at least two NSAID's or 
one other Disease-Modifying Antirheumatic Drug (DMARD)?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Is the patient intolerant to penicillamine?
Is the patient’s treatment being initiated by a physician experienced in the management of Wilson’s Disease?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
What is the pretreatment percent predicted forced expiratory volume (ppFEV)?
Will baseline levels of ALT, AST and bilirubin be obtained prior to starting the drug?
Does the prescriber agree to monitor levels of ALT, AST and bilirubin every three months during the first year of treatment, and at least yearly thereafter?
Will there be dual therapy with another cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator?
Note* Initial and Subsequent Approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Are you about to start a new CF treatment?   
Cystic Fibrosis (CF) Canada and The Hospital for Sick Children (SickKids) have joined forces in the Program for Individualized CF Therapy (CFIT Program). The goal of the Program is to better predict who (both adults and children) will improve on new CF drugs.   
Manulife has agreed to let you know about this Program and that you can participate. 
• No information from the study will be provided to Manulife. 
• Participation is completely optional.  
• Manulife won’t know if you decide to participate or not. 
• Your decision won’t have any effect on your coverage by Manulife.   
Researchers at SickKids think that if they can study the patient’s genes and cells beforeand after starting new CF drugs, they can create more personal treatments in the future.The hope is to start effective treatments sooner and limit the effects of CF in future patients.  
For more details on the CFIT Program please go to this website:  
https://lab.research.sickkids.ca/cfit/ 
Please contact Julie or Paul at SickKids for more information:  
• Julie Avolio, Clinical Research Nurse Coordinator: 416-813-5515, julie.avolio@sickkids.ca 
• Paul Eckford, CFIT Research Program Manager: 416-813-7654 ext 309467, peckford@sickkids.ca
Has patient enrolled in the patient assistance program for Trikafta?
If no, please contact village™ Vertex Patient Support Program at 1-855-227-3571 and complete section 3. Not completing section 3 may delay the processing of your request.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient been stable or is there improvement of ppFEV1 from baseline or is there a reduced number of pulmonary exacerbations?
Does the prescriber agree to monitor levels of ALT, AST and bilirubin at least yearly?
Will there be dual therapy with another cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Provide current score of at least one of the following:
Choose one of the following:
Has the patient tried Methotrexate and one other Disease-Modifying 
Antirheumatic Drug (DMARD)?
Has the patient tried Methotrexate and one of the other classes of drugs:
Anti-TNF (eg. Humira, Remicade, Enbrel, Cimzia, Simponi)
Janus kinase inhibitor (eg. Olumiant, Xeljanz)
Interleukin blocking agent (eg. Kevzara, Actemra, Kineret)
T-cell Blocking agent (eg. Orencia)
Does the patient have relapsed or refractory low-grade OR follicular, CD20 positive, B-cell non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma?
Will drug be used for the CD20 positive patient, with diffuse large B-cell 
non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma (DLBCL) in combination with CHOP 
(cyclophosphamide, doxorubicin, vincristine, and prednisone) chemotherapy?
If the patient has previously untreated Stage III/IV follicular, CD20 positive,
B-cell non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma will drug be used in combination with CVP (cyclophosphamide, vincristine and prednisolone) chemotherapy?
Will drug be used in the maintenance treatment for this patient with follicular non-Hodgkin's lymphoma who has responded to induction therapy with either CHOP or CHOP plus rituximab?
Will drug be used as a single-agent maintenance treatment of this previously untreated patient with advanced follicular non-Hodgkin's lymphoma with high tumour burden and who has responded to induction therapy with either CHOP plus rituximab or CVP plus rituximab?
Is the drug being used in combination with fludarabine and cyclophosphamide?
Is the drug being used in combination with glucocorticoids?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Is the disease locally advanced unresectable or metastatic?
Will the drug be used in combination with trastuzumab and capecitabine?
Has patient had prior treatment with trastuzumab, pertuzumab, and trastuzumab emtansine, separately or in combination?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient 
(i.e., absence of disease progression)?
Is drug being used in combination with trastuzumab and capecitabine?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Is the drug being used in combination with Capecitabine?
Is the patient intolerant or refractory to chemotherapy containing taxanes, 
anthracycline and trastuzumab (herceptin)?
Is the drug being used in combination with letrozole?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Does the patient have confirmed diagnosis of MS according to current McDonald diagnostic Criteria?
Has the patient had at least one attack within the last 12 months and/or new T2 or gadolinium-enhancing lesions on MRI?
Will Tysabri be used as monotherapy?
Is the disease highly active/rapidly evolving?
Has the patient failed to respond to a full and adequate course (at least 6 months) of at least one disease modifying therapy or does patient have intolerance/contraindication to two other disease modifying therapies?
Will the drug be prescribed by a healthcare professional who is trained in treating neurological conditions and who is registered with the Biogen One Support Program?
Note* Initial approval is limited to 12 months. 
After 12 months of treatment confirmation must be provided which validates the current treatment has slowed the disease progression AND there has been a reduction in the number and/or severity of attacks/relapses. 
Renewal Criteria
Has the treatment slowed the progression of the disease or disability?
Has there been a reduction in the number and/or severity of attacks/relapses?
If you have answered NO to one of these questions, please provide additional evidence on how patient benefited from treatment and why treatment should be continued.
Is Tysabri used as monotherapy?
Will the drug be prescribed by a healthcare professional who is trained in treating neurological conditions and who is registered with the Biogen One Support Program?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Is the patient’s PAH rated with a WHO functional class of II or III (two or three)?
Is the patient intolerant or unable to achieve disease control with Adcirca (tadalafil) or Revatio (sildenafil)?
Is the patient’s PAH rated with a WHO functional class of II or III (two or three)?
Is the patient intolerant or unable to achieve disease control with Adcirca (tadalafil) or Revatio (sildenafil)?
Is the patient’s PAH rated with a WHO functional class of II or III (two or three)?
Is the patient intolerant or unable to achieve disease control with Adcirca (tadalafil) or Revatio (sildenafil)?
Is the patient’s PAH rated with a WHO functional class of II or III (two or three)?
Is the patient intolerant or unable to achieve disease control with Adcirca (tadalafil) or Revatio (sildenafil)?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Does the patient have a documented diagnosis or history of one of the following clinical atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease states?
•  Acute coronary syndromes 
•  Myocardial infarction
•  Stable or unstable angina
•  Coronary or other arterial revascularization (i.e., CABG, PCA)
•  Stroke
•  TIA
•  Peripheral arterial disease presumed to be of atherosclerotic origin
•  Findings from CT angiogram or catherization consistent with clinical ASCVD 
Does the patient have diabetes mellitus?
If Yes:
Does the patient have at least one additional risk factor for cardiovascular disease?
If Yes:  
Does the patient have at least one additional risk factor for cardiovascular disease? 
•  Cigarette smoker within three months
•  Hypertension
•  Low HDL-C:  ≤1.0 mmol/L for men or 1.3 mmol/L for women
•  hs-CRP >3 mg/L
•  Renal dysfunction
•  Retinopathy
•  Micro- or macroalbuminuria
•  Ankle-brachial index <0.9 without symptoms of intermittent claudication
Does the patient have a fasting triglyceride level of >1.69 mmol/L 1.7 to 5.6 mmol/L measured within the preceding 3 months, before starting treatment with Vascepa?
Was the LDL 1.0 to 2.6 mmol/L at baseline?
Has the patient been receiving a maximally tolerated statin dose, for a minimum of 4 weeks?
NOTE* Initial Approval is limited to 12 months. After 12 months additional information is required in order to assess further for coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Does the patient have a low-density lipoprotein cholesterol (LDL-C) level ≤2.6 mmol/L?
Is the patient statin tolerant?
If Yes:
Is the patient is receiving maximally tolerated statin dose?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Does the tumour express non-mutated (wild type) KRAS?
Has the patient tried chemotherapy based on fluopyrimidine or 
oxaliplatin or irinotecan?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Is the drug being used in combination with fluoropyrimidine-based chemotherapy including 5-fluorouracil, capecitabine OR tegafur?
Is the drug being used in combination with carboplatin/paclitaxel chemotherapy regimen?
Is patient's tumour resectable?
Is the patient's tumour WHO grade IV (four)?
Has patient's disease progressed or relapsed following prior therapy?
Will drug be used in monotherapy?
Will drug be used in combination with lomustine?
Will the drug be prescribed in combination with paclitaxel, topotecan and or pegylated liposomal doxorubicin?
Is this the first recurrence of cancer?
Has patient received prior VEGF-targeted therapy including Vegzelma?
Has patient received more than two prior chemotherapy regimens?
Is this the patients first recurrence of cancer?
Will drug be prescribed in combination with carboplatin and gemcitabine?
Has patient received prior VEGF-targeted therapy including Vegzelma?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Does the patient have compensated liver disease?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Does the patient have compensated liver disease?
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Has patient received at least one prior line of treatment to treat CLL?
Does patient have relapsed or refractory CLL?
Will drug be taken in combination with Rituxan (rituximab)?
Will drug be prescribed by a qualified physician who is experienced in the use of anti-cancer agents (e.g., oncologist)?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Note: Approval for this drug is limited to a total of 24 months 
After 12 months of therapy:
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient 
(i.e., absence of disease progression)?
Will drug be used in combination with rituximab?
Is drug being prescribed by a qualified physician who is experienced in the use of anti-cancer agents (e.g., oncologist)?
Has patient received at least one prior therapy to treat CLL?
Does patient have relapsed or refractory CLL?
Will drug be used as monotherapy?
Does patient have CLL without 17p deletion?
If yes, are there other available treatment options?
Will drug be prescribed by a qualified physician who is experienced in the use of anti-cancer agents (e.g., oncologist)?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient 
(i.e., absence of disease progression)?
Will drug be used as monotherapy?
Is drug being prescribed by a qualified physician who is experienced in the use of anti-cancer agents (e.g., oncologist)?
Will drug be used in combination with obinutuuzumab (Gazyva) for the first 6 months of therapy?
Will drug be used as monotherapy for remaining/last 6 months of 12 month approval duration?
Is drug being prescribed by a qualified physician who is experienced in the use of anti-cancer agents (e.g., oncologist)?
Will the medication be used in combination with azacitidine or low-dose cytarabine? 
Is the AML previously untreated?
If the patient is between 18 and 74 years of age do they have comorbidities that preclude the use of intensive induction chemotherapy?
Is drug being prescribed by a qualified physician who is experienced in the use of anti-cancer agents (e.g., oncologist)?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient (i.e., absence of disease progression)?
Is drug being used in combination with azacitidine OR low-dose cytarabine?
Is drug being prescribed by a qualified physician who is experienced in the use of anti-cancer agents (e.g., oncologist)?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Will Verzenio be used in combination with an aromatase inhibitor?
Is cancer advanced?
If yes, is cancer amendable to curative therapy?
Is disease metastatic?
If yes, has chemotherapy been received by member?
Has endocrine therapy been used previously?
If patient is female, is the patient pre- or peri-menopausal?
If yes, will the patient be treated with a gonadotropin-releasing hormone (GnRH) agonist?
Have two prior chemotherapy regimens failed?
If yes, did at least one chemotherapy regimen contain a taxane?
Was at least one regimen administered in the metastatic setting?
Will the drug be used in combination with endocrine therapy for adjuvant treatment?
Is the patient at high risk of disease recurrence based on clinicopathological features?
Does the patient have a Ki-67 score that is greater than or equal 20%?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Provide the International Prognostic Scoring System (IPSS) score:
Is the patient eligible for hematopoietic stem cell transplant?
Note: Initial approval is limited to 6 months and then every 12 months thereafter. Additional information is required in order to assess for further coverage. 
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient
(i.e., absence of disease progression)?
Provide the World Health Organization (WHO) classification:
Is the patient eligible for hematopoietic stem cell transplant?
Note: Initial approval is limited to 6 months and then every 12 months thereafter. Additional information is required in order to assess for further coverage. 
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient 
(i.e., absence of disease progression)?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Has the enzyme activity analysis demonstrating a deficiency in 
N-acetylgalactosamine-6-sulfatase enzyme activity?
Please provide confirmation of patient’s Six Minute Walk Test results.
Will the drug will be administered under the supervision of a qualified 
Health Care Professional?
Note: Initial approvals are limited to 6 months and then every 12 months thereafter.Additional information is required in order to assess for further coverage.
After this time updated results showing an improvement in the distance walked in six minutes will be required AND one or more of the following, in order to assess for further coverage:•         Improvement in the pulmonary function•         Reduction in the requirement for respiratory aides•         Improvement in the quality of life•         Improvement in the three-minute stair climb test•         Reduction of requirement for mobility aids
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced an improvement in the distance walked in 
six minutes?
Physician to provide Six Minute Walk Test Results after 24 weeks of treatment with Vimizim.
AND one or more of the following:
•	Improvement in the pulmonary function
•	Reduction in the requirement for respiratory aides
•	Improvement in the quality of life
•	Improvement in the three-minute stair climb test
•	Reduction of requirement for mobility aids
in order to assess for further coverage.
Is the drug being administered under the supervision of a qualified health professional?
Additional question to be answered after every 12 months:
Has the patient shown a response to therapy as evidenced by the following when compared to pretreatment baseline values:
•	Stability or improvement in endurance tests 
(e.g., six-minute walk test [6-MWT], timed 25-foot walk test [T25FW], three-minute stair climb test [3-MSCT]); OR
•	Stability or improvement in pulmonary function tests 
(e.g., percent predicted forced vital capacity (FVC), etc.)
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Does patient have Neurotrophic Receptor Kinase (NTRK) gene fusion without a known acquired resistance mutation confirmed with a validated test?
Is the patient’s tumor metastatic?
Will surgical resection likely result in severe morbidity?
Are there any other satisfactory treatment options?
Will Vitrakvi be administered by a health professional experienced in the use of antineoplastic agents?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient 
(i.e., stabilization of disease or decrease in size of tumor or tumor spread) 
(e.g., no radiographic disease progression)?
Will Vitrakavi be administered by a health professional experienced in the use of antineoplastic agents?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Has the patient received prior chemotherapy?
Has the patient’s disease progressed within the past 12 months after (neo) adjuvant therapy?
Does the patient have disease progression or are they intolerant to an anthracycline-based regimen?
Does the patient have gastrointestinal stromal tumours (GIST)?
Does the patient have adiopocytic STS liposarcoma?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Does patient have satisfactory control of severe, debilitating motor fluctuations and hyper-/dyskinesia despite optimized treatment with available combinations of Parkinson's medicinal products?
Will the drug be taken concurrently with levodopa-containing medications and COMT-inhibitors?
Is the drug being prescribed by a neurologist experienced in the treatment of patients with Parkinson's disease?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Initial Criteria
Does the patient meet ICHD-3 criteria for the diagnosis of migraine with or without aura?
Does the patient have an inability to tolerate (due to side effects) or an inadequate response to a 6-week trial of at least two of the following categories: 
• Topiramate
• Divalproex sodium/valproate sodium
• Beta-blocker: metoprolol, propranolol, timolol, atenolol, nadolol
• Tricyclic antidepressant: amitriptyline, nortriptyline
• Serotonin-norepinephrine reuptake inhibitor: venlafaxine, duloxetine
• Angiotensin receptor blocker: candesartan
If the number of headache days per month is >=15, does the patient have an inability to tolerate or inadequate response to a minimum of 2 quarterly injection (6 months) of onabotulinumtoxin A?
If the number of headache days per month is ≤7, provide at least one of the following scores:
Is the drug being prescribed by or in consultation with a physician experienced in the diagnosis and treatment of migraine?
Note: Initial approval is limited to 6 months. Additional information is required in 6 months in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria and requirements
Provide scores for at least one of the following:
Has there been a clinically meaningful improvement for the patient of a 30% or greater reduction from baseline in the MIDAS score?
Is the drug being prescribed by or in consultation with a physician experienced in the diagnosis and treatment of migraines?
Note: Approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months in order to assess for further coverage.
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Has the diagnosis of transthyretin amyloidosis been confirmed by a specialist?
Is the transthyretin amyloid cardiomyopathy wild-type or hereditary?
Is there a history of heart failure, defined as at least one prior hospitalization for heart failure or clinical evidence of heart failure that required treatment with a diuretic?
Note* Initial and Subsequent Approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Has patient progressed to New York Heart Association (NYHA) Class IV?
Has patient received a heart or liver transplant?
Has patient received an implanted CMAD (cardiac mechanical assist device)?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Is the patient requiring therapy for associated non-metastatic renal cell carcinoma (RCC), central nervous system (CNS) hemangioblastomas, or non-metastatic pancreatic neuroendocrine tumours (pNET)?
Does patient require immediate surgery?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient 
(e.g., absence of disease progression)?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Will drug be used as monotherapy?
Is drug being prescribed and supervised by a qualified physician experienced in the use of anticancer agents?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient (i.e., absence of disease progression)?
Is drug being used as monotherapy?
Is drug being prescribed and supervised by a qualified physician experienced in the use of anticancer agents?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Serum calcium (corrected) ranges from 8 to 11.5 mg/dL (2 to 2.9 mmol/L)?
If patient is not an adult, please confirm that the patient is a skeletally mature adolescent (defined as at least one mature long bone) and has a body weight greater or equal to 45 kg.
Does the patient have refractory hypercalcemia of malignancy defined as an albumin-corrected serum calcium (CSC) of >12.5 mg/dL (3.1 mmol/L)?
Has the patient received treatment with intravenous bisphosphonate in the last 7-30 days (Zoledronic acid or Pamidronate)?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Provide current score of at least one of the following:
Choose one of the following:
Has the patient tried Methotrexate and one other Disease-Modifying 
Antirheumatic Drug (DMARD)?
Will the drug be used in combination with other Janus kinase (JAK) inhibitors, immunomodulating biologics (e.g., biologic DMARDs), or with potent immunosuppressants such as azathioprine and cyclosporine?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment? 
Will the drug be used in combination with other Janus kinase (JAK) inhibitors, immunomodulating biologics (e.g., biologic DMARDs), or with potent immunosuppressants such as azathioprine and cyclosporine?
Will the drug be used in combination with other Janus kinase (JAK) inhibitors, immunomodulating biologics (e.g., biologic DMARDs), or with potent immunosuppressants such as azathioprine and cyclosporine?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment? 
Will the drug be used in combination with other Janus kinase (JAK) inhibitors, immunomodulating biologics (e.g., biologic DMARDs), or with potent immunosuppressants such as azathioprine and cyclosporine?
Has the patient had an inadequate/suboptimal response to at least two NSAID’s or one other Disease-Modifying Antirheumatic Drug (DMARD)?
Will Xeljanz be used in combination with methotrexate or another 
disease-modifying antirheumatic drug (DMARD)?
Will the drug be used in combination with other Janus kinase (JAK) inhibitors, immunomodulating biologics (e.g., biologic DMARDs), or with potent immunosuppressants such as azathioprine and cyclosporine?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment? 
Will the drug be used in combination with other Janus kinase (JAK) inhibitors, immunomodulating biologics (e.g., biologic DMARDs), or with potent immunosuppressants such as azathioprine and cyclosporine?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Will the drug be used by a physician with suitable qualifications and experience in the application of Botulinum neurotoxin type A (BoNT/A)?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment?
Will the drug be used by a physician with suitable qualifications and experience in the application of Botulinum neurotoxin type A (BoNT/A)?
Will the drug be used by a physician with suitable qualifications and experience in the application of Botulinum neurotoxin type A (BoNT/A)?
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment?
Will the drug be used by a physician with suitable qualifications and experience in the application of Botulinum neurotoxin type A (BoNT/A)?
Will the drug be used by a physician with suitable qualifications and experience in the application of Botulinum neurotoxin type A (BoNT/A)?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment?
Will the drug be used by a physician with suitable qualifications and experience in the application of Botulinum neurotoxin type A (BoNT/A)?
Is the sialorrhea a chronic condition?
Is the chronic sialorrhea associated with neurological disorders? 
Will the drug be used by a physician with suitable qualifications and experience in the application of Botulinum neurotoxin type A (BoNT/A)?
Does the patient weigh 12 kg or more?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment?
Will the drug be used by a physician with suitable qualifications and experience in the application of Botulinum neurotoxin type A (BoNT/A)?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Does the patient have established metastatic neuroendocrine tumors?
Was the patient previously treated and not achieve symptom control on a stable dose of a somatostatin analog (Sandostatin LAR Depot OR Somatuline Depot)?
Will Xermelo be taken in combination with somatostatin analog therapy (SSA) (Sandostatin LAR Depot OR Somatuline Depot)?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Does the patient have a positive skin test reaction or in vitro reactivity to a 
perennial aeroallergen?
Is the patient currently taking an inhaled corticosteroid and a long-acting beta-2 agonist with inadequate/suboptimal response?
Is the patient allergic/intolerant to an inhaled corticosteroid and a long-acting beta-2 agonist (LABA)?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient 
(e.g., reduction in the frequency of asthma exacerbations, improvement in asthma-related quality of life, etc.)?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Is the patient currently taking an H1 antihistamine with inadequate/suboptimal 
response?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Has the patient experienced clinical benefit from treatment (e.g., decrease in itch severity from baseline, decrease in number of hives from baseline, etc.)?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Will drug be used in combination with intranasal corticosteroids?
Is patient inadequately controlled by intranasal corticosteroids/systemic corticosteroids/surgery?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Does patient have documented evidence of clinical benefit?
Will Xolair be used in combination with intranasal corticosteroids?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Is the AML relapsed or refractory?
Does patient have acute promyelocytic leukemia (APL) or AML related to previous chemotherapy or radiation?
Will drug be used as monotherapy?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient 
(i.e., absence of disease progression)?
Will drug be used as monotherapy?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Will the drug be used in combination with bortezomib and dexamethasone?
Has the patient tried at least one prior therapy for multiple myeloma?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Has the patient failed on androgen deprivation therapy?
Is the patient at high-risk of developing metastatic disease defined as having a PSA doubling time of ≤10 months?
Has patient had androgen deprivation therapy with bilateral orchiectomy OR treatment with a GnRH analogue?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Does the patient have narcolepsy?
Has the patient been enrolled in the Xyrem program?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Are patient and physician registered in the controlled distribution program?
Will Xywav be used with alcohol or other CNS depressants?
Note: Approval is limited to 12 months. Additional information is required after 12 months in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient 
(i.e., decrease in cataplexy attacks from baseline)?
Are patient and physician registered in the controlled distribution program?
Will Xywav be used with alcohol or other CNS depressants?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Does patient have unresectable or metastatic melanoma, and the drug is being used as monotherapy?
Does patient have previously untreated unresectable or metastatic melanoma and the drug is used in combination with nivolumab?
Will Yervoy be used in combination with Opdivo?
Does the patient have intermediate/poor-risk advanced or metastatic RCC?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documentation of positive clinical response to therapy (see examples) 
•         Type 1 Gaucher Disease: reductions from baseline in liver volume and/or spleen volume, increase from baseline in hemoglobin concentration and/or platelet counts.  
•         Niemann-Pick Type C Disease: reduction in HSEM-a, better maintenance of swallowing function and/or ambulatory function, from baseline
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documentation of positive clinical response to therapy (see examples) 
•         Type 1 Gaucher Disease: reductions from baseline in liver volume and/or spleen volume, increase from baseline in hemoglobin concentration and/or platelet counts.  
•         Niemann-Pick Type C Disease: reduction in HSEM-a, better maintenance of swallowing function and/or ambulatory function, from baseline
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Is patient currently taking lactulose OR is patient intolerant to lactulose OR is lactulose is medically contraindicated?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Renewal Criteria
Is patient currently taking lactulose OR is patient intolerant to lactulose OR is lactulose is medically contraindicated?
Is there documented evidence of continued benefit from therapy (no progression or reduced recurrence of hepatic encephalopathy)?
Note: Approvals for prior authorization drugs may be subject to a time limitation. If applicable, you will be required to provide additional information to Manulife to assess continued coverage. You will be advised of the approval duration at the time of approval.
Does the patient meet the current ROME criteria for IBS-D? 
(Patient has recurrent abdominal pain at least one day per week over previous three months and is associated with two or more of the following criteria: relieved/improved with defecation, onset associated with change in stool frequency and/or onset associated with change in stool form)
Will the medication be used for a maximum of three 14-day cycles?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Has the patient received at least 2 prior platinum-containing regimens?
Is the patient in response (partial or complete) to their most recent platinum-based regimen?
Will drug be used as monotherapy?
Will drug be initiated and supervised by a health professional experienced in the use of anti-cancer medicinal products (e.g., oncologist)?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient while on therapy (i.e., absence of disease progression)?
Will drug be used as monotherapy?
Is drug being supervised by a health professional experienced in the use of anti-cancer medicinal products (e.g., oncologist)?
Is the patient in response (partial or complete) to first-line platinum-based chemotherapy?
Will drug be used as monotherapy?
Is drug being supervised by a health professional experienced in the use of anti-cancer medicinal products (e.g., oncologist)?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient while on therapy (i.e., absence of disease progression)?
Will drug be used as monotherapy?
Is drug being supervised by a health professional experienced in the use of anti-cancer medicinal products (e.g., oncologist)?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Will drug be used as monotherapy?
Does patient have BRAF wild-type melanoma?
Is drug being prescribed and will it be supervised by a qualified physician experienced in the use of anti-cancer agents (e.g., oncologist)?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient 
(i.e., absence of disease progression)?
Will drug be used as monotherapy?
Is drug being prescribed and supervised by a qualified physician experienced in the use of anti-cancer agents (e.g., oncologist)?
Does patient have stage III or stage IV melanoma?
Has patient received previous treatments?
Does patient have good performance status (ECOG less or equal to 1)?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient 
(i.e., absence of disease progression)?
Is drug being used in combination with cobimetinib (Cotellic)?
Does patient have good performance status (ECOG less or equal to 1)?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Does the patient have confirmed diagnosis of MS according to 2017 McDonald diagnostic criteria?
Has the patient had at least one attack within the last 12 months and/or new T2 or gadolinium-enhancing lesions on MRI?
Note* Initial approval is limited to 12 months. 
After 12 months of treatment confirmation must be provided which validates the current treatment has slowed the disease progression AND there has been a reduction in the number and/or severity of attacks/relapses. 
Renewal Criteria
Has the treatment slowed the progression of the disease or disability?
Has there been a reduction in the number and/or severity of attacks/relapses?
If you have answered NO to one of these questions, please provide additional evidence on how patient benefited from treatment and why treatment should be continued.
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Does the patient have lesions indicative of MS on an MRI?
Has the patient had at least one disabling relapse within the last 12 months?
Has the patient failed to respond to a full and adequate course (at least 6 months) of at least one disease modifying therapy?
Note* Initial approval is limited to 12 months. 
After 12 months of treatment confirmation must be provided which validates the current treatment has slowed the disease progression AND there has been a reduction in the number and/or severity of attacks/relapses. 
Renewal Criteria
Has the treatment slowed the progression of the disease or disability?
Has there been a reduction in the number and/or severity of attacks/relapses?
If you have answered NO to one of these questions, please provide additional evidence on how patient benefited from treatment and why treatment should be continued.
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Will the drug be used in combination with a fluoropyrimidine-based chemotherapy including 5-fluorouracil, capecitabine or tegafur?
Will the drug be used in combination with carboplatin/paclitaxel chemotherapy regimen?
Is the tumour resectable?
Has patient’s disease progressed or relapsed following prior therapy?
Will Zirabev will be used in monotherapy or in combination with lomustine?
Has the patient received prior VEGF-targeted therapy including Zirabev?
Has the patient received more than two chemotherapy regimens to treat this condition?
Is this the first recurrence of the cancer?
Has Zirabev been prescribed in combination with paclitaxel, topotecan and or pegylated liposomal doxorubicin?
Has the patient received prior VEGF-targeted therapy including bevacizumab?
Is this the first recurrence of the cancer?
Has drug been prescribed in combination with carboplatin and gemcitabine?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Has the disease progressed, persisted, or recurred subsequent to prior systemic therapies?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient (patient does not show evidence of progressive disease while on therapy)? 
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Is the patient using Rituxan (rituximab) in combination with Zydelig?
Has the patient failed to respond to, or is intolerant to Rituxan (rituximab) or 
an Alkylating Agent?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Is drug being used as monotherapy?
Will drug be used as first-line treatment for ALK-positive locally advanced (not amenable to curative therapy) or metastatic non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC)?
Is drug being prescribed and supervised by a qualified physician experienced in the use of anticancer agents?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient
(i.e., absence of disease progression)?
Is drug being used as monotherapy?
Is drug prescribed and supervised by a qualified physician experienced in the use of anticancer agents?
Is drug being used as monotherapy?
Does patient have ALK-positive locally advanced (not amenable to curative therapy) or metastatic NSCLC that has progressed on or that was intolerant to crizotinib?
Is drug being prescribed and supervised by a qualified physician experienced in the use of anticancer agents?
Note: Initial and subsequent approvals are limited to 12 months. Additional information is required every 12 months, in order to assess for further coverage.
Renewal Criteria
Is there documented objective evidence of continued benefit for this patient
(i.e., absence of disease progression)?
Is drug being used as monotherapy?
Is drug prescribed and supervised by a qualified physician experienced in the use of anticancer agents?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
Has the patient received prior chemotherapy containing docetaxel for this 
condition after failure of androgen deprivation therapy?
Is the patient asymptomatic or mildly symptomatic after failure of androgen 
deprivation therapy?
Is this drug being used in combination with prednisone?
Will Zytiga be used in combination with prednisone and androgen deprivation therapy (ADT)?
Please provide the specific diagnosis and any Canadian clinical research that supports the use of this drug in your patient's context.
    To be completed by prescribing
    physician
If no previous therapies have been tried for the selected diagnosis, please specify the rationale:
For the selected diagnosis, please provide all previous and current drug therapies in the area below.
Please specify the outcome:
Will the patient be continuing on this medication in addition to new therapy?
    To be completed by prescribing
    physician
    Must be completed by plan member
Physician authorization
I certify that the information in this form is true and complete to the best of my knowledge. The information in this statement will be kept in a Group Benefits health file with Manulife and might be accessible by the patient or third parties to whom access has been granted or those authorized by law. By providing the information, I consent to such unedited release of any information contained herein.
Physician’s signature
Date signed (dd/mmm/yyyy)
    To be signed by plan member
I certify that I, my spouse and/or my dependants of minor or major age (“Dependants”), require the prescription drug identified and that the information provided for this request is true and complete.I authorize Manulife Financial (“Manulife”) to collect, use, maintain and disclose personal information relevant to this request (“Information”) for the purposes of Group Benefits plan administration, audit and the assessment, investigation and management of this request (“Purposes”). I am authorized by my Dependants to disclose and exchange Information with your physician and Patient Assistance Program for the Purposes of Group Benefits plan administration. I authorize any person or organization with Information, including any medical and health professionals, facilities or providers, professional regulatory bodies, any employer, group plan administrator, insurer, investigative agency, and any administrators of other benefits programs to collect, use, maintain and exchange this information with each other and with Manulife, its reinsurers and/or its service providers, for the Purposes. I authorize the use of my Social Insurance Number (“SIN”) for the purposes of identification and administration, if my SIN is used as my plan member certificate number. I agree a photocopy or electronic version of this authorization is valid.
By completing this form, you authorize Manulife, where applicable, to disclose and exchange Information with your physician and Patient Assistance Program for the Purposes.
I understand that Manulife’s Privacy Policy and Privacy Information Package are available at
, or from my Plan Sponsor.
Plan member’s signature
Date signed (dd/mmm/yyyy)
Any Information provided to or collected by Manulife in accordance with this authorization, will be kept in a Group Benefits health file. Access to your Information will be limited to:
• Manulife employees, representatives, reinsurers, and service providers in the performance 
of their jobs;
• Persons to whom you have granted access; and
• Persons authorized by law.
You have the right to request access to the personal information in your file, and, where appropriate,to have any inaccurate information corrected.
    To be signed by plan member
I confirm that
•    I, or one of my family members covered by my plan, need the drug named on this form (or an
     equivalent drug that Manulife proposes) 
•    the information I have given you in this request is true and complete
I agree that Manulife can collect, use, keep, and share my personal information, or the personal information of my family members, to manage this claim. 
I agree that Manulife can also use this information for these purposes: 
•     managing my group benefits plan 
•     assessing and processing claims 
•     investigating and ensuring the quality and accuracy of claims 
•     patient assistance programs, if they apply
I agree that these people and groups can share my personal information with Manulife to manage my claim: 
•     medical and health professionals, such as my doctor, Manulife’s doctor, pharmacist and nurse 
•     health providers, such as pharmacies, preferred pharmacies, hospitals, clinics, patient assistance 
      programs  
•     Manulife’s service providers
If my Manulife plan requires me to buy a drug that needs prior authorization from a preferred pharmacy or provider, a case manager may contact me, my doctor and/or Patient Assistance Program to: 
•     give me information about the program 
•     arrange to have my prescription or authorization transferred to the preferred pharmacy or 
      provider
I agree that Manulife can use my Social Insurance Number (“SIN”) to identify me and manage my benefits, if my SIN is used as my plan member certificate number.
I agree that a photocopy or electronic version of this authorization is valid. 
Plan member’s signature
Date signed (dd/mmm/yyyy)
Protecting your personal information is important to us. People who can see your personal information are:  
•     Manulife employees who need to see your information to do their jobs 
•     people you’ve given permission to
To find out more about Manulife’s privacy policy please see manulife.ca
7  Mailing instructions
Use the Submit a Claim Feature on the Plan Member Secure Site 
OR mail or fax your completed form to the following address. 
 
Manulife Group Benefits Health Claims
Attention Prior Authorization Team 
PO BOX 1653
WATERLOO ON  N2J 4W1
 
Fax: 1-855-752-0404
 
Please retain a photocopy for your files.
Use the Submit a Claim Feature on the Plan Member Secure Site 
OR mail or fax your completed form to the appropriate address: 
 
If you live in Quebec:
 
Manulife Group Benefits Health Claims
Attention Prior Authorization Team
PO BOX 2580, STATION B
MONTREAL QC  H3B 5C6
 
Fax: 1-855-752-0404
 
If you live outside Quebec:
 
Manulife Group Benefits Health Claims
Attention Prior Authorization Team 
PO BOX 1653
WATERLOO ON  N2J 4W1
 
Fax: 1-855-752-0404
Please retain a photocopy for your files.
Use the Submit a Claim Feature on the Plan Member Secure Site 
OR forward the completed form to one of the following:
Manulife Group Benefits Health Claims
Attention Prior Authorization Team
PO BOX 130 STN WATERLOO
WATERLOO ON  N2J 4A1
Email: GB_HD_secure@manulife.ca
Fax: 416-934-3345
Please retain a copy for your records.
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The purpose of this form is to obtain the medical information required to assess your request for a drug on the Prior Authorization list under your drug plan benefit coverage.
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